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Eucalyptus and the Ejido; Industrial tree plantations on ^ido  lands in southeastern Mexico: 
environmental, equity and economic concerns
Chairperson: Tom Roy \(£.
The modem industrial tree plantation o f eucalyptus is characterized t>y the propagation of a 
small number of species and hybrids in uniform even aged stands grown in short rotations of 
seven years. Countries in the South are beginning to capitalize on good growing conditions, 
cheap land and labor to establish plantations, and t>ecome players In the global market for 
pulpwood used in the m anu^cture of paper. Mexico is moving to establish plantations of 
eucalyptus on communal lands known as ejidos. The Mexican government has reformed the 
ejido sector in order to allow the sale, rental and coventure agreement access of these lands by 
corporate agriculture, including the plantation industry. Recent laws have legitimized the 
plantation industry and granted subsidies for plantation estabHshment, while neoliberal reforms 
have further marginalized the historically discriminated against ejido sector. A review of the 
potential environmental, equity, and economic impacts of eucalyptus plantations on ejido lands 
raises several issues of concern. Plantations are not found to support high levels of biodiversity 
potential or mimic positive attributes of native forests such as nutrient recycling or protection from 
erosion. In addition, plantations utilize large amounts of water and require the use of herbicides 
and fertilizers to maintain levels of productivity. There are also questions about their long term 
impacts on soil fertility. Plantations raise equity issues concerning the displacement of local land 
uses, and the power of ejido farmers to compete against plantation company offers to rent ejido 
larxt Plantations will not provide rewarding employment opportunities for the bulk of ejido farmers 
vrtiose land they occupy. Furthermore, revenue from plantation rental contracts is less lucrative 
for the ejido termers than other land uses. Plantation proponents would like to see the orderly 
aquisition of ejido lands without concern for ejido termer objectives and tevor the isolation o f 
plantation operations from ejido termers in order to reduce financial risks. Plantations are found 
to be a corporate industrial ordering of the landscape, which precludes plantations from ottering 
many of the supposed positive attributes associated with them by plantation proponents.
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Introduction
“To help feed pulp and paper mUls. vast monocultures o f conifers, 
eucalyptus, acacia, and other apecês are being estat)lished b o * in the 
North artd, increasànç^, in the S ou*, where fast tree growfh, 
inexpensive land and labor, and lawsh subsidies combine to make wood 
especially cheap. As swatehes o f exolx; trees in the native woocUands, 
grasslands, fannlands and pastures, the results, in country after county, 
ha\m been impoverishment, environm ents dégradation, and rural strife 
(Carrereand Lohmann, 1996; 1).*
“\Mthout a doutit, a massive program o f intenSvSy cultivated plantations, 
utilizing unforested, marginal lands, can supply a major part o f the wood 
socie(K needs, and o ftm -trene f^ as well, iriduding a diminished 
pressure on native forests (Whitmore, 1999; 255). ̂
Plantations quickly becoming the new reality
For the pulp and paper Industry, industrial tree plantations for the production of wood pulp used in 
the manu^cture of paper are quiddy becoming the new reality in the commercial forestry arena 
The use of fast-growing hybrid varieties of species like F*inus and e^aecialty Eucalyptus, grown in 
locations with warm climates and adequate water, mean that industrial plantations can achieve 
phenomenal growth rates and mature in a very short period of time. This new plantation reality 
means that the highly cyclical pulp and paper industry can produce a plantation product that is 
both very uniform and tirne predictable. Increasingly these new industrial plantations are being 
eskiblished in the "South, " that is, in countries outside of the industrialized northem hemisphere 
with good growing conditions, cheap land and reduced labor rates.
Though industry inspired, the new plantation model with its phenomenal growth rates, has 
encouraged forestry analysts and others to propose that plantations can sustainably meet our
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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ever increasing paper consumption demands by utilizing only relatively small portions of land, 
and that this land can t)e of marginal quality or stature. In addition, it is said that plantation 
establishment w ill bring employment and development to the countries that they occupy — and 
that by establishing plantations upon so-called "marginal" or "degraded" lands, planW ons are 
said to t>e a recuperative process, which restores forest cover
Mexico could become a pulpwood player, but It Involves the conversion of ejido lands
One such country primed for the location of industrial tree plantations is Mexico. Though it lags 
far behind other Latin American countries with vast areas under plantations, such as Brazil and 
Chile, Mexico is said to contain ample amounts of "degraded" land for plantation establishment. 
While Mexico has the potential to become a pulpwood player, a large amount of the land deemed 
appropriate for plantations is located on the countries many ejidos -  collectively owned parcels of 
land granted to peasants during Mexico's history of land reform. In the southeastern portion of 
toe country, where toe government is working to promote toe establishment of industrial 
plantations, relatively "pow" peasants occupy many of toe ejidos.
The main focus of this inquiry is in tire state of Tatrasco, where two Mexican companies, 
Planfosur and Pulsar have established plantations of eucalyptus on ejido lands. The plantations 
are harvested on eight-year rotations — seven years for growth and one year for harvesting and 
replanting. The plantation companies typically seek rental contracts with ejidos and private 
landholders to cover one rotation. If successful growth rates are achieved on toe land, further 
rental contracts are negotiated.
Historical discrimination against ejido agriculture
The Mexican government has had a contentious and often paternalistic relationship with many of 
the country's ejidos. Historically the legal status of toe ejido provided ejido members with a 
measure of security in that as long as the land was worked by toe inhabitants it could not be
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
foreclosed upon or sold -  but it also meant that the land could not be put up for collateral in 
order to obtain financing to enhance forming enterprises. Because many ejidatarios lack the 
capital to enhance forming enterprises on their land, they were often at the mercy of the 
government to handout sul>sidized inputs and provide price guarantees for their crops. In an 
effort to t>oost agricultural production the Mexican government has historically discriminated 
against these small-scale "low-tech" ejidos in fovor o f larger privatized forms in the North with the 
infrastructure and irrigation necessary to maximize production.
Neoliberal reforms open the ejido for business
In the era of the free market and free trade, litexico is now turning back to ite ^idos in an effort to 
boost production and capture the comparative advantages that ejido lands are now seen to enjoy 
in the industrial plantation arena. Leading up to and following the passage of NAFTA, the 
Mexican government has pushed through a set of neolit>eral reforms which acted to end 
subsidized inputs and price guarantees for ejidos. Most importantly, the reforms seek to change 
the legal standing of the ejido in order to open ejido lands up to private investment and the free 
market. The cornerstone of this effort is the reform of article 27 of the Mexican constitution, which 
declared that ejidos could never be bought or sold The reform of article 27 changes the status of 
ejido land by allowing for the rental or sale of these lands after a two-thirds majority vote by ejido 
members, or the establishment of coventure agreements between foreign or domestic companies 
and ejido landholders. The privatization of foe ^ id o  has sparked considerable debate about the 
future of the ejido and it's  residents in the Mexican countryside. The government also passed 
new forestry legislation designed to promote the establishment of industrial tree plantations. The 
new forestry legislation sets forth guidelines for industrial tree plantations, and provides generous 
subsidies for the establishment of such plantations when compared with funding levels allocated 
for community forestry enterprises. Plantation companies are seeking to rent private and ejido 
lands, and in some cases form associations with ^ id o  memtiers in order to establish large areas 
of industrial tree plantations.
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One constant, current through the reforms to the ejidos sector and In the new forestry legislation 
that promotes industrial plantations, is the aim to infuse foreign and domestic capital and 
expertise into the ejido sector It is argued that this is necessary in order to txx>st production on 
the "inefficient” and "underproductive" ejido lands, and to jumpstart the fledgling plantation sector.
Plantations have been criticized because of adverse environmental impacts
As with the dispute over the privatization of the ejido, not everyone in Mexico is behind the 
government's efforts to promote industrial plantations. During debate over the new forestry law, a 
coalition of environmentalists charged that the government was purely bending to pressure from 
transnational pulpwood and paper company interests which pushed for the new forestry 
legislation, and that the new forestry law would encourage the planting of environmentally 
damaging eucalyptus (Bray and Merino-Pérez, 2002). Indeed internationally plantations of 
eucalyptus have t)een strongly criticized because they are alleged to cause adverse effects on 
soil fertility, on water resources, and tjecause they provide a relatively poor hatxtet for wildlife 
(Poore and Fries, 1985). Locally, environmentaliste in Tabasco, Mexico are critical o f plantations 
of eucalyptus for several reasons. First, they are concerned with the potential alletopathic affects 
of the eucalyptus, in which trees w ill release chemicals into the environment that inhibit the 
regrowth of native species in areas once occupied by eucalyptus plantations. Second, they are 
worried about chemical herbicides, insecticides, and fongicides that w ill be used on the 
plantations, arte the fact that they could easily pollute local waterways and protected wetlands. 
Third, they are frustrated that no plantation test plots were conducted in order to ascertain the 
impact of eucalyptus plantations upon soil fertility and the environment. As a result, there is the 
concern that if and when plantation companies are through with the land (because it does not 
prove adequate for growing plantation trees, the plantation company goes out of business, or the 
ejido chooses not renew rental contracts) that the land w ill be left degraded by plantation 
operations. Other environmentalists and ejido advocates have expressed concerns over the lack 
of biodiversity represented in monoculture tree plantations.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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To answer ttiese questions several ecological aspects of industrial tree plantations of eucalyptus 
are investigated. While many of the concerns raised t>y environmentalists in Tabasco, Mexico 
are focused on the particular traits o f the eucalyptus bee, what is more important are the 
management practices that are employed by plantation companies in growing eucalyptus trees in 
short rotations. In other words, it is not necessarily the unique characteristics of the eucalyptus 
tree, but the practice and management of planting them in high-densrty plantations with short 
roWtions that threatens the long-term sustainability o f the plantation. Though characteristics of 
the tree do affect management decisions, what is paramount is how plantation operators choose 
to use this information to inform their management decisions. Also paramount is the core 
plantation model itself, which as stated above is based upon ^ s t growth and short rotations As 
w ill t)e stiown, this model presents conflicts with efforts to enhance biodiversity, reduce erosion, 
insure the sustainable use of soil nutrients, and protect surrounding areas from fertilizer, herbicide 
and pesticide exposure.
Plantations have been criticized in regards to equity and economic concerns
There are also prc^lems with equity and economic issues associated with the creation of 
industrial plantations. Local environmentalists are concerned that plantations established on so- 
called "marginal" lands on ejidos w ill displace local agriculture, and reduce the amount of 
employment available to local inhabitants. Nevertheless, laws and subsidies that promote the 
establishment o f industrial plantations are often planned from "above," and do not take into 
consideration the local concerns which in tum raise serious equity issues.
Employment prospects on plantations limited
Plantation proponents often declare that plantation esteblishment w ill provide enhanced 
employment opportunities for local communities on whose land these plantations are established. 
Unfortunately, globally, planterons have a track record of not providing "automatic employment 
and cash incomes to ... disadvantaged people living in remote areas (Niskanen and
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
Saastamoinen, 1996) ' In fact, plantations typically do not offer enhanced employment 
opportunities for local landholders, and the structure of employment opportunities on plantations 
favors the hiring of low paid contract workem often from outside the immediate area In addition, 
plantations are said to only bring true economic development when associated processing 
industries are linked with them. This too is problematic, as processing industries related to 
pulpwood plantations woukl most likely t>e high investment paper mills -  which while creating a 
large infrastructure generate little employment per capital invested. Finally, it is argued that 
plantations are not there for the purpose of generating employment linkages, but to serve 
linkages already estat>lished in other areas.
Other land uses more profitable
Employment prospecAs aren't the only financial consideration that is important in relation to 
plantation establishment. The profitability of other land uses is also an important concern. Ejido 
memt>ers who rent d ieir land to plantation companies might well make more money by engaging 
in other agricultural activities. The problem is that many of these ejidatarios^ lack the means to 
make t>etter, more profitable use of their land, and therefore choose the less financially rewarding 
option of a rental contract with the plantation company.
Cultures in  con flic t
Finally, thé estatilishment o f industrial tree plantations on ejido lands to some extent represents a 
clash of cultures. First, the very structure of the ejido and the often small land holdings heki by 
ejido memlaers makes it difficult for corporations to acquire significantly large tracts of land on 
which to establish plantations. Second, testimony indicates that many ejidatarios are more 
interested in remunerative employment over simply receiving a rent check. And third, a corporate 
culture determined to minimize risk and maximize profits Ixings with it a "myopic gaze" that often
' Terminology; ejido memt>ers are known as e jidatarios, while peasants are called cam pesinos. 
Often ^idatarios are simply referred to as campesinos, especially when reftering to the broader 
population.
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labels those with differing development goals as ’t>ackwards" and "anti-progress."
The Main Questions of My Inquiry Are:
1. What are some of the rationales used by international actors in support o f tree plantations, arx* 
why should we t)e wary of these arguments from tx>th an international and regional perspective?
2. What are some of the negative environmental, equity, and economic impacts associated with 
the industrial tree plantation model, and how are they r^evant to ejido communities in 
southeastem Mexico?
3. Why does the Mexican government favor large-scale agro industry development over small- 
scale ejidal fanning enterprises? How do recent law changes and some aspects of the history of 
campesino agriculture in southeastem Mexico act to favor large-scale agro industry enterprises 
while at the same time lim iting small-scale ̂ ido  farming options?
Research
In the fell o f 20001 traveled to southern Mexico in order to conduct interviews with people 
interested in the issue of industrial plantations. In the city of Villahermosa, Tabasco state, I 
coTKiucted interviews with representatives from two plantation companies involved in the 
establishment of plantations of eucalyptus. They include Avelino B. V illa Salas, director of 
government and public relations for the Planfosur corporation, and Jose Antonio Ruiz Bosch, 
manager of social development for the Pulsar company's forestry development division. In order 
to gain a different perspective than those offered by industry representatives I interviewed Silvia 
Whizar, co-founder of the Santo Tomàs Ecological Association of Villahermosa, whose group has 
been active in the opposition to eucalyptus plantations on ejido lands. I also interviewed 
Ramondo Gonzalez, a consultant hired by the federal govemment to oversee what he called the
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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"social aspects” of one ejido family's farming enterprise on an individually divided ejido of 4000 
hectares located on the border between ttie stetes of Tabasco and Chiapas. Mr. Gonzalez 
wished to keep the specifics of his employment confidential in order that he might speak more 
freely at>out his opinions of recent neoliiseral policies enacted by the Mexican govemment, and 
plans by plantation companies to utilize land on the ejido where he works. Later I toured a 6- 
year-old eucalyptus plantation located on an ^ido  a short distance outside of Villahermosa, 
Tabasco.
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Part 1 Mexico Emerges
Trend Towards Industrial Plantations
The global pulp and paper Industry Is currently engaged in a significant shift in how trees are 
grown for industrial purposes. Traditionally, forests were simply "mined" of their timber, or forests 
were managed to enhance the value of standing timlaer and to re-establish trees after harvesting. 
Today, trees are increasingly being planted under an agricultural plantation model, where genetic 
strains of fast-growing species are carefully bred and selected, seedlings are planted in carefully 
prepared rows, and single-species, single-aged stands are treated with fertilizers, hert>icides, and 
pesticides (AbroamovHz and Mattoon, 1999). In a discus^on of the gradient between natural 
forest management and industrial plantation development Lamprecht (1990) defines the widely 
used terms classicar and modem' silviculture:
Classical sWcufture seeks to achieve its objective by the best 
possible sustained utilization, under œntrcHled cœditions, o f the 
natural producdve potential o f a stie, i.e. by r^yective oriented 
managerrmnt o f tite ecosystem.
Whereas
Modem sBviculture makes use mamty o fa rtitid a l forest, in a way 
that is as independent as possiMe o f the natural sfte, and in an 
artifkiial environment that can only be maintoined artificially.
Hence, the industrial tree plantation model has t)een refined into a hypermodem 'order* in which 
nearly every asperA of the plantation is brought under human control (Carrere and Lohmann, 
1996). th u s "modem" plantation sitvicuttuie has become primarily a "cropping activity (Sargent, 
1992) " This new science of plantation silviculture arose in the North, "mainly as a consequence 
of industrial development," which spurred high deforestetion rates requiring industrialized
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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countries to find new ways of managing forests and re-establishing woodlands (Carrere and 
Lohmann). More recently plantation silviculture has t)een advanced in countries like Brazil, with 
the advent of extremely fast-growing plantations of eucalyptus. Today's industrial tree plantation 
can be manipulated to produce much higher yields than produced in natural forests, and they can 
produce a uniform product of specified qualities well-suited to industry, especially for paper- 
making in a specified time frame (Sawyer, 1993).
Globally, plantations are t>eing established at a rapid pace Recently, Leslie (1999) estimated 
that new plantation creation was occurring at a rate of five to eight million hectares annually, and 
there is reason to i>elieve that this rate w ill be susfoined or increased. Based on these estimates, 
global industrial plantation cover should currently total t>etween 110 and 150 million tiectares 
(Leslie. 1999).
Although plantations are establistred for a variety of reasons, such as: to halt desertification, to 
feed sawmills, to provide fueiwood, or to diversify agricultural production, the trees most often 
planted today are fest-growing species fevored by industry for paper pulp or other low-grade 
wood producfe (Carrere and Lohmann, 1996). In feet, "Ninety percent o f the world's forest 
plantations, including three-quarters of the plantations in developing countries, are classified as 
industrial plantations (Kanowski and Savill, 1992) " This paper is concerned with the creation and 
impacts of these industrial plantations.̂
Trend of Sighting Plantations in the South
Traditionally the United States, Canada, and Northem European countries have t>een the main 
providers of the world's pulpwood supply in the 20th-century, but new suppliers in the southern
 ̂Terminology: From this point on industria l p lantations w ill be referred to just as plantations. 
These are fast growing short rotation plantations grown for paper pulp.
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hemisphere have realized @%at they can become global players in the world's pulp and paper 
market (Abroamovitz and Mattoon, 1999). More recently, countries such as Brazil, Indonesia, 
and Chile have become players in the gkAal pulp and paper market by taking advantage of lower 
production costs (inexpensive land and labor), climates that are more conducive to ^ s t growth 
rates, and generous subsidies that help defray establishment costs (Abroamovitz and Mattoon, 
1999; Carrere and Lohmann, 1996).
Conventionally softwoods such as pine and other conifers have t>een used to make paper 
because of the longer fibers contained in the wood pulp which contribute to the strength and 
duraUnty of the paper produced from these species. Recently, however, new technology has 
allowed for the use of hardwoods such as eucalyptus in the production of high-quality office and 
prin tir^ papers, and eucalyptus has become the tree of choice for industrial plantations grown in 
warmer climates
A comparison of growth rates indicates one of the primary reasons why industrial plantetions are 
more competitive in tropical and subtropical regions
•  Softwood plantations: In ChNe and New Zealand radiata pine grows at atxmt 25 cubic meters 
per hectere per year (m*/ha/yr), whereas the less dense wood of the loblolly pine grown in the 
southern United States grows at about 10 cutwc meters per hectere per year (m */ha^) (Pappens, 
1999; Mattoon, 1998):
•  Hardwood plantetions: Eucalyptus -  the ptentetion tree of choice in the tropics -  can be grown 
at a rate between 40 to 55 cubic meters per hectere in Brazil, and 26 (m=/ha/yr) in Chile, while a 
comparable hardwood, birch, planted in Sweden, grows at a sluggish five cubic meters per year 
(Pappens, 1999).
In comparison the yields obtained on plantetions ôf eucalyptus in southern Mexico are very 
competitive with the mean annual increment (MAI) between 30 and 45 cubic meters per hectere 
per year (m */ha^) (Fernandez et al., 2002). In addition, while it takes at least 15 years to grow 
pine large enough to cut in Alafcrama, rotations o f eucalyptus in Brazil and Mexico are routinely 
harvested after only seven years (Mattoon, 1998).
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Mexico could become a pulp production leader
Asa iBsutt of the competitive advantages that plantations enjoy in Hie warmer climates, plantation 
area in the tropics tripled between 1965 and 1980, and again increased t>etween two and three 
times between 1980 and 1990 (Evans. 1992). Today, plantation establishment in the tropics and 
subtropics is expected to continue at a high rate because it w ill be these, "low cost producers with 
test growing pulpwood resources in tropical and subtropical regions that w ill increasingly become 
the most competitive in the highly cydical market pulp sector (Payne, 1999)." As a result of 
tevorable comparative advantages in pulpwood production, exports from the major Latin 
American economies are expected to grow by more than 70 percent in the period t>etween 1997 
and 2007 as projected new capacity is lealized across the region (Payne, 1999).
W hile Mexican agrarian law has historically tevored agricultural expansion, and has not pursued 
the potential for timlaer plantations -  "lagging ter behind other Latin American countries such as 
Brazil, Chile and Argentina," recent law changes are making Mexico more competitive in the 
pulpwood producfion arena (Wexter and Bray. 1996), According to industry analyst Mark Payne 
(1999):
77ie potenfte/ ofM9xkx> to become one o f toe wodd's great pulp 
producers over toe next 20 years should afso be eppreciated. While it 
may seem ter-totohed at p re ^n t given M exict/s almost total lack o f 
knmlvement in toe pulp sector, it is not inœncervable that whole areas o f 
toe Mexican counby^de cotM  be transformed by exten&ve pulpwood 
p la n tio n s  over toe first decade or two o f the next century (Payne,
1999}.
While the transformation of "whole areas of the Mexican countryside" may not go as smoothly as 
govemment and industry proponents would hope due to logistical, equity and cultural obstacles, 
Payne (1999) is optim istic that "there could be a rush of paper groups interested in securing low 
cost fiber supplies from Mexico, despite the difficulties involved."
Mexico's participation in NAFTA, linking it w th toe United States, home to toe world's largest
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paper industry, combined with the high growth potential for plantations in the Mexican 
countryside make it increasingly attractive to US, Canadian and Mexican pulp and paper 
companies (Payne, 1999). Recent activities by North American interests illustrate this trend. The 
Canadian govemment commissioned a study on the feasibility of establishing plantations on ejido 
lands, and the US paper giant, International Paper, lobbied heavily for the Mexican govemment to 
pass legislation favorable to the industrial plantation sector.
Interest goes beyond the desire to establish plantations, and extends into the heavy industry 
sector of pulp m ill paper production. Given Mexico's competitive advantage, and strategic 
placement, US, Canadian, European, Asian and Latin American multinationals could be tempted 
to invest in large new mills, particularly if the country's transportation infrastructure is upgraded, 
and if the country can offer a substantial base of newly established pulpwood plantations (Payne, 
1999).
Improving the Balance of Trade
Even though Mexico could become a major pulpwood supplier, currently it has a large pulpwood 
production deficit and imports nearly 85 percent o f its yearly supply (Ross, 1998). Therefore 
establishment of industrial plantations sounds like a good way of providing the country’s 
pulpwood needs. This fact is not lost on the World Bank (2001), which states "Mexico needs to 
develop its plantetions sector, both to offset the rapidly growing pulp importe and to reduce 
pressure on its natural forests for low-valued commodity products." However, it would be 
shortsighted to assume that pulpwood from plantetions in Mexico w ill automatically be funneled 
towards Mexico's paper m ills in a orderly one to one linear relationship between local supply and 
demand Instead, transnational corporations like Intemational Paper, have pressured the 
Mexican govemment to develop port and transportation networks that "tie together the plantetions 
and tiie  industry," with "the industry" meaning pulp mills in the United States (Bray and Merino-
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Pérez, 2002). Meanwhile, two Mexican plantation companies Planfosur and Pulsar have stated 
that pulpwood produced on their plantations w ill go to the highest bidders on the gk>t>at market.̂  
The glot>al market that transnational pulp and paper companies are participating in is fueled by 
hyper consumptive northem nations like the United States. Western Europe and Japan -  which 
combined make up less than 20 percent of tf%e world's population, but account for nearly 70 
percent of global paper consumption (Mattoon, 1998). Incredibly it is wWiin these nations that 
most of the new growth in consumption is expected to occur (Mattoon, 1998). While the United 
States is currently the leader in both pulpwood and paper production, there is concern that 
production from North American forests is tjecrxning less competitive when compared with fast- 
growing plantations in the South, and the foot that harvest rates are being reduced in northem 
forests due to environmental considerations (Mattoon, 1998).
Even if Mexico's plantations are able to improve foe balance of trade in pulpwood, foe question 
then becomes at what cost to foe Mexican govemment, the local environment and foe social 
fobric of foe Mexican countryside? According to forestry analyst Jacqueline Sawyer (1993), 
"reference is often made to foe foot foat in several developing countries plantations have 
improved foe balance of trade by reducing or eliminating foe need to import industrial timlaer or 
wood products," and industrial plantations in Brazil, Chile, Kenya and Zambia are good examples 
of this practice. But, plantations in Brazil and Chile are not without their detractors. While Brazil 
has become a leading exporter of pulp and paper, the gains Brazil has made in the glot>ai 
marketplace have been made possible only with foe help of costly govemment subsidies, which 
were necessary to establish foe plantations, and the plantations are not without criticism on 
environmental and social grounds. According to Sawyer, because of these drawbacks, their true 
worth to the economy and people of Brazil has been exaggerated, and the same can be said of 
many large-scale plantations established in other countries.
 ̂A representotive from Planfosur indicated foat they were most interested in pursuing markets in 
foe United States, and especially Japan. Only as a backup, if market conditions for pulpwood are
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Another problem associated with producing for the global market is the risk of depending on a 
commodity prone to wild tumbles in price The pulp and paper industry is famous for it's up and 
down cycles brought on in part by over investment in large new mills when demand is high. This 
over investment can saterate the market resulting in a glut of paper products, which then 
depresses market prices (Carrere and Lohmann, 1996). Also, changes in supply flows resulting 
from indiscriminate planting of pulpwood trees — while good for paper manufacturers -  makes 
cultivation progressively less profitable. Tree crops are already "chronically unprofitable in strict 
market terms," otherwise they would not require so many subsidies (Carrere and Lohmann, 
1996). To compound the problem millions more hectares of tree crops w ill be planted around the 
world in the next few years which may threaten to saturate regional markets and "put pulpwood 
into the bracket o f other Southern primary commodities whose prices have fellen to persistently 
uneconomic levels (Leslie, 1999; Institute del Tercer Mundo, 1989, cited in Carrere and 
Lohmann, 1996)."
An important question is who w ill benefit from foe establishment of industrial plantations? W ill 
plantations spur growth in other industries spreading economic development, or w ill foe 
agroexport development model benefit only a few. leading to a concentration of wealth by those 
corporations whteh occupy foe large areas of land foat plantations require? According to foe 
traditional logic of the vast literature on modernization and international development, and for foat 
matter of neoclassical economics ~  the t>est route to development is through whatever activities 
happen to offer an economic advantage relative to other regions (Freunbenbuig and Gramling, 
1994)." Tttose activities foat have perceived advantages for rural regions often involve the 
exploitation of primary production commodities such as natural resources like oil and timt>er (in 
this case it happens to be conditions foat promote foe rapid growth of plantation trees). The 
traditional argument holds foat as these sectors grow, the region should see foe establishment of
depressed, are they considering foe idea of selling their wood as sawlogs on the domestic
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related businesses -  "and hence the spinning off of economic growth and 'development* 
(Freunbenburg and Gramling, 1994) " W ill plantation establishment in Mexico spur economic 
development? And if so, w ill this development benefit those on whose land plantations are 
established? Or, w ill the contrary argument hold that tiie  economic benefits associated with 
extractive activities accrue not to the region that supplies the primary resources, but to the 
already industrialized regions that use resources as an input into existing industrial processes 
(Freunbenbuig and Gramling, 1994)?
market.
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Part 2 The Mexico Scenario
Plantations Being Established on Lands in Southeastern Mexico
Despite the inherait risks of producing a primary commodity for the global maricetpiaœ, there is 
nonetheless a substantial amount of money to be made in the plantation industry ~ and southern 
Mexico with its heavy annual rainWI, long growing season, low land values and cheap labw rates 
present an attractive scenario for plantation companies.
The Mexican government’s plans for promoting the development of industrial plantations are 
ambitious and focused primarily on the south and southeastem portion of the country. Ejido 
lands have played an important role in the establishment of commercial plantations to date, and 
will continue to t)e viewed as desirable land tor plantation development in the future.
In 1997 the Mexican govemment created the "Commercial Forest Plantations Development 
Program," known by its acronym: PRODEPLAN. The goal o f this incentives program is to support 
the development of 875,000 hectares of commercial forest plantations in 25 years, a large-scale 
objective (Femandez et al., 2002). Alberto Cardenas, director of ttie  National Forestry 
Commission (CONAFOR), whose organization oversees the PRODEPLAN incentives program, 
states that they intend to promote industrial plantations mainly in the south and south-east of the 
country where the ecological conditions are the best tor growing short rotation commercial 
plantations (in states Hke Veracruz, Tatasco, Oaxaca, and Chiapas), but there is also interest in 
the states of Tamaulipas, Coahuila, Sonora, Chihuahua, Jalisco and Michoacan (WRM, 2001a; 
Femandez et al., 2002)
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As of 2002, the total area of commercial plantations was estimated at around 50,000 hectares, 
of which 80 percent are located in the southeast — mainly in "very poor" rural zones in the states 
of Veracruz and Tabasco (Femandez et al., 2002). Approximately half of these plantations have 
been developed on ejido lands, while the other half have been established on private land 
(Fernandez et al., 2002). According to Rubuan Escalante Femandez, of the National Forestry 
Commisaon, there is a campaign by plantation companies to develop 190,000 hectares of new 
plantations by the year 2008 (Fernandez et al., 2002).
While approximately half of the current industrial plantations have been established on ejido 
lands, it can be expected that ejido land w ill continue to t>e a desirable target for plantation 
esteblishment ter at lea^ three reasons. First, ejidos are custodians to approximately 50 percent 
of the nation's croplands, meaning that they hold a considerat)le amount of land considered 
suitable ter plantation esteblishment. Second, many ejido lands are not located on the most 
fertile soils wtWch are occupied with high value export crops, but more marginal soils containing 
lower production basic grains, cash crops or pastureland — a fact which makes them, in tee eyes 
of govemment and industry planners, ideal candidates for plantation esteblishment. Third, and 
perhaps most important, ejido lands are more likely to be undercapitalized and teeretere not 
occupied with other more economically rewarding land uses teat can compete with plantation 
development.
A Selected History of Land Reform in Mexico
Throughout Mexican history there has always been a debate over whether the campesino has a 
role to play in tee national economy, and if so, how. From the early days of the Mexican 
Revolution, which heralded the concept of land reform for the peasants, to tee negotiation of 
NAFTA, which brought with it neoliberal reforms in favor of the free market, the campesino farmer 
has been portrayed as both the backbone of rural Mexican character, and as a break on the
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Mexican version of modem development. One thing is dear, recent reforms to land use laws 
are changing the landscape in the Mexican countryside. Today's debate is over how these new 
land use laws, aimed at introdudng corporate culture into campesino agriculture, w ill affect 
campesino fermera and the land they occupy
The promise of land reform
Following the Mexican revolution, the idea of agrarian land reform was first made into law under 
article 27 of Mexico's constitution of 1917. Article 27 of the constitution enabled organized groups 
of landless peasants to petition the government for plots of land that they could farm, called 
ejidos. Under land reform, the state retained the ultimate title to the ejido, meaning ttia t the 
occupants could never own the land outright -  but the ejido could also never be taken away from 
them or their descendants as long as they put the land to productive use. Hence, the ejido was 
tx)m urtoer the banner of "land for those who w ill work it." Most ejidos are organized 
cooperatively, with ejidatarios collectively working large communal plots, while individuals or 
femilies are granted smaller lots for kitchen gardens, subsistence agriculture, or cash cropping. 
Other ejidos are less communally oriented, and the ejido is strictly divided between the individual 
ejido femilies, with each femily farming their own parcel. Today, ejidos, indigenous communities, 
and private farmers with small plots are all collectively referred to as the "social-sector" of 
Mexican agriculture.
An introduction to the early history of land reform
While article 27 was written in 1917, actual land reform was carried out only selectively in the 
1920-1934 period, and then it was used mainly as a tool to "pacify and co-opt radical and armed 
peasants groups (Barry, 1994)." It wasn’t until the administration of President Cardenas in the 
1930s that the most substantial reform actually took place. W hile Cardenas is celebrated as being 
responsible for the greatest land reform program in Mexico, and for that matter Latin America, his 
goals were as much atx)ut bringing the peasants (campesinos) under control, as they were about 
creating a land based equality in the countryside. It should be remembered that iarvd reform is a
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political tool, as much as It is the realization of revolutionary ideals
Three other toctors are important when considering the phenomenon of land reform in Mexico. 
First, actual land disbursements slowed down substantially starting in the 1940s, and second, 
land reform was not applied evenly throughout the Mexican countryside. In many Southern 
states, like Chiapas, where local landed elites enjoy considerable political power, less land was 
redistributed — and conflicts between indigenous peasants and landholders has continued to be a 
social and political problem as the current Zapatista uprising demonstrates. Even though further 
land reform was a long shot, rife with corruption and a painfully slow bureaucracy, it nonetheless 
was a t>anner of hope tor many poor campesinos — especially in states like Chiapas. The end of 
land reform in 1992, under President Carlos Salinas was a blow to many seeking a chance to lift 
themselves out of landless poverty. And third, while some large estates were divided up to be 
redistributed, in reality much of the land allocated to torm ejidos was of marginal quality and 
nonirrigated. As Mexican history shows, while many campesinos had to struggle to acquire ejido 
property, those that were granted ejidos also had to struggle to make the most productive use of 
their new land.
Green revolution for productive agriculture
With the outbreak of World War II the export economy in Mexico picked up to provide agricultural 
goods to the United States. This primarily t)enetited larger irrigated terms located in the North 
focused on agricultural export, versus nonirrigated "rain fed" ejido lands (O'Brien, 1998). During 
this time policies tiecame more oriented toward promoting productivity on capitalist torms of land 
holdings rather than in the ejido sector, which was considered to t)e unproductive and 
technologically t)ackward (Reyes Ramos, 1992). Such policies were facilitated by the emergence 
of the "green revolution," initiated with support of the Rockefeller foundation and the Mexican 
government (O'Brien, 1998). The green revolution "became synonymous with a capital-intensive 
path of development open only to those who controlled sufficient resources, including land and
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water, to make an investment In the relatively expensive inputs necessary for production 
(O'Brien. 1998, 91)."
The ejido contribution to the national economy
During the import-substitution era of the 1950s through the 1970s the country experienced three 
decades of phenomenal industrial growth. Left out of the green revolution, it was during this 
period that most ̂ idatarios were resigned to cultivate their fields using traditional rain fed Arming 
techniques, producing com, beans and a variety of other products fw  domestic consumption 
(Barkin, 1994). Thus ejidatarios and smallholders w fio were unable to compete in the export 
arena were instead producing crops for the domestic market, where prices were controlled by the 
state, in the Interest of urban consumers (O’Brien, 1998). Therefore, "While increased export 
production through the modem agricultural sector was a key strategy in financing industrialization, 
it was the ejido and the sm allholder sector that made it possible to maintain low food prices, and 
hence low wages, for the [domestic] labor force. (O’Brien, 1998)." These controlled prices kept 
food costs down, but also guaranteed a set income for social-sector producers of maize, creating 
an important safety net for many of the poorest farmers. The ejido system also was and is 
important tiecause it provided a means o f subsistence and employment for the many rural "poor. ” 
However, while many ejidos were producing for the domestic market they were at the same time 
’constrained by an inefficient and corrupt federal bureaucracy, and unable to introduce modern 
farming systems or new crops for lack o f credit or capital (Barkin, 1994). ” One reason ejido 
farmers could not obtain credit is that under the ejido system of land tenureship the government 
retained title  to the land, which meant that individual ejidatarios could not put it up as collateral to 
obtain loans. Meanwhile, govemment investments in irrigation, road networks, agricultural 
research, and generous credit-subsidy programs benefited the highly capitalized commercial 
agricultural sector, which was quickly transformed into an important participant in the international 
market for fruits and vegetables as well as for cattle (Barkin, 1994). In the following decades of 
the ‘80s and ’90s, rural policies remained the same: "to pronrrote newer, higher-valued crops
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cultivated by a group of better-schooled farmers," while dedining incomes and fewer job 
opportunities led many campesinos to emt>ark on internal and international migrations in search 
of wage incomes, a trend that has become a significant feature of Mexican life today (Barkin. 
1994).
Renegotiating the relationship between the Mexican govemment and the campesino 
economy under the banner of free trade
In 1984, with the advance of neoliberal programs of economic stabilization under the 
administration of President Miguel De la Madrid, the impoverishment o f the peasantry only 
heightened (Barkin, 1994). When the De la Madrid administration announced the decision to 
negotiate NAFTA, there became "an explicit commitment to eradicate the traditional forms of 
cultivation of basic food crops in rain-fed areas," which describes the conditions on many ejidos 
(Barkin, 1994). When the next president o f Mexico, Carlos Salinas de Gortari (1988-1994) took 
office, he too let it be known that the government's relations with the peasantry would be 
restructured. Salinas was able to capitalize upon the reality that in the 1980's a mutual goal 
arose between campesino farmers and the Mexican govemment — both were interested in raising 
production. Salinas, who as a graduate student investigated the problems of the campesino 
economy,' promised to revive agricultural production in the social-sector and launch a new 
process of consensus negotiations with campesino organizations that fe ll outeide of the state's 
traditional corporatist structure (Barry, 1994) President Salinas emphasized, "shared 
responsibilify" and promised a policy that would modemize relations between the state and 
campesino producers "by emphasizing productivity, decentralization, and an end to govemment 
paternalism (Barry, 1994). " Unfortunately, what was to follow was not an investment in social- 
sector agriculture on terms that campesinos themselves helped define, but instead the 
introduction of neoliberal reforms in toe form of an end to state land reform, and an end to the 
already inadequate institutional and financial supports for social-sector farmers (Green, 1996). 
According to Green (1996), these policies "are more concerned with increasing the productivity of
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agriculture than with providing work and land for the country's rural poor." The Salinas 
administration knew very well that the traditional forms of cultivation practiced by many ejidatarios 
would not be competitive in the new arena being estat>lished under the t>anner of free trade. In 
fact in 1994, the year that NAFTA was enacted, the Under secretary of Agriculture, Luis Tellez, 
stated unequivocally that it was the government's intenticm to encourage the emigration of more 
than 13 million people from the rural areas — people who according to Tellez, are not only 
'redundant' but are actually preventing progress in rural Mexico (Barkin, 1994).
The end of land reform
The cornerstone of the Salinas neoliberal plan leading up to the enactment of the NAFTA was the 
end of land reform as the Mexican people had come to know it In 1992 the Salinas 
administration spearheaded a constitutional revision of article 27, which "paved the way for a 
reorganization of land tenure and the introduction of corporate capital into [social-sector] farming 
(Barkin, 1994) " Specifically, revisions to article 27 include the following:
1. Declare a moratorium on new requests fo r land distrit>ution theret>y ending any further 
land reform
2. For the first time ever the govemment has released its claim on ejido lands and 
granted ejidatarios the right to sell, rent, share crop, or mortgage their individual parcels 
(after a two-thirds majority vote), thereby allowing ejidos to e ffe c tive  become private 
property.
3. Grant ejidatarios the right to enter into jo in t ventures and contracts with private 
(including foreign) investors and stock holding companies (Barry, 1994).
The end of land reform therefore allowed Mexican and intemational corporations to access ejido 
lands in three ways: 1.) Rent ejido land for a maximum renewable term of 30 years. 2.) Establish 
a joint venture with an ejido -  in vdiich properly of the land is transferred to the jo in t venture 
company. 3.) Purchase land outright from individual ejido memt)ers The ejido must be divided 
into parcels to obtain full ownership' and enable them to sell land (NSTI, 1997).
The old ejido system definitely had faults, and even among ardent defenders, it was clear that 
some type of overhaul was needed (Barry, 1994). Some of the problems that plague the old ejido
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system are: individuat parcels divided up Into ever smaller plots with each generation; common 
areas within the ejido increasingly cannibalized; corruption by some ejido officials (Barry, 1994); 
and the fact that many ejidos were estat>lished cm so-called "marginal" lands not highly suitable 
for agriculture in the first place. However, one krenefit o f the system was that as long as ejido 
members were using the land they could not lose it to banks or other private creditors, even 
though this protection, according to some, came at the high cost of being dependent on the 
govemment for subsidized inputs (Barry, 1994). This protection meant that ejidatarios were 
constrained within the capitalist system because they could not put their land up as collateral in 
order to secure capital or credit from banks or o tiier lenders. According to Barry (1994), the 
rehabilitation of the [ejido] sector not its destruction would have been a better choice," by fovoring 
the individual over tfre social, the financial over moral considerations, "the state released itself 
from its responsibility to premoto the common good "
Agricultural Improvement or mass exodus?
The debate over the impacts of the 1992 revision of article 27 is ongoing. Proponents of the 
reform hail it as an important step toward tfie  modernization of Mexico’s social-sector agricultural 
production by opening the floodgates to loans from banks and investment from agritmsiness 
Others see the end of land reform and the state sponsored subsidies that accompanied it as the 
abandonment of the peasantry by the Mexican govemment -  leading to the possibility that 
marginalized ejidatarios w ill simply sell o ff their land and emigrate in search of work.
Ifs o m ^ in g  can be found at the heart o fttte  new Mexican agrarian 
legislation, it is again the battle o f rural nKxiemization against the 
peasant forms ofnahrrat resource use. It can be explamed in the context 
o f the fu ll economic integration o f Mexico into the global capitalist market 
through NAFTA and other mechanisms. In feet the agrarian reform has 
been directed towards reformulating the land tenure system to overcome 
the 'relkrtuat forms’ le ft by the Mexican Revduhon and represented by 
the peasant sector. In this sense the reforms represent an antipeasant 
mechanism in tee searcte fo r more 'productive'and 'efficient' forms o f 
rural produdion (Toledo, 1996; 255).
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W hafs becoming clear in the years following the revision of article 27 is that some ejidos with 
land attractive to outside investors w ill be able to enter the export market, while those farmers 
whose plots are too small and or whose land is of marginal quality w ill continue to t)e isolated 
from institutional and financial supports, and w ill continue to have a difficult time ffirm ing in the 
face of unfavorable market conditions (Barkin, 1994). However, even for those ejidos that attract 
outside investment, there w ill be potential problems as the fc^lowing example illustrates;
For those organized groups o f ejkios drilling to accept product^n 
agreements with the private sector, generous flows o f resources w ill be 
avaaeWe to prrxnote ter^notogicai change in which members o fttie  
'social sector' can participate. It is evident, however, that these p in t 
)mntures are less attracthm to  mvesfors and more dM cult to manage 
than orpinally imagined; the showcase &^lat)oratk>n between an ejido 
and the transnattdnat food congkmmrate GAMESA in the norfftea^em  
part o f the country was recently dismantled because o f disagreements 
about the way to account for investmente and to distritrute profits (Barkin,
1994: 4).
This project has also been widely criticized because it was unable to provide employment for as 
much as half the local population in the new production system, forcing many of the ejidatarios or 
partners,' to migrate in search of work (Barkin, 1994). W hile foreign investment has teken place 
on larger ejidos with irrigation in northern states, there has been a reluctance by investors to get 
involved with the ejidos that are more marginalized. Plantation companies, on the other hand, 
have a different set o f incentives, and their desire to establish plantations in southern Mexico 
indicate that they are interested in ejido lands that are not as attractive to traditional agricultural 
investors -  especially those lands in south and south-eastern Mexico where the climate is 
favorable for quick growing eucalyptus plantations.
The 1992 and 1997 Forestry Laws
Two recent forestry laws have been instrumental in the effort to establish industrial tree 
plantations in Mexico, the 1992 forestry law which legitimized plantations of up to 20,000 
frectares, and the 1997 forestry law which granted plantation companies heavy subsidies and tax
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breaks when compared with funding for community forestry enterprises. According to John 
Ross (1998), The  scheme to convert Mayan Mexico [south-eastern Mexico] into one huge 
eucalyptus plantation is a direct descendant of Salinas's 1991 revision of Mexican constitutional 
Article 27, a stepping stone to NAFTA " In fact, Article 27 was actually rewritten by agricultural 
under-Secretary Louise Tellez, who went on to author the 1992 forestry measure that legitimized 
commercial tree plantations, and the 1997 re-write that gave heavy financial incentives to 
plantation companies (John Ross, 1998).
W hafs interesting about these two laws is who helped formulate them, and what they set out to 
achieve. For the 1992 forestry law, the Mexican govemment called in Chilean forestry 
specialists, vAio helped draft the law by grafting many elements from the Chilean forestry law of 
1974, "which made Chile a Latin American leader in timber plantations (Wexler and Bray, 1996)." 
Accordingly, "most important for the designers of the [1992 forestry law] is the strong promotion 
of commercial plantations as a method for ttie  industrial development of the sector (Wexler and 
Bray, 1996)."
"Kobacker’s law"
While foe 1992 law legitimized industrial plantations, transnational paper companies like 
Intemational Paper saw foe need for further govemment action in order to make plantation 
establishment in Mexico financially attractive. The most important aspect o f foe 1997 forestry law 
was foe formation of a subsidy program to get the plantation industry started. According to 
forestry analyst David Barton Bray (Bray and Merino-Pérez, 2002);
The govemment was under intense pressure to reform foe forestry iaw to 
hjrdier promote f^antations and to provide financial subsidies, as had 
been done in a il c^herLahn American counhies vnth pfontoffon sectors.
Intemational Paper pressured the govemment to address issues such as 
a new forest pc^icy with long-term goals and objectives, a govemmental 
agency encharged with promoting forest plantations, direct subsidies and 
fiscal incentives, foe devefopment o f port and tran^ortation rtetworks 
that fie togefiier foe plantations and foe indu^ry, and clearer definitions 
o f the ground rules fcvJoint ventures between private enterprise and
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ejidos (Bray and Merino-Pérez, 2002).
According to John Ross (1998), the 1997 forestry law "literally granted the planters their wish list." 
because the new regulations almost directly implement a series of proposals made by Edward 
Kot)acker, vice president of Intemational Paper's forestry division, in a letter to then agricultural 
secretary Luis Tellez The content o f the letter was later leaked to the Mexican newspaper La 
Jornada, which has dubbed the 1997 regulations "Kobacker's Law" because of the governments 
willingness to comply to Intemational Paper's requests.
More specifically the laws (1992 and 1997 forestry law) give foe corporations:
The 1992 forestry law:
# Legalized industrial tree planfotions as a legitimate use of agricultural land.
• Gave plantation corporations the right to own land parcels of up to 20,000 hectares^ (Wexler 
and Bray, 1996).
The 1997 forestry law granted plantation companies:
* Subsidies — foe Mexican govemment created PRODEPLAN which w ill retum up to 65 
percent of investments made by plantation companies during the initia l seven-year growing 
cycle.
* Fiscal incentives such as income and asset tax reductions along with other tax exemptions 
(NSTI, 1997).
Under the 1997 forestry law the govemment established foe above-mentioned "Commercial 
Forest Plantations Development Program” or PRODEPLAN. Under PRODEPLAN foe 
govemment w ill subsidize 65 percent o f foe costs associated wifo establishing an industrial tree 
plantation, a very important subsidy fo r the industry. PRODEPLAN is a \well funded program, 
whicfo calls for investments in plantotion subsidies to foe tune of 4.425 billion pesos (532.5 million 
U.S. dollars), or an average of 177 million pesos (21.3 million U.S. dollars) a year annually for 25 
years. While plantation subsidies may not seem like much money in the grand scheme, 
especially when compared to foe total Mexican govemmenf s annual budget, they are significant 
when compared to foe levels of funding allocated for community forestry enterprises.
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The 1997 forestry law contained a program to promote community forestry projects on forested 
ejido lands through the issuance of loans, enhtied the Programs de Desarrollo Forestal 
(PRODEFOR). However, community forestry advocates argue that funding for the community 
forestry program pales in comparison to the money allocated for planWition companies (Bray and 
Merino-Pérez, 2002), and government's bias is evident in the funding differentials of the two 
programs. During the first year o f the new programs the govemment budgeted only 24 million 
pesos (approximately 3 million U.S. dollars) under PRODEFOR for community forestry projects, 
far less than the 171 million (21.3 million) under PRODEPLAN dedicated to direct subsidies for 
plantations (Bray and Merino-Pérez, 2002) The situation improved somewhat in the subsequent 
year, and the gap in funding between PRODEPLAN and PRODEFOR narrowed dramatically, 
from 6:1 to 2:1. However, a(xx>rding to Bray and Merino-Pérez (2002), "there were persistent 
prot)1ems in the implementation of PRODEFOR at the state lev^, laecause many state 
governments did not put in their share, paralyzing the local program " Critics of the law have 
bitterly noted the differential between the two programs — especially the fact that while forest 
communities were given access to new loans, plantation companies were given fer greater 
resources in the form of direct subsAffes (Bray and Merino-Pérez, 2002)
While Intemational Paper spokesman Neil Lincoln says his company's lobbying activities have 
been exaggerated, he adds that Intemational Paper sees the forest reforms as a positive step. 
According to Lincoln, the law "provides the kind of incentives necessary to get an industry started 
and the recognition that industrial forestry is an appropriate use of the land...two key factors that 
are critical in getting an industry like that started (Patterson and Babich, 1998)." Meanwhile, 
International Paper is keeping experimental plots in Chiapas, where Edward Kobacker has 
promised to dedicate 100,000 acres to pulpwood plantations (Patterson and Babich, 1998; Ross, 
1998).
* Plantation companies can occupy larger areas o f land by establishing rental contracts or
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Part 3 Environmental Impacts
Introduction to Environmental Impacts
The debate over the new fwestry laws was not confined solely to issues of transnational lobbying 
or program funding disputes, as a coalition of environmentalists also charged that the new laws 
would encourage the planting of environmentally damaging eucalyptus (Bray and Merino-Pérez. 
2002). W ithout a public govemment study or test plots to determine the potential environmental 
impacts of eucalyptus plantations, local environmentalists in Tabasco from the organization Santo 
Tomâs Ecological Association, were left to search the Internet for information about eucalyptus 
plantetions. What ttiey found was tfia t plantations of eucalyptus have treen strongly criticized 
because of their alleged adverse effects on soil fertility, vmter resources, and poor habitat for 
w ildlife (Poore and Fries. 1985). They also expressed concern that the eucalyptus species 
piXH>agated on plantations w ill exhibit allelopathic tendencies and inhibit the regrowte of native 
vegetation, and that local waterways w ill become polluted with chemicals used on the plantations. 
Perhaps most important for local ejidatarios. is their apprehension that land rented to plantaticm 
companies w ill be left "naked" and degraded after the plantation companies are done with it 
(Whizar, 2000; Gonzalez 2000).
The question over whether industrial tree plantations w ill lie  environmentally sustainable or leave 
the area degraded is important t>ecause ejidatarios w ill likely retain a long-term connection to the
coventures with local landholders, thereby getting around the 20,000 hectare lim it.
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land. If plantation companies exhaust soil resources, it is the ejidatarios who are ultimately left 
with the degraded land This issue is made all the more important because past experience in 
Mexico has demonstrated that private investors are not always willing to prioritize conservation 
activities that protect soil resources, t>ecause they are "generally unwilling to sustain long-term 
commitments as market, production and technological conditions change (Barkin, 1994)."
Environmentalists and forestry analysts also worry that transnational investors interested in 
establishing single-species plantations may threaten biodiversity by occupying lands within or 
near native forests (Wexler and Bray. 1996).
The concerns of Mexican environmentalists are well warranted in regards to industrial tree 
plantations of eucalyptus. However, as this Investigation demonstrates, it is not necessarily the 
unique characteristics of the eucalyptus tree that should be the cause for concern VWiat is 
perhaps most Important are the management practices that are employed in growing eucalyptus. 
As w ill be shown, management practices are informed by the core plantation model, which is 
based upon fast growtii and short rotations This model has profound implications upon what 
environmental attributes are associated with these plantations, and upon their potential to sustain 
soil resources over the long-term.
While this paper is concerned with the environmental impacts of eucalyptus plantations in 
general, special emphasis is placed upon the activities of the Planfosur and Pulsar corporations 
in Tabasw, Mexico. Both companies have established plantations of Eucalyptus uroptî la. 
Eucalyptus gmndis, and a hybrid of both, often referred to as Eucalyptus urograndis. These 
plantations consist o f short rotation stands, which are harvested after seven years growth. In 
order to establish these plantations, existing vegetation is cleared from the site and rows are tilled 
to accept eucalyptus seedlings. Competing vegetation is carefully managed during early stages 
of growth (the first three years), and then the plantations are closely monitored fo r pest outbreaks 
until harvest time. After harvesting, new rows are tilled arrd the process begins again, with
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seedlings carefully selected based upon the previous crop's growth rates.
In order to gain a better understanding of how plantations w ill impacts *ie  local environment 
several ecological issues related to industrial plantations are investigated:
Plantation biodiversity potential is analyzed in comparison to native forests as plantations have 
been referred to by Mexican officials as "afforestation,*' and as a way of "recuperating forest cover 
(Fernandez et al., 2002). " Claims that plantations w ill necessarily decrease pressure to log areas 
of natural forests are also contested.
Plantations monocultures have been shown to t)e more prone to pests and disease outbreaks, 
and therefore not only susceptible to these problems, but likely to require the application of 
insecticides and fungicides which could pollute the surrounding environment. Herbicides are 
necessary in the early establishment period of plantations artd their potential to adversely impact 
local waterways is noted by the concern of local environmentalists.
The allelopathic tendencies of the eucalyptus plantations, though documented in countries like 
India, is most likely not an immediate cause for concern in Tabasco, Mexico — though toe long­
term allelopathic effecte of eucalyptus propagation may become an issue.
Erosion is definitely a problem on plantations because of their fundamentel deagn characteristics 
and should be guarded against carefully.
In some cases soil fertility can be enhanced by plantation establishment, especially in areas 
where plantations replace degraded pastureland, but factors that inhibit the natural nutrient 
recycling process can threaten to undermine soil fertility over the long-term. Likewise, toe fast 
growth of eucalyptus trees, and their subsequent removal at the end of every short rotation period 
means that additional drains on soil nutrient reserves can Ije  expected, and therefore the long-
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term sustainability o f any industrial tree plantation should be questioned carefully.
Lastly, plantations of eucalyptus have a repuWtion for consuming large amounts of water, and 
therefore altering local water cycles. The impact of any fast-growing industrial tree plantaticm on 
local and regional water resources should also be wnsidered carefully.
Biodiversity
Plantations represent a mostly uniform assemblage on the landscape. Therefore, by their very 
definition, large-scale plantations are frequently criticized on account of their lack of biodiversity 
(Sawyer, 1993; Carrere and Lohmann, 1996). It is important to investigate the biodiversity 
potential of plantations in relation to native forest habitats t>ecause govemment officials often 
refor to the creation of new plantations as “afforestation.” According to Rubuan Escalante 
Fernandez, o f the National Forestry Commission,
The plantations are (Jevekv>[ecfJ only in areas w ^iout trees (afforestatkm) 
and before used fo r low productive agriculture or extensive cattle. In this 
way foe plantations represent a susta ina t^ eUtemative for (to ] recuperate 
the forest cover (Fernandez et al., 2002).
Simply referring to plantation establishment as "afforestation" is one thing, t>ecause often 
plantations are referred to as "forest plantations," for lack of t>etter terminology. However, to refer 
to plantations as to "recuperate the forest cover," indicates that plantations can somehow 
sutrstitute for the benefits o f natural forest cover. W hile plantations can replicate some natural 
forest benefits, in relation to biodiversity values this is a dangerous assumption because 
unfortunately plantation biodiversity is notoriously low in comparison to natural tree-based 
ecosystems (Barnett and Juniper, 1992). One thing is clear; plantations represent a new type of 
habitat that needs to t>e evaluated in terms o f its biodiversity potential Some w ill say that 
comparisons with native forests are unfeir, as the law states that new plantations cannot t>e 
developed by clearing forested areas. Instead, it is argued that plantations w ill enhance
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biodiversity, as they w ill be established on agricultural and pastureland. In these instances, 
how w ill plantatiwi development increase biodiversity, and does this new habitat find value 
amongst those concerned with biodiversity protection?
Even though core design features of plantations preclude much biodiversity potential, 
management decisions on the plantation can increase biodiversity values somewhat. 
Unfortunately, many management techniques that increase biodiversity are at odds with company 
directives that aim to maximize production on the plantation. In any study of the potential 
biodiversity of plantetions, we should also investigate the impacts of the plantation in the twoader 
landscape. W ill plantations adversely impact surrounding species and ecosystems or 
complement them?
Exotic food source
Perhaps the most important aspect of any plantation in regards to levels of biodiversity is the 
abundance and diversity o f suitat>le food for w ildlife. While food in an exotic plantation may not 
necessarily t>e less at>undant, food sources most certainly w ill be less diverse than in native 
tropical and subtinopical forests (Sawyer, 1993). Also, this food may t>e of an exotic nature, and 
therefore unavailable to native wildlife. In Portugal, few birds are found within stands of exotic 
Eucalyptus since they contain hardly any native insects (Kardell et al., 1986). This is not 
surprising given that in Australia, where eucalyptus are native, a founa has evolved which is 
specifically adapted to the chemical composition of the leaves of Eucalyptus (Kardell et al., 1986). 
In an industrial plantation, vriten a small group of species manages to adapt to a newly created 
plantation food source, this might represent a problem For example, in Uruguay, Argentina and 
Brazil, leaf-cutting ants (one of the few insects which can feed on pine and eucalyptus 
plantations) have to be poisoned (Carrere and Lohmann, 1996).
It is because of the alien nature o f food sources provided by introduced plantations species that 
Poore and Fries (1985) report that plantations of exotics have less diverse flora and fauna tiian
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plantations of indigenous species. In contrast, w tiile plantations of Indigenous species present 
a potentially less diverse food source than native forests, there is a community of fauna that are 
already adapted to utilizing the food source they provide
Structurai complexity
Another issue that adversely affects biodiversity Is the lack of structural wm plexlty found wWiln 
industrial plantations. Structural complexity refers to the diversity o f vegetation structure within a 
stand of trees. A stand with high structural complexity w ill have a m ultisW ed canopy consisting 
of trees In different age classes and sizes. Some trees w ill be "old-growth" and reach the heights 
of the canopy, while others are either younger or a different species and reach the middle or the 
bottom of the canopy. Also very important Is understory vegetation, which consists of small trees, 
shrubs, and herbs that further add structural complexity to the stand.
In contrast, an industrial plantation consists o f a uniform canopy of even aged trees The trees all 
reach the same height, because they are not composed of a mix of different species or ages. 
There is no "old-growth" in the plantation because harvest rofetions of 7 to 10 years prevent trees 
from reaching maturity. This lack of old-growth In the plantation means that there are no mature 
trees, and few dead, or diseased trees, which serve as microhabitat for fungi and insects, which 
in tum serve as food for other animals (Sawyer, 1993; Carrere and Lohmann, 1996). In addition, 
an understory may or may not develop under a simple plantation. This w ill depend upon 
management o f understory vegetation by the plantation company, proximity to understory plant 
seed sources, and length of rotations. Unfortunately, the short rotations employed in plantations 
often don't allow native hert>s and shrubs time to develop (Sawyer, 1993). Interestingly, structural 
complexity within the stand also affects biodiversity within the soil environment. According to 
Sawyer (1993), diversity of soil organisms in simple plantations w ill be reduced since tree roots 
w ill have reached the same rooting depth.
It should be noted, however, that trees planted on an impoverished site, such as degraded
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pastureland, can increase the structural complexity of the site, and thereby increase or 
improve habitat for wildlife and soil Of̂ anisms (Sawyer, 1993). Many of the plantations being 
established in the area of Tabasco, Mexico, are located on pastureland that was once under 
lowland tropical forest The question then, is whether we should compare biodiversity on the 
plantation to the pastureland that it has replaced, to the original mosaic of native vegetation, or to 
an alternative land use such as small-scale farm plantations of native tropical hardwoods? While 
the structural complexity of the plantation is an improvement over degraded grassland, we should 
not be enticed into thinking that plantations therefore represent the best land use to balance the 
divergent needs t)etween commodity production and biodiversity protection. If degraded 
pastureland and intact tropical forest represent the continuum of land uses along a spectrum of 
biodiversity potential, then given today's biodiversrfy crisis we should aim towards establishing a 
land use practice that favors as much biodiversity as possit̂ e. Small-scale farm plantations of 
native tropical hardwoods potentially represent a more environmentally robust land use that 
provides for more biodiversity potential, and some aspects of their establishment w ill be 
discussed later in the paper.
As w ill be shown, the lack of structural complexity within industrial plantations adveisely impacts 
their biodiversity potential. Structural complexity and the occurrence of understory vegetation 
a ffe t^  the diversity o f small mammals and birds, which in tum can t>e indicators of the overall 
d iv e r t o f a stand or plantation.
Small mammals
According to Barnett and Juniper (1992), understory vegetation is imprxtant to t>oth the diversity 
and density of small mammals. They report that, "where conditions combine to permit 
development of some understory, then small mammals diversity w ill be higher Ix jt rarely 
approaches that of natural forests (Barnett and Juniper, 1992)." Indeed, poor understory 
development in plantations was shown to result in less density and diversity of small mammals as 
compared to natural forests in Ecuador and Brazil (Robinson and Barnett; and Stallings; cited by
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Barnett and Juniper, 1992).
Bird diversity
It is not surprising that numerous examples can be cited of the lower bird diversity of plantations 
in comparison to natural forests (Sawyer. 1993). The study team of Rajit Daniels et al. (as cited 
in Barnett and Juniper, 1992) found reduced bird diversity in eucalyptus plantations as compared 
to wild areas in India. In primary moist forests ttiey found 45.5 percent o f the areas endemic bird 
species, but only 9.52 percent were to be found in eucalyptus plantations — the lowest value for 
five vegetation types sampled Moreover, birds observed in plantations might not be resident, but 
occasional visitors (, 1992).
VWiat we do know of bird diversity is that species that exist in plantations are likely to be common 
generalise found elsewhere, and that the species most likely to be selected against would be 
those with spedalized requiremente and/or small natural populations (Sawyer. 1993; Barnett and 
Juniper, 1992).
According to Sawyer (1993), "bird diversify in particular is linked to vegetational complexify." 
Therefore a reduced diversify in the composition of the bird community may be attributed to the 
homogeneity of the canopy, the lack of a full understory and the lack of features such as dead 
wood, holes and snags (Larson and Bock. 1984; Short and Williamson, 1984). This reduction in 
habitat type translates into reduced opportunities for feeding, reproduction and concealment 
(Sawyer, 1993). Because of the relationship between bird diversify and vegetational complexify, 
birds make good indicators of the general complexify of biological communities as a whole, and 
therefore it is likely that the situation for birds w ill reflect that o f other animal groups (Barnett and 
Juniper, 1992; Larson and Bock, 1984; Short and Williamson, 1984).
Is this a sink or source habitat?
One important aspect of biodiversity that is not discussed widely in the literature in regards to
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plantations Is whether these environments act as a source of wildlife hatxtat or what is known 
as a sink (a location in which a specie's numbers decline). In the central United States, small 
fragments of forest amongst pastureland can act as a sink habitat for Neotropical migrant bird 
species. This is because generalist species such as cowbirds take advantage of the border 
habitat between forest and pasture when they feed on insects made available in adjacent 
pastureland, and then parasitize the nests of Neotropical migrants within the forest fragments. In 
this way, Neotropical migrant reproduction is diminished in these locations leading to a reduction 
in numt)ers of those species (and hence the sink hatxtat). Before these interactions were 
understood, biologists assumed that these forest fragments were viatWe habitat for Neotropical 
migrants simply because they recorded tiie ir presence In these fragments. Likewise, it is 
important to understand the dynamics of species Interactions within plantations, and not merely 
take notice of which species are present at a given time.
ModHying management of plantations to accommodate increased biodiversity
Management decisions can Improve biodiversity values on the plantation to some degree. 
However, the question is how practical or desirable are different management options to 
plantation companies? Several authors make suggestions atx)ut how to increase biodiversity in 
plantations, such as incorporating native species into the plantation design, or planting a mosaic 
of different species — but these are not very practical solutions for plantation managers given their 
mandate to maximize and regularize commodify production. In a practical world plantation 
companies w ill employ those management techniques that benefit their operations. In fact, the 
very design and management implications o f the modem industrial plantation require that 
biodiversity concerns not be a principal concern for plantation operators. As In the case of 
retaining corridors of native vegetation within and adjacent to plantations, the primary objective is 
to benefit plantation production values and therefore the extent that some of these management 
techniques w ill also t>enefit w ildlife and biodiversity values is merely a coincidence.
Some ways of modifying management for enhancing the w ildlife opportunities of large-scale
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plantations include;
•  Extending rotation periods
•  Retaining corridors of natural vegetation
•  Leaving areas next to watercmjrses unplanted
• Allowing understory development 
(Sawyer, 1993)
Extending rotation periods In order to benefit understory development and reduce disruptions due 
to harvesting goes against one of the foremost advantages of growing trees for production in 
subtropical and tropical climates. Rotation lengths of 7 to 10 years are one of the primary 
advantages of growing trees in the "South." Allowing trees to mature for any longer cuts into the 
profit margins of plantation companies because growth rates decline as trees get older. The only 
way to extend rotation periods is to grow trees for a difterent purpose, i.e. sawnwood vs. 
pulpwood (which extends a seven-year rotation one to three years), or to grow species other than 
eucadyptus that require longer rotations. Either way, extending rotation periods in eucalyptus 
plantations in southem Mexico is likely not a practical option for plantetion companies.
Retaining corridors of native vegetation is a practice that is employed by t>oth Planfosur and 
Pulsar corporations for two reasons. F irst often these areas are along creeks or low-lying areas 
and therefore unsuitable for plantation establishment due to high water tafcdes; and second 
retaining corridors of native vegetation helps with plantation management. According to 
plantetion companies interviewed. neart>y native vegetetion helps to reduce pest infestations 
inside the plantations by providing habitat pest insects prefer over exotic eucalyptus trees (Villa 
Salas, 2000). In addition, native vegetation w ill likely harbor predatory species of insect that w ill 
help control pest species numbers, a practice referred to as integrated pest management.
Allowing an understory to develop is again related to practical management concerns.
Vegetetion is cleared prior to planting seedlings and then competing vegetetion is removed or 
retarded during the first few years of growth. Once the plantetion trees are satisfactorily
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established, it is simply not practical to remove all additional vegetation, creating conditions 
where understory vegetation can then develop Also, when plantations in Tat>asco were visited, it 
was noticed that understory vegetation was more prevalent in areas nearer to corridors of native 
vegetation. This could be a result of increased seed dispersal in these areas, and therefore the 
practice of leaving corridors of native vegetation should be encouraged. Unfortunately, natural 
corridors usually run adjacent to plantation blocks, leaving most of the plantation interior devoid of 
understory species development. In addition, it should be realized that understory vegetation w ill 
most likely t>e cleared laefore planting of each successive rotation, and therefore the amount and 
diversity of understory vegetation w ill be most prominent only during the latter portion of the 
rotation.
There are other hurdles to incorporating more biodiversity into plantation design. The modifying 
of plantation management to enhance biodiversity should entail biological surveys (in order to 
disœm whether w ildlife is actually t>eing enhanced) and therefore constitute higher management 
costs (Sawyer, 1993) or involvement by government agencies, universities or NGOs. Also, it is 
easier and cheaper to produce single species plantations vs. mixed species or uneven aged 
forests because operations such as planting, tending, and clearfelling can be regularized. 
Uniformity is important because fam iliarity with a single species enables more rapid detection and 
identification of problems such as disease and nutrient deficiency, a concern that was paramount 
with plantation executives in Mexico (Villa Salas, 2000; Sawyer. 1993). Uniformity also allows for 
predictable quantification and tim ing of wood fiber resources produced on the plantation, which is 
of paramount importance to plantation companies in regards to financing and marketing 
œncems. So. vWiile some management options are beneficial to wildlife, and are practical for 
plantation companies to employ, it must be clear that industrial plantations are not in their 
fundamental design oriented towards enhancement o f biodiversity values, nor will management 
options te  employed tiia t conflict with production goals.
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Impacts beyond the plantation border
Plantations can also adversely impact biodiversity values beyond the plantation border. Species 
used in plantations can spread outside the plantation and become invasive, and diseases that 
originate in the plantation may begin to affect native vegetation (C a rrie  and Lohmann, 1996). 
Thus species o f eucalyptus cultivated in plantations are aggressive pioneer species (Evans,
1982), and as a result trees on the plantation may disperse seeds outside o f the plantation, 
"colonizing natural tree-fell sites and areas of disturt)ed ground (Barnett and Juniper, 1992)."
This phenomenon is recorded by Barnett (as cited by Barnett and Juniper, 1992) for Eucalyptus 
globulus invading montane forest outside of pfentations in Ecuador. Plantations can also spread 
diseases that originate on the exotic tree crop and then spread to native species in surrounding 
areas (Barnett and Juniper, 1992). In India, a fungus that developed on an exotic pine (pinus 
radiata) is now threatening the survival o f two native pine species (Carrere and Lohmann, 1996).
Will Plantations Increase or Decrease Deforestation?
Contrary to the notion that plantations can threaten biodiversity, plantation proponents often 
argue that production from industrial plantations w ill reduce pressures to extract timber from 
native forests. Writing about plantation establishment in Latin American countries, Whitmore 
(1999), comments that
\Mthout a doubt, a massrve program o f intensively culbvated tentations, 
utilizing un forested, marginal lands, can supply a m apr part o f the wood 
society needs, and other bemeAs as we/t, including a diminished 
pressure on native forests OMiitmore, 1999; 255).
Whitmore is not alone in this opinion, according to the World Bank (2001), "Mexico needs to 
develop its plantation sector, both to offeet the rapidly growing pulp imports and to reduce 
pressure on ite natural forests for low-valued commodity products." In feet this line of reasoning 
is repeated often in the literature about plantations.
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On the ̂ c e  of it, the Idea that frian^lons can reduce pressure on natural forests Is a very 
attractive notion. To industry, govemment actors, and even environmentalists, plantations 
represent a new found productive and predictable supply of wood fiber for industry, and therefore 
society. And, because of their high productivity, plantations also have the supposed potential to 
meet our culture's voracious appetite for wood products by utilizing only a relatively small total 
glot)al area of land (Salim and Ullsten, 1999). A quite natural extension of this thinking is that 
production on these fast-growing plantations w ill necessarily substitute for natural forest logging 
and thereby relieve pressure on natural forests. This idea fits well into the dominant Northem- 
industrialized conservation ethic, which states that we can intensively cultivate sacrifice zones, 
while we diminish pressure on selected areas in natural forests and isolate and preserve core 
wildemess areas. But, while industrial plantations w ill definitely continue to play an important rote 
in the production of wood products for industry given their comparative financial advantage, we 
should be wary o f claims that plantations w ill necessarily reduce pressure on native forests 
globally, and specifically in Mexico for three important reasons that are discussed t)elow First, in 
regards to Mexico, plantations w ill most likely produce pulpwood for toe export market, and 
therefore not be directly linked with extraction from regional forests Second, plantation 
production doesn't address toe issues fueling the deforestation crisis on Mexico's forestlands, 
such as the clearing of native forest to expand agricultural land. And third, it is argued that 
plantations in tropical regions actually have a track record of increasing incentives to deforest 
areas t)y lessening toe perceived value of standing forests.
In regards to Mexico, as stated atx>ve, if transnational corporations gain a foothold in toe 
plantation sector, they w ill be interested in the production of pulpwood and w ill most likely 
establish supply chains with existing pulp m ills outside of toe country — thereby bypassing toe 
domestic Mexican market for pulpwood altogether. So if a linkage could be established between 
plantation production and natural forest extraction, according to this logic, supply from Mexican 
plantations w ill likely reduce pressure on forests in other countries. In addition, Mexican
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companies currently prefer to produce paper with imported cellulose, because #ie cost o f raw 
material coming from natural forests within Mexico is too expensive (Femandez et al., 2002). If 
plantations in Mexico are established for the express purpose of changing the current balance of 
trade in pulpwood, and ttiereby substituting for imported cellulose (an unlikely scenario) — again, 
any linkage with natural forests would Isenefit areas outside of Mexico.
Second, plantation proponents fail to make explicit just how linkages between plantation 
production and natural forests w ill ease extraction pressures in natural forests. In fact, in Mexico, 
the dilemma is not necessarily just alaout reducing logging pressures on natural foresfe, but 
instead curtailing the larger problem of extreme rates of deforestation or land conversion. In this 
regard, industrial plantations don't address the social and political issues that are fueling the 
current deforestation crisis in Mexico in general, and on ejido lands specifically. According to 
author John Ross (1998), Mexico loses almost 2 million acres of forestland every year to wood 
poachers, the cattle industry, and stash-and-bum agriculture, the 5th highest rate in the world 
Greenpeace Mexico calculates that 82 percent of the country's deforestation is caused by losing 
woodlands to agriculture and fishing industries, 8 percent by illegal logging, and 4 percent by 
forest fires (Kastelein, 2004). It is unclear as to how plantations will alter this predicament. The 
situation is especially worrisome on ejkto lands tjecause;
An estimated 9,047 epdos and indigenous communities hold roughly 
four-fiftiis o f the aferoxim ately 50 million hectares o f closed forest in tiie  
country. Yet witir deforesetion at rates o f up to 800,000 hectares per 
year, not only is the economic viaM ity o f these rural popWaffons 
threatened, but also ttre wealth o f cultural traditions and ecotogiœ! 
diversity contamed in Mexico's fo rest. (W exler and Bray, 1996; 235-236)
From a different angle, some would aî ue that plantations w ill actually increase rates of 
deforestation by providing incentives that encourage the conversion of forestlands to agricultural 
or pastureland. According to author John Ross (1998), 'The nation's new forestry laws add 
incentive to cannit>alize remaining forests — once an area is deforested, it is reclassified degraded 
forestland and becomes eligible for tree-planting subsidies (Ross, 1998) " While this notion
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seems a little  far-fetched given that the forestry law declares it illegal to clear native forests for 
the express purpose of establishing industrial tree plantations, it is foreseeable that this process 
could take place over the course of a few short years -  with land changing from forest, to 
agricultural or pastureland for a few years, and then to plantations. It is also conceivable that 
ejidatarios and private landholders might choose to expand the amount of land that they have 
under cultivation t)y clearing parcels of their land currently under forest while they rent out other 
parcels to the plantation company, thereby resulting in a net increase in deforestation. According 
to one local observer. Ramondo Gonzalez (2000), wAio is involved with an ejido which has rented 
land to a plantation company, there is the danger that if the company wants to further expand 
toeir plantations that they wHI clear areas on the ejido that are currently forested. He says the 
^idatarios there would be very eager to clear forested areas if paid by the plantation company, 
because they need paid work. One thing is for sure, the process of land conversion from forests 
to agriculture to pastureland and plantations is both a historical reality and an ongoing problem. 
Both Planfosur and Pulsar representatives testify the land they are currently utilizing for 
plantations was under forest cover only 10 to 20 years ago.
Another important consideration is that plantation establishment can hinder natural forest 
regeneration. Company representatives indicate that some of the land they are establishing 
plantations on is pastureland, while other areas are "scrubland" where the vegetation needs to t*e 
knocked down with a bulldozer and then burned to prepare the land for tree planting. In these 
later cases, plantations are occupying land that is currently undergoing conversion t)ack to natural 
forest -  and the establishment of plantations is thereby displacing the natural course of 
reforestation. It may well be that ejido landholders would clear this land anyways, but the 
contribution that F^antation establishment has upon the process of land conversion should t>e 
noted.
While the mainstay of interest in plantations in southeastern Mexico is for the production of 
pulpwood, as stated atxwe, given the cyclical nature of the pulpwood market and the potential for
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depressed pulpwood prices, one Mexican planteition company, Planfosur, has indicated that 
they might produce instead sawlogs for the domestic m arket This tim t)er could potentially 
compete with production from forested eÿido lands. In this scenario there could be a linkage 
between plantations and rratural forests on ejido lands The question then becomes how would 
competition from plantation tim t)er alter rates of deforestation on forested ejido lands? Again, 
plantations may have an adverse effect on rates of deforestation -  by lessening the perceived 
value of standing forests. Commenting on the glot>al track record of plantetions and deforestation 
in tropical areas, forest analyst Jacqueline Sargent (1992) asserts:
U is curkMJS to very strong <X)inckt&nœ between Vie loss o f
tropical forest and expansion o f areas o f tragical forest plantaUon. This, 
at toe rrtost obvious tevef, calls into question the argument so wktefy 
perpetuated that toe estettii^m ent o f plantatkms serves to reduce toe 
pressure for tirrtow  extraction from the natural forest, and hence prefects 
the natural resource. What really happens is that competition from 
plantaticm-grown timtrer, by sutrstitution, reduces the cmnpetitive 
advantage o f most tim l)er from the natural forest. The argument should 
fellow that natural forest wffl not therefore be logged to the same extent 
The reality is that when the natural forest has a less immediately 
realizabte value to the concesskmaire ortogger, he wHi invest less in 
protection for continued production, and torests trecorrte dim inistted as 
alternative, more profitattie, land uses takeover (Sargent, 1992; 31-32).
According to W exler and Bray (1996), Mexican forests are already "economically undervalued 
and underutilized," which is helping to fuel the deforestetion crisis. Compounding the problem is 
the fact that government programs that subsidize plantation esteblishment far outstrip programs 
designed to support œmmunity forestry projects on ejido lands (Bray and Merino-Pèrez, 2002). 
Silvano Aureoles is the coordinator of Red MOCAF (Red Mexicana de Organizadones 
Campesinas Autônomas Forestales), an umbrella organization dedicated to promoting toe 
concerns of campesino forest communities. He has complained bitterly attout the evident 
imbalance between financial resources dedicated to plantation establishment compared with toe 
government's community forestry program (Bray and Merino-Pérez, 2002). He also has warned 
that toe differences in financial support w ill result in plantations displacing social sector producers 
in toe plains, dedicated to agriculture, while forest owners w ill continue as primary producers, 
crushed by tim tier industrialists (as translated by Bray and Merino-Pérez, 2002) '
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Forested ejido communities have had to struggle over the years to regain control of their forest 
resources that have historicatly tieen overexploited by logging companies offered concessions by 
the national government. During the 1980s many of these communities worked hard to establish 
community forestry enterprises that were more in tune with susteinability guidelines and more 
responsive to community needs. However, many ejido forestlands remain economically 
undervalued and underutilized, and this has spurred the Mexican government to increase 
production in natural forests by encouraging the type of coventures described in the agricultural 
and plantation arenas -  a market-t>ased tactic which favors privatization of the resource. Thus, 
the government's agenda presents forest ejldos with a double-edged sword; on the one hand 
there may be truth in their view that increased utilization w ill help conserve the resource, while on 
the other hand the government's neolilaeral market-t>ased approach may lead to the over 
intensification of logging required to generate corporate sized profit margins, which raises 
questions about environmental sustainability (W exler and Bray, 1996). Obviously, we cannot 
ignore market forces, but hopefully communities can perform a negotiation with market forces in a 
way that promotes sustainatxlity and community development — rather than focusing more 
narrowly on generating the largest corporate profit in a global economy which by its nature acts to 
extemalize environmental and social impacts In a "race to the bottom." Positive examples of 
empowering negotiations with the market can t>e found in the more than 30 forested communities 
which have eamed Forest Stewardship Coundl (FSC) certification through the environmentally 
responsible, socially advantageous, and economically viable* management of their the woodlands 
(Kastelein, 2004). According to Hector Magallon, head o f Greenpeace Mexico's forest campaign 
this means that 13 out of every 100 trees cut in our country are FSC certified, guaranteeing that 
the wood is not a result of illegal felling, and tiia t it helps forest communities live with dignity 
(Kastelein, 2004) ' FSC certification enables ejido communities to access niche markets where 
sustainable production is valued, and therefore the community is able to secure a better price for 
tiie ir timber product.
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Clearly the argument that plantations vwll necessarily reduce pressures on natural forests in 
Mexico is tiaught with generalities that don't take into account the complex social, political, and 
economic toctors that are driving the process of land conversion in Mexico today Plantations w ill 
continue to play an important role in the production of wood for industry, but it is important to 
realize that production on plantations Is not a pan«%a for solving the current deforestation crisis 
in Mexico today
Pests and Diseases
For plantation managers, perhaps second only to the issues of maintaining high levels of tree 
growth, is the concern that an insect pest or disease might infest and cause great damage to the 
plantation. This concern is expressed by Evans, a vocal proponent of plantation forestry In his 
words, "one of the most serious dangers to a plantation is the possibility of destruction owing to a 
massive build-up of a pest or disease (Evans, 1999)." Several characteristics inherent in 
plantation design, such as the planting of only one or two species over vast areas, contribute to 
the susceptibility o f a plantation to pest infestation. Initially exotic tree species may be resistant to 
infestations because they are foreign to pest species. However, once pest species become 
adapted to this new food source, the plantation has little  defense against a full-blown outbreak.
More specifically plantations are seen to be at risk of pest infestations because of the following:
1. Plantations of one or two species offer an enormous food source and 
an ideal habitat to any pest or pathogen spedes adapted to them.
2. The uniformity o f species and closeness of trees allow for rapid 
colonization and spread of infection from tree to tree
3. A narrow genetic t>ase in plantations may t>e seen not only in a single 
species, but also in lim ited or no genetic variation (e.g. clones) in the 
growing stock, thus reducing the inherent variabiHty in susceptibility to 
attack.
4. The forest plantation grows on one site for many years, and this may 
allow a pest or disease to build up over a long period.
5. Many plantations contain exotic species, which have been introduced 
to the site. This often favors their rapid growth owing to freedom from 
insed pests and pathogens that occur in their native habitat. The
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converse is that many natural agencies controlling pests and diseases are also 
missing, and destruction can be swift and uncontrolled (Evans, 1999)
There is considerable literature on native pests and diseases switohing from native hosts to 
introduced tree species (Evans, 1999; Hartshorn, 1983; Sawyer, 1993). Hartshorn (1983) sites 
work by Strong (1974), which found that the numt>er of insect pests of cacao {Gwiometa 
podocaq>i) plantations, "is t>est descrit>ed as a function of the total area under cultivation rather 
than time since introduction." According to Strong's thesis, pests and disease protriems w ill 
increase as the total area under plantations increases, regardless of the crop's exotic status 
(Hartshom, 1983). According to Hartshorn (1983), "the clear implications are that native pests 
and diseases switch to the plantation crop and that as the area planted increases, more diseases 
and pests w ill switch to the increasingly abundant resource."
Numerous pest infestations now affect eucalyptus plantations in Brazil, where earlier almost none 
were reported (Carrere and Lohmann, 1996). Likewise, second and third rotation pine plantations 
in Africa are also not immune, and are now suffering new infestations (Evans, 1986 and Ball,
1992; cited by Sawyer, 1993).
Introduced exotics enjoy a period when not affected by tocai pests
The great m i^ l advantage ofexcttic frees — toe absence oflocat fauna 
accustomed to u&ng them as food — can become an AchUles heel in toe 
long-term, when predators adapted to ffiis  species to begto to appear. A t 
thatpcxnt the food desert becomes a feast fo r one ^)ecies, which can 
expartd exponenbaUy and seriously damage or annihSate whole 
plantahons. Such was toe case in Uruguay w th Pinus radiate, which 
had to he atmndcmed due to serious attacks by toe pine shoot moth 
Ryackmia tturriiana. A sim ilar fate t>efell Gmelina arborea in Brazil, and 
monoculture tree plantaticms esfahiKshed by toe Paper Industry 
Corporation o f the Philippirtes (PICOP) have been plagued by pests for 
the same reason (Carrere and Lohmann, 1996; 74).
So far, commercial plantations of eucalyptus in Mexico have avoided any serious outbreaks in 
pest infestations. However, the recent migration of the insect eucalyptus psilido {Glycaspis 
brimt>leicomt)ei) into Mexico in 2000 from Australia through Califomia is perhaps a good
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indication of how mobile insect populations have ttecome in our modem industrial world 
(Fernandez et al., 2002). Fortunately, while this insect is attacking the eucalyptus stands planted 
in urban parks in north and central Mexico, it is, according to Fernandez et al (2002), not capable 
of attacking eucalyptus in very humid conditions, which has apparently prevented it from infesting 
commercial plantations in south-eastern Mexico.
Clonal forestry: benefits and dangers
Another important issue in relation to plantation management is the use of vegetative clones to 
increase production levels on the plantation. Tree selection is incredibly important for plantation 
managers because it allows them to choose those trees from their plantations that look the 
healthiest and exhibit the highest levels of growth. Managers then breed these trees using sexual 
reproduction to produce offspring that are best suited for the local growing conditions. They then 
establish the next rotation on the plantetion with these more vigorous trees, thereby improving 
production. In this way, the genetic variability of plantation trees is reduced, but there is still some 
genetic diversity On the other hand, sorrtetimes plantation managers choose instead to take 
clones from these few selected trees. Growing plantations from clones is like a double-edged 
sword. On the one hand, plantation managers are exactly replicating only those trees that look 
the healthiest and exhibit the highest levels of growth. In fact, yield improvements of up to 50% 
have been attained by establishing plantations from clones (Sawyer, 1993). On the other hand, 
establishing a plantation from clones means that a plantation w ill have a much narrower genetic 
base, which w ill potentially make it more vulnerable to pests and disease infestations (Sawyer, 
1993). What seems most important is that, "a single species plantation w ill be vulnerable if it is of 
a restricted genetic base, rather than because it is made up of a single species (Sawyer, 1993). ' 
The cultivation of rice is a good example: "before the appearance of chemical pesticides, it was 
presumably the crop's generic diversity that allowed it to be cultivated as a monoculture for so 
long (Sawyer, 1993)." Therefore, while the dangers of pest outbreaks in monoculture plantations 
are still relevant, for Sawyer (1993), a plantation established from parent trees selected for
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adaptability does not represent a 'dangerous* monocuiture. However, a dangerous 
monoculture would be one established from rooted cuttings or clonai material because it would 
have a much more restricted genetic base (Zobel and Talbert, 1984).
Other pest and disease factors
In addition to the above inherertf risk factors in modem plantation design, plantation management 
practices can also increase the risk of pest outbreaks. Inappropriate management practices 
include; poor site choice, which can lead trees to t)ecome stressed — which increases their 
vulnerability to pests and diseases; the use of a poorly adapted seed or clonal scHirce -  which 
leads to same as atx>ve; and inadequate attention to nutrient and water requirements of trees — 
again leading to stressed trees (Sawyer, 1993). It is also inevitable that when planting one 
species over a large area, that there w ill be places where trees are ill suited to the site conditions 
and suffer stress, tfiereby making them more susceptible to pest and pathogen infestations 
(Evans, 1999). Another problem is the large amount of woody debris and stumps left over after 
harvesting. These materials can favor colonization by insect pests and act as sources of infection 
from pathogens (Evans, 1999).
With these risk factors in mind it is important that reguiar and careful site inspections by staff that 
are trained to look for signs of damage from pests and diseases occur — before they tum into a 
catastrophe (Sawyer. 1993). As to be expected, plantation managers in Mexico are very careful 
in monitoring their plantations. W hile they may be driven primarily by the incentive to protect their 
investment, their vigilance also speaks to their cause for concem.
Chemical responses to pest infestations
Unfortunately, when pest infestations do occur, the spraying of agricultural chemicals can be 
avW(ward processes resulting in the potential contamination of wide regions (Carrere and 
Lohmann, 1996). Aerial spraying of pesticides may t>e necessary, which requires an enormous 
amount of pesticides in order to guarantee coverage, and which can be carried away by the wind
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to contaminate large areas outside of the plantation (Carrere and Lohmann, 1996). On 
plantations in New Zealand,
More than 30 brands o f heriDidde, pesbdde and fungicide are used on 
tree f^antations...inctuding highly toxic and persistent o r otganochlorines.
Large areas are sprayed vdth different ch&micals. For exempte, around 
10 percent o f plantations are sprayed on average 3.5 times for 
DiUristroma crmtrol. This amounts to about 90,000 her^ares sprayed 
every year over the past 14 (Rosoman, 1994, cited by Carrere and 
Lohmann, 1996; 74).
While plantation executives in Mexico stress that they would only use the amount of chemicals 
necessary to do the job because of the expense involved, a ter greater cost would be one of 
replacing an entire plantation. Unfortunately, the agrochemicals used to comt>at insect or fungal 
infestations can adversely affect aquatic flora and teuna within and outside plantations when 
waterways become polluted with chemicals (Sawyer. 1993).
Herbicides Used during Establishment Period
As with any agricultural crop, competition from secondary vegetation can reduce levels of 
productivity. This is especially true during the period when plantation trees are young and 
extremely susceptible to competition from neighboring vegetation. According to Evans (1999), 
"the widespread problems of eucalyptus in dense grassland are well known," and the "complete 
removal o f weeds is essential for good early growth of most eucalypts (Evans, 1992)." The 
importance of secondary vegetation management is underscored by the following:
The growth and ttevMopment o f dm f̂ antabrm  crop is  retarded wh&i 
other vegetation competes with it  for light, water and nutrients. Weed 
control in the firs t few years off^antafion development is, therefcxs, often 
critical to die survival and satisfactory growth o f tire tree crop. Some 
common fdantation species, such as poplars and eucalypts. are so 
sensitive to competition that, unless weed conbol is very thorough, 
exten^ve plantation failure can be expected (Kanowski and Savlll, 1992).
Plantation operators in Tabasco use a combination of manual, mechanical, and chemical weed
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control during the first three years (Villa Salas, 2000; Ruiz, 2000). However, herbicide 
application is often the preferred method because while competing vegetation is killed, it remains 
intact and therefore helps with erosion control (Villa Salas, 2000; Ruiz, 2000). In addition weed 
control by applying herbicide often gives the longest lasting suppression because weed plants are 
killed rather than simply cut t>ack (Evans, 1992). Local environmentalists, however, are afraid 
that chemicals used on the plantations w ill be washed into local watenways which feed into the 
Grijalva River, which in tum flows into the Pantanos De Centia Wetland U N Biosphere Preserve 
(Whizar, 2000).
Allelopathic Impacts
Allelopathy is the process of one plant inhibiting the growth or germination of another through 
secondary plant compounds that can be leached from the host plant's leaves or other material. 
Eucalyptus has a reputation for t>eing an allelopathic species, which has fueled fears amongst 
local environmentalists that areas planted to eucalyptus w ill have an adverse impact on 
neightx)ring crops and successive generations of crops grown virhere eucalyptus was once 
cultivated (Whizar, 2000). For this reason it is important to assess the allelopathic potential of 
eucalyptus trees grown on land rented to plantation companies, for at some point in the future tiiis  
land w ill revert t>ack to the original owners.
Allelopathic interactions reported for some eucalyptus species
Several authors have demonstrated the allelopathic effects under various species of eucalyptus 
(Poore and Fries, 1985). W hile it is almost certain that not all species of eucalyptus exhibit the 
same allelopathic characteristics, there are well documented allelopathic effects of oils in 
eucalyptus la rk  and leaves (Del Moral and Muller, 1970; Rao and Reddy, 1984). The growth o f 
herbs and shrubs beneath eucal^tus has also been shown to ta  retarded when terperas are 
leached from tellen leaves (Evans, 1982). Commenting on reduction of seed germination due to
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eucai^tus, Rao and Reddy (1984) report:
In vo ca tio n s  revealed that the reduction was mot due to so9 motsture. 
nutrient elements and shading. On the other hand teaf-extracts. 
decayirtg leaves and sotf coveted under eucal̂ Ous canop/es inhibited 
seed germination and s id lin g  growth o f associated species. In 
subsequent research titree vc^tHe inhit>itors and tive water-solut^e 
inhityitors were found to be produced by eucalyptus leaves, which 
inhibited germination o f seeds.
Allelopathic Interactions pronounced in dryer climates
Farmers in dry areas of Karnataka, India complain that eucalyptus makes the soil toxic for seed 
germination and plant growth, thereby reducing the yield potential o f food crops (Shiva and 
Bandyopadhyay, 1987). However, not all is bad news, as rainwater can potentially remove 
allelopathic chemicals from the soil (Shiva and Bandyopadhyay, 1987). Also according to Rao 
and Reddy (1984; 64-65);
Studies indicate that the tmdc substances added to tite  soti titrough the 
leaflitter remained for a long time in low rainfall areas and w ill have 
inhitiitory effect on seed germination o f crop plante. The inhit>itory effect 
wHI be minimized once the toxins are leached out by the rains. It may be 
said that no crop can be grown successfuKy near Eucalyptus trees in  low  
rainfall areas, where there is every chance c f toxic substances remaining 
in the so// /b r a lortg time.
Fortunately, in Tabasco, A/lexico, there is a pronounced rainy season lasting nine months with 
annual rainfalls averaging in the range o f (1600-1800 mm) (Ruiz, 2000). In this case it is 
probable that high levels of annual precipitation w ill dilute allelopathic potential. However, it may 
t)e possible that allelopathic chemicals can build up in the soil over several years, or over the 
course of a few rotations. Also, while allelopathic chemicals from eucalyptus trees might inhitxt 
one species, another might remain relatively unaffected. Other sources indicate that crop plants 
can t>e grown next to young eucalyptus trees without any inhitxtory effect (Evans, 1992). W hile it 
would seem that allelopathic potential varies according to species and is mitigated by high 
rainfall, nonetheless the long-term impacts of allelopathic chemicals upon adjaœ nt corridors of 
native vegetation, understory development, and soil fertility after several rotations should be 
considered.
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Erosion
Erosion control should be of paramount concem to any land manager in order to conserve and 
protect soil resources. According to Evans (1982) tree cover of any form reduces soil loss, 
however, erosion under plantations is generally much greater than laeneath a natural torest 
(Bamett and Juniper, 1992). This is true for a few reasons Plantations necessarily start with 
young trees that provide little shelter from erosive rains, and end with the wholesale removal of 
trees at harvest. Also, trees themselves may be less important for control of erosion than the 
presence of an adequate amount of understory vegetation and an intact litter layer. Control of 
erosion is espedally important because losing the topmost layers of soil means that "the most 
nutrient rich and best structured soil is removed (Poore and Fries, 1985) In fact the removal o f 1 
cm of nutrient rich surfece soil can result in the loss o f about 24 kilograms P and 240 kilograms N 
per hectare (Poore and Fries, 1985). According to the Food and Agricultural Organization of the 
United Nations (FAQ), if a crop depletes nutrients in the soil, these can be replaced by the 
addition of fertilizer, while the loss of soil by erosion is "irreversible and should t>e treated more 
seriously (Poore and Fries, 1985)."
During site preparation and eariy stages of growth
Plantations begin with large-scale preparation of the soil. As stated above native vegetation is 
cleared, and avenues are tilled to create a strip where young trees are planted. After trees are 
planted weeding is done manually, mechanically, and vwth herbicides. During this period the soil 
can be left unprotected from erosion for a relatively long time -  sometimes as much as two or 
three years (Carrere and Lohmann, 1996). It is for this reason that soil losses can be pronounced 
in early stages of plantation establishment before the canopy has had time to dose (Evans,
1982). In particular plantations of eucalyptus might exacerbate erosive tendencies for the 
following reasons;
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Most eucalypts are rnyt sfood &ees fo r erosion cxtntrol. When young, Umy 
are very susceptit>le to grass competition, and to obtain good growth 
dean weeding is necessary during the estaldidim errt period, which is 
undesirat>le on steep or eroding terrain. Even mature stands may be 
ineffective in halting ̂ rfa ce  m n-off (Harcharik, and Kunkle, 1978).
Importance of underetory and litter layer fOr erosion control
According to Caroline Sargent (1992), "there are myths about the role of plantations in containing 
soil erosion." In situations where there is no litter layer or understory, erosion may even be 
greater inside than outside a plantation (Sawyer, 1993). The reason for this is that rain that tells 
on the canopy can aggregate into larger drops, meaning that the kinetic energy of water dripping 
from the canopy can be higher than that o f raintell, and therefore more erosive to the soil below. 
For this reason, in areas where erosion control is important, it has been suggested that 
establishing grassland or shrut^y vegetation can be more effective in halting erosion than by 
establishing a plantation (Sargent, 1992; Sawyer, 1993).
So, while trees are im potent for soil conservation, it is the diversity of forest structure, and most 
particularly, the presence of an understory and ground vegetation which are most important in 
protecting soil from erosion (Sargent, 1992). Leaf litter and humus are also critical to halting 
erosion. Litter breaks the impact o f water drops, and humus promotes soil porosity and 
absorptive capacity, which allows water to be absortaed by soil rather than simply running off 
(Sargent, 1992). For the atx>ve reasons it is important that an understory be allowed to develop, 
and that ground vegetation and the litte r layer not be disturbed (SargenL 1992).
Compounding the erosion prc^em  is the tect that sandy tropical soils are highly susceptible to 
surtece erosion (Hartshom, 1983). Combined with the knowledge that even mature stands of 
eucalyptus may be ineffective in halting surtece runoff (Harcharik, and Kunkle, 1978), erosion 
may be especially problematic in areas with sandy soils One plantation operated by Pulsar, 
located on sandy soils under a stand of six-year-old eucalyptus trees exhibited surtece runoff on 
locations with extremely slight inclinations. These incidences of runoff erosion under a mature
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canopy, when the plantation should be most resistant to erosive forces are not a good 
indicator.
During harvesting
Harvesting a plantation w ill necessarily lead to more erosion simply by disturbing or removing 
vegetation and exposing the ground to rain Perhaps most important, is how the plantation is 
harvested as heavy machinery can compact the soil and log extraction can scour the soil's 
surface (Carrere and Lohmann, 1996; Evans, 1999). According to Evans (1999) extraction with 
systems using draft animals is least harmful and skidding with tracked vehicles generally meet 
damaging. In a comparison of different harvesting systems, Lacey (1993, as cited by Evans, 
1999) found that up to 30% of the ground was impacted by a serious soil disturt>ance when 
ground skidding systems were employed. Of course draft animals are unlikely to be used in 
harvesting operations on a modem industrial plantation. A representative from Planfosur 
indicated that they would be using a "Feller-Buncher" (a tracked vehicle) to harvest trees (Villa 
Salas, 2000).
Soil Fertility
In an undisturbed native forest, the ecosystem is perpetually in a cycle of nutrient recycling In 
this cycle, tree roots take up nutrients from the soil, which in tum are used to form new growth; 
then foWen leaves and branches reach the forest floor where they are broken down by soil flora 
and fauna — and thus the nutrients are again available to the tree. In these drcumstances, the 
nutrient cycle is "closed" and the system is said to be in a "steady stete (Folster and Khanna, 
1997)."
More important than the store of nutrients in the mineral soil, nutrient turnover at the soil's surface 
is the most critical factor in mainteining an active and closed nutrient cycle (Evans, 1999). In
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other words, nutriente from fallen leaves are broken down at the soil surface, and this is where 
trees concentrate their fine roots in order to absorb these recycled nutnents. Nutrient recycling is 
especially important in tropical soils, because they are generally highly weathered and therefore 
acidic with a low capacity for holding on to nutrients (ion afcrsorption), meaning that they are 
particularly susceptible to leaching of all plant nutrients (May, 1979). According to Evans (1999);
Mineral soU, in many temperate as well as tropical regkms, often plays 
only a small part in nutrient exchange, and it is Ute surfyce organic, root- 
tiearing zone, e^pecW y the annuaf tum overc^firte roots, w hidi is 
important in concentrating energy flow from decaying and dead organic 
matter back into living organic matter. Thus the integrity o f this layer and 
how it is  handled in f^antation divaculture is critical to sustainabUity.
Studies have shown that native forests are highly efRcient recyclers of nutrients, meaning that 
nutrient losses are low and these forests are almost leak free' if undisturbed (Bamett and 
Juniper. 1992; Evans. 1999). Consequently, comparisons of litterfall and effectiveness at 
recycling of nutrients tietween plantations and natural forest are a vital consideration for 
assessing the biological sustainability of long-term production of plantations (Bamett and Juniper,
1992).
The question o f soil fertility and the sustainability o f plantations is a contested one. Evans (1999) 
reports that soil changes caused by plantation practices are usually difficult to establish 
conclusively, and that "Ihere are remarkably few examples of changes supposedly induced by 
growing trees that lead to less fevorable conditions for that species (Evans, 1999)." On the other 
hand, Bamett and Juniper (1992) disagree, and state that, "Although some studies have found 
teat plantations of exotics do not reduce soil fertility, the bulk of reported work prowdes evidence 
that plantations of exotics do cause progressive impoverishment of tropical soils "
Decomposition of litter layer not comparable to native forests
If plantations do cause the "progressive impoverishment of tropical soils," it is because of at least 
two reasons. One is the high export o f nutriente due to fast growth and removal of those nutrients
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due to harvesting. The second is the poor or slow decomposition of leaf litter due to 
disruptions in the litter decomposing process. The subject o f fast growto and harvesting w ill be 
discussed later in the paper.
In regards to the litter decomposition process, it is a teature of many plantations o f Eucalyptus 
and Pinus that litter txeak down and incorporation is retarded, and therefore nutrients are only 
slowly recycled (Evans, 1992; O'Connell and Sankaran, 1997). When a deep layer of litter 
accumulates on the soil surface due to slow decomposition, this indicates at least partial nutrient 
immobilization (Evans, 1999; O'Connell and Sankaran, 1997). In addition, a uniform litter layer 
may modify soil development because only a single food type is available for decay organisms, 
and as a result a humus w ill be developed from only one litte r type, and water that percolates 
through the litter w ill have a uniform chemical composition (ions and pH) (Evans, 1999).
One of the reasons for the slow rate of litter decomposition is that not all types of litter decay at 
the same rate (E\^ns, 1992; O'Connell and Sankaran, 1997). According to Sawyer (1993), "one 
of the disadvantages of some fHoneer species is that their litter may take much longer to decay 
thereby preventing the return of nutrients to the soil (Sawyer, 1993) " This slow litter turnover and 
slow rate of mineralization of organically-bound nutrients can lead to reductions in soil organic 
matter, theret>y reducing site fertility over time (O'Connell and Sankaran, 1997). However, Zobel 
et al (1987) report toat, high temperatures and plentiful moisture in the tiopics and subtropics, 
which lead to more rapid decomposition, can make this problem less severe.
Another potential prot>lem is the acidification of the soil from accumulation of leaf litter (Zobel et 
al., 1987). Acidification of the soil happens t>ecause of reduced decomposition of litter and the 
export of nutrients from the soil (Carrere and Lohmann, 1996). Trees take nutrients from the soil 
in the form of negatively charged ions (called cations), while leaving positively charged ions 
(which are acidic) such as those of hydrogen and aluminum. Normally, negatively charged ions 
are retumed to the soil when tree litte r and woody biomass decomposes — a process that can be
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altered in commercial plantations (Carrere and Lohmann, 1996).
In a study from Kenya that compared soil conditions between native savanna woodland and 
plantations of pine and eucalyptus, Jaiyeoba (1996), found a reduction in soil nutnents and an 
increase in soil acidity, which led him to conclude that: "the soil chemical condition[s) degrade 
when the savanna woodland is cleared and converted to Pinus oocarpa and Eucal̂ tus 
camaldulensis plantations." In this study, o f non harvested plantations from 2 to 21 years old, 
Jaiyeot̂ a (1998), found that the "low entropy maintained under the natural ecosystem is 
destroyed and leakages of nutrients, and thus declining soil fertiltfy, may ensue," and that under 
plantations "processes favoring removal o f nutrients are enhanced while those of addition are 
held in check."
According to Shiva and Bandyopadhyay (1987) the reduction in litte r reincorporation is a 
significant cause for concern:
The impact o f a tree on sea tertiHty cannot m e r^  t>e a hinction o f the 
nufrterif content o f the leaflitter. It is  a function o f the difference between 
nuMent uptake and ttte actual nutrient return to the soH. When uptake 
significantly exceeds nutrient return the nutrient status o f soil declines.
To ignrxe tois dehdt and to suggest Otat eucOyptos ynll enrfoh foe soH 
Just by virtue o f its le a flitte r is miOeading and sr^n tifica lly  invalid.
Soil communities
The break down o f plant litter is deperxtent on soil flora and fauna (Saî enL 1992). Plantations 
can alter soil communities of small vertebrates, invertebrates and microorganisms that are 
responsible for soil building and maintenance. Plantations can be expected to change the 
abundance and diversity in soil communities t>ecause tfiey change the structure of the soil 
environment and because they present a uniform and, in the case of exotics, a unique form of 
plant litter.
Alfoough complex soil communities may occur in a plantation, the relative structural uniformity of
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the plantation, as compared to native forests, w ill reduce variability in soil microclimate, and 
can therefore be expected to reduce diversity in soil communities (Sargent, 1992). In contrast, 
there are instances when plantations can enhance the complexity of soil communities It has 
t>een reported that increased numbers and varieties of soil arthropods were found under 
eucalyptus plantations as compared with semi-arid savanna grassland in south India, which the 
authors attributed to more favorable soil physical conditions under plantation trees (Reddy and 
Venkataiah, 1990). It is not surprising that plantations can improve soil physical corrditions for 
soil communities as compared to savanna grassland ecosystems. The important question is 
whether soil communities in a plantation ecosystem are abundant and diverse enough to 
contribute to an efficient and closed nutrient cycle sim ilar to those found in natural forests.
In addition to changes in soil ):rfiysical conditions, plantations can be expected to change soil 
communities because of the characteristics of their leaf litter. For example, commonly grown 
plantation trees such as Pinus spp., "have high levels o f organic acids in their discarded needles 
which inhibit the activity and lim it the variety o f soil micro-organisms (Sargent, 1992)." A sim ilar 
daim can t>e made for Eucat^tus:
If certain Eucalyptus are used as an exoUc, litte r decay may be dower 
than it would be in the dees' native environment. This is  because ttte 
specialized organisms Utat normaUy aid decomposition o f Eucalyptus 
/eaves — whidt have a highly unusual chemical composition — are 
absent (Sawyer, 1993).
According to Shiva and Bandyopadhyay (1987), "[Eucalyptus] is also toxic to soil organisms 
responsible for building soil fertility and improving soil structure." In Karnataka India, the 
earthworm L a n ^o  mauriti, which are found in most dryland agricultural fields, are absent in 
Eucalyptus plantations, an effect that Kale and Krishnamurthy (1981) attribute to the chemical 
composition of the leaves.
The nutrient cycle in a plantation, and especially the decomposition of litter, is important in
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maintaining productivity o f ttie  site. As a result of the structural uniformity of plantations, and 
the unique food source that they present, it can be expected that plantations have the potential to 
produce conditions for less abundant and less diverse soil communities Sargent (1992) believes 
that "with a limited spectrum of soil species, and with the intense nutrient demands of fast- 
growing plantation trees, the ecosystem may not produce sustainable volumes of timber without 
the use of fertilizers (Sargent. 1992)."
Trees can improve soil fertility through tap roots and addition of organic materiai
It should SÜSO be pointed out that the establishment o f tree cover could initiate the process of soil 
development, thereby improving conditions on an impoverished site (Sawyer, 1993). Non­
commercial plantations have been shown to help enrich soils by reintroducing mineral nutrients 
still held in deeper layers of the soil where roots from native trees shrut>s or grasses cannot reach 
(Carrere and Lohmann, 1996). In addition, tree species with more efficient nutrient cycles 
(organic matter that decomposes more readily) can add organic material to the soil through leaf 
litter, and in the case of nitrogen fixing impedes such as Acacia or Leucaena, can add nutrients to 
the soil (O'Connell and Sankaran, 1997). Of course, these beneficial aspects w ill be more 
pronounced in situations where complex soil communities are supported, and commerdal 
harvesting is minimized in order to not interrupt the nutrient cycle.
Harvesting and the Nutrient Cycle
The short-n^a^m  harvesting o f eucalyptus, espedally when ffie  whde 
tree is used, leads to ttie  rapid exhaustkm o f the reserves o f nutritive 
elements in the soK. The above is a direct consequertce o f riie ir rapkf 
growth (Poore and Fries, 1985).
Plantation trees are chosen because of their wood characteristics and most importantly for their 
extremely fast growth potential. This fast growth necessarily entails an especially high uptake of
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soil nutrients, which over several rotations can lead to a reduction In site productivity (Sawyer, 
1993). Eucalyptus in particular have been criticized on the grounds that they may deplete soil 
nutrients, but this is a general point that can be made about all fast-growing tree crops.
Eucalyptus among them (Poore and Fries, 1985). Nuhients stored in woody biomass are 
removed from the site when the trees are harvested, which can overtime compromise the 
productivity o f an area (Bamett and Juniper, 1992). Another important point to consider is that 
disturt>ances to the litter/soil layer due to harvesting operations can also create a large nutrient 
drain (Poore and Fries, 1985). As was discussed earlier, the litter layer is extremely important 
when considering nutrient budgets. Indeed, nutrient losses through litter and soil disturbances 
may t>e as great a problem as loss through harvesting (Sawyer, 1993).
it would seem that the inherent characteristics of industrial plantation design — that of nutrient 
hungry test-growing tree species, combined with short rotation harvesting and associated site 
disturt>ances -  create a scenario where sustainable production is difficult to achieve. However, in 
fairness, Evans (1999) states that, "hard evidence of productivity change over successive 
rotations is meager, with few reliable data." And, "Unfortunately without data it is difficult to 
demonstrate whether plantations silvaculhjre is robust, and so refute (or otherwise) claims that 
successive rotations o f test-growing trees inevitably lead to problems such as soil deterioration 
(Evans, 1999)."
Direct effects of harvesting: removal of nutrients from site
As was stated earlier, nutrient loss urxter natural tropical forest is low. Plantations necessarily 
intemjpt the nutrient cycle through the harvesting of woody biomass.
An important measure o f the impact o f harvesting is the stability ratio — which is a measure of the 
amount of nutriente removed in tree biomass compared to those found in the total nutrient 
reservoir (this includes the soil, litte r layer, and any additional vegetation) (Evans, 1999).
According to Evans (1999), a stability ratio greater than 0.3, (or 30 percent removal o f stored
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nutrients) "raises serious statMlity questions in the long-term, and above 0.5 in the immediate 
future.” Evans (1999), refers to two studies of nutrient removal, one from Pinus patuia plantations 
in Tanzania, and one from a plantation of Euœtyptus urograndis (a hybrid between E. urc^hyfla 
and E. grandis) at Jari, northeast Amazonia. In the Tanzania study, nutrient removal represented 
less than 10% o f soil stores, indicating a statxlity ratio less than 0.1 (Lundgren, as cited in Evans, 
1999). This suggests, according to Evans, that the rate o f nutrient removal does not present a 
dangerous drain on total nutrient stores. In stark contrast to the Tanzania site, Folster and 
Khanna (1997) report stability ratios at the Jari site that are > 1 0  indicating that the situation 
there is extremely "unstable and unsustainable (Evans, 1999)." At Jari, stands with three 
different site histories in terms of previous pteinteition crops were investigated. "Twelve of the 
stands were in the second to fourth rotation, indicating that most of the previously grown Gmeiina, 
Pinus or EucaiypUis had already extracted their share of base cations [soil nutrients) from the soil 
and left it greatly impoverished (Folster and Khanna, 1997) " In other words, at the Jari site, the 
comt>ination of rapid nutrient removal by previous tree crops, arxj possibly a retarded nutrient 
cycle resulted in a drastic diminishment of total nutrient reserves.
In another example, George (1984), in a study o f a 10-year-old eucalyptus plantation in Utar 
Pradesh, India, found that 43 percent o f nitrogen, 48 to 50 percent of phosphorus, and over 30 
percent of both magnesium and potassium were removed when wood was harvested, again 
indicating very unsustainable stability ratios (Bamett and Juniper, 1992). According to Sawyer 
(1993), the potential for decreases in productivity (often referred to as the second rotation 
problem ) is a recognized issue, but very few data are available from sucœssive rotations of 
plantations due to the long time spans t>etween rotations and the recent emergence of the fast 
growth plantation model. In the meantime emphasis upon appropriate silvicultural practices that 
minimize nutrient losses are important (Sawyer, 1993).
A crucial issue is what parts o f the tree are removed at harvest, owing to the highly unequal 
concentration of nutrients in different plant tissues (Evans, 1999). Three methods exist for
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harvesting; One, whole trees including their branches are removed; two, logs are extracted 
with their bark attached; and three, only debarked logs are removed (Carrere and Lohmann,
1996). These are important distinctions because Jorgensen et al. (1975), found that in a loblolly 
pine plantetion, losses of nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium can be cut t)y up to 20 percent by 
bark mulching. Folster and Khanna (1997), report at the Jari site in northeast Amazonia, that 
87% of calcium, 48% of potassium and 68% of magnesium uptake by the eucalypts is contained 
in the bark. Representatives from both Planfosur and Pulsar state that they w ill harvest only 
detarked logs, irxJicating that they are conscious of the tree crops potential to remove an excess 
amount of nutrients from the site (Ruiz, 2000; Villa Salas, 2000).
Indirect effects of harvesting: disturlMnces to soil resources
As stated above, extracting trees from a site causes damage to litter/soil resources, and gromng 
trees in short rotations can be expected to increase the frequenr^ of disturbances from 
harvesting and site preparation (Evans, 1999; Poore and Fries, 1985).
Ttie magnitude of nutrient export in biomass (direct removal) vs. that associated with site 
disturbance (increased leaching and increased erosion eto.) is highly variable, however, 
sometimes nutrient export associated with disturttence is greater than that associated with 
harvest (Poore and Fries, 1985). Nutrient export from site disturbance can be caused by erosion, 
increased leaching of the litter-soil layer, transfer of nutrients to the atmosphere, undesirable 
redistribution of nutrients, and soil compaction (Poore and Fries, 1985)."
As stated above, erosion can be expected to increase during and after harvesting operations. 
According to the FAO, "It is clear that accelerated erosion is undesirable because lx>th the most 
nutrient rich and t)est structured soil is removed," and "even modest rates of erosion during a 
forest rotation may result in losses o f nutrients o f the same order of magnitude as occur in 
harvested biomass (Poore and Fries, 1985)."
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Another problem is that disturbance of the soil/litter layer during harvesting often leads to 
increased leaching of nutrients from the site (Poore and Fries. 1985). As stated atxwe, tropical 
soils are already particularly susceptible to leaching of plant nutriente. because they are generally 
acidic with a low c^>acity for ion absorption (May, 1979). Factors that enhance leaching include 
the removal o f growing vegetation (thereby disturbing part o f the nutrient cycle), and the resulting 
increased exposure of the litter/soil layer to the elements (Poore and Fries, 1985). Nutrient 
losses through soil disturbance may also be as great a problem as loss through harvesting as site 
disturt>ances can result in losses of calcium and nitrogen amounting to 30-50% or more of 
nutriente removed in tree biomass (Sawyer, 1993; Poore and Fries, 1985). To compound the 
problem leaching can continue or occur prior to replanting and prior to canopy closure (Sawyer,
1993). Therefore it can be expected that increased leaching w ill further aggravate the drain on 
site nutriente imposed by frequent harvesting of nutrient rich biomass under short rotations 
(Poore and Fries, 1985).
Need for fertilization
There are at least three reasons why fertilizer is needed on plantations. The first reason is to 
correct nutrient deficiencies on already impoverished sites. Second, plentiful nutrients are 
required to insure vigorous growth of young trees. And the third reason is to maintain the 
productivity of successive tree crops, because as stated atx)ve, "losses of nutriente during 
harvest and site preparation may far exceed the rate of their replenishment by weathering of 
minerals in soils or by precipitation inputs (Folster and Khanna, 1997)." However, according to 
Evans (1999) the regular application o f fertilizer to maintain productivity is not usually required. 
Instead, he t>elieves that most applications of fertilizer have t>een to correct known deficiencies in 
micronutriente — such as laoron in tropical soils, and in macronutriente suc^ as phosphorus on 
impoverished sites (Evans, 1999). However, Folster and Khanna (1997) disagree; they state that 
in order to maintain high growth rates in short-rotation plantations, inputs o f nutriente and 
fertilizers will often t)e required. According to Goncalves et al. (1997), the routine application of 
fertilizers is common in plantations o f fast-growing species in Australia, New Zealand, South
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Afhca, Chile, the southern USA and Brazil. They believe that if the loss of nutnents by harvest 
of short-rotation plantations is beyond the natural replenishing capacity of the soil, repeated 
fertilizer applications w ill be required to sustain productivity and "to ensure a steady rate of wood 
supply to industry (Goncalves et al., 1997)." In Brazil, plantation development is "driven by the 
commercial considerations of an intemationally-competitive wood-based industry," and the 
application of fertilizer is economically rewarding and hence a common practice (Goncalves et ai.,
1997).
This agrees with statements t>y Planfosur that they fertilize twice when plantation trees are young 
in order to assure vigorous tree growth. In this early period — from establishment to canopy 
closure -  "relatively large amounts of nutrients are required and growth is likely to suffer if any of 
some 15 essential nutrient elements is deficient or inaccessible in the soil (Kanowski and Savill, 
1992)." Planfosur fertilizes at 30 to 40 days after planting, and then again at four months (Villa 
Salas, 2000). Also important is the need to fertilize while there is rain — according to Villa Salas 
(2000), "We cannot fertilize if It is not raining " In this situation the application of fertilizer can 
create an environmental risk, because the need to supply nitrogen occurs when conditions are 
most conducive to its loss (Folster and Khanna, 1997). Another potential problem is that more 
fertilizer needs to be added to the site than is absort>ed in tree biomass, because of the low 
efficiency of recovery of applied fertilizers try trees (Poore and Fries, 1985). In fact, it is reported 
that trees utilize usually less than half of applied fertilizers, and this is especially true o f nitrogen 
fertilizers (van Hook et al., 1982). The overfertilization o f petroleum trased nitrogen fertilizers is 
known to degrade soil fertility and excess nutrients can pollute local waterways.
The Water Cycle
Industrial plantations have been criticized in many countries because o f their high water 
consumption. From India and Thailand, to Chile, Brazil, and South Africa, farmers and scientists
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have witnessed the negative effects that fast-growing tree crops have had on local water 
cycles (Carrere and Lohmann, 1996). Eucalyptus especially has been criticized on these 
grounds (Shiva and Bandyopadhyay, 1987; Poore and Fries, 1985).
The water cyde in relation to trees can be described as fd lov^: part o f the rainfall is intercepted 
by the canopy and evaporates, the rest falls to the ground and either runs off or filters into the 
subsoil. Part o f the water in the soil is absorbed by trees and through transpiration returns to the 
atmosphere, while another part reaches the underground water table (Carrere and Lohmann,
1996).
Important to this discussion is how plantations alter the water cycle. Large-scale tree plantations, 
can be expected to modify a ll o f the following:
1. The aiTKHint o f water that is  intercepted by the fefrage and the amount 
o f water resK^ng tee ground (Carrere and Lohmann, 1996). Vegetation 
can significantly affect the amount of water that reaches the soil because 
water intercepted by the canopy w ill re-evaporate without reaching the 
ground (Poore and Fries, 1985). In any forest or plantation interception 
represents tee most important loss o f water to the system (Poore and 
Fries, 1985). In general eucalyptus intercept between 11 percent and 
20 percent of precipitation, which is less than for pine, but much more 
than for low vegetation (Poore and Fries, 1985).
2. The amount o f water teat runs o ff on tee soil surtece and the amount 
o f water teat infiltrates the soil (Carrere and Lohmann, 1996). One 
criticism of eucalyptus plantations is that on sloping catchments they do 
not regulate the flow o f water as well as natural v^e ta tion, thereby 
increasing run-off (Poore and Fries, 1985). This is mostly affected by the 
presence o f litter, ground vegetation, and the type of humus generated 
by the plantation (Carrere and Lohmann, 1996; Poore and Fries, 1985).
The little comparative data that exists suggests that run-off from 
eucalyptus plantations is greater than for grassland or low shrub 
vegetation, prot>ably due to sparse undergrowth in most eucalypt 
plantations, and due to soil compaction by heavy machine^ which 
impedes infiltration (Carrere and Lohmann, 1996; Harcharik, and Kunkle,
1978; Poore and Fries, 1985).
3. TTte arrmunt o f water teat evapotranqi>ires and the amount o f water 
which infiltrates through to tee sut>soil water supp/y (Carrere and 
Lohmann, 1996). T fie biggest critique of eucalyptus plantations in 
regards to the water cycle is that they deplete water supplies in 
catchments wfrere they are grown (Poore and Fries, 1985). "Compared 
with grassland and many agricultural crops, trees exhibit higher levels of
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évapotranspiration. On some sites this has been harnessed to dry the site out and 
significantly lower the water table. There are several instances of 
eucalyptus planted specifically for this purpose (Evans, 1999)."
It should be clear from the above that plantations w ill necessarily alter the water cycle in areas 
where they are planted This is because their characteristics w ill vary from that of local 
vegetation types tx)th natural and modified. Plantations can be expected to t>e different from 
other forms of vegetation because they w ill be planted in high densities over large areas, they can 
modify or reduce understory vegetation and litter, and their rapid growth w ill necessitate large 
amounts of water use.
The changes imposed on the water cycle can be expected to be more intense in locations with 
greater plantation cover In fact, where there are downstream water shortage problems, high 
levels of transpiration from fast-growing plantations is likely to be deleterious, reducing net flow of 
watercourses and contributing to greater drought potential (Sargent, 1992). Studies have shown 
that the planting o f extensive areas of eucalyptus in any deforested catchment w ill substantially 
decrease water yield from that catchment; and conversely that the felling of plantations w ill 
increase it (Poore and Fries, 1985). This simple concept is important taecause, if the yield of water 
from the catchment or the state of the water table in the adjoining lowlands is valuable to either 
people or w ildlife, then according to the FAO "the situation must be considered very seriously 
before large-scale planting or felling projects are carried out (Poore and Fries, 1985).” To 
summarize:
Monoculture tree crops have had negative effects on water cyctes in 
widely differing areas. Although f/j/s does not imply that such negative 
effects w ill occur in and around au fUantatkms, it is sufficient to justify  
otUigatory enwronmental impact assessment wherever such plantations 
are planned. The problem, again, is not with any particular tree species, 
but with high-yield industrial production, vriiich tends to consume 
quantities o f water in direct propofbon to rapid growtti. The large-scsUe 
o f industrial plantations, in addition, means that the pnMem can affect 
entire river ba&ns, mth seriCHiS repercussions on ffie  economy, society 
and the environment (Carrere and Lohmann, 1996; 69).
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The political ecology of water
According to Pulsar spokesperson Jose Antonio Ruiz, the eucalyptus varieties that they are 
planting are very water demanding. He says that they need about 1400 mm of water per year -  
while in Tabasco the annual rainfall is a litUe bit more than that ~ 1600-1800 mm per year. 
According to Ruiz, they purposefully picked a fast-growing, and water demanding variety of 
eucalyptus cultivated on Brazilian plantations — because while there are other types of eucalyptus 
in Mexico that do not use as much water, they grow too slowly for industrial production. Pulsar is 
wary of environmentalists' concerns about heavy water use, and in that regard another Pulsar 
spokesperson, Jose Antonio Rios Bosch has commented that:
IVe have looked closely at the environmental impacts o f our projects.
There is sufficient groundwater on these sites. We would not have 
selected them if  there was not (Ross, 1998).
On the face o f it, the fact that Tabasco receives a large average amount o f ra in^tl (1600-1800 
mm per year) can be expected to moderate or make moot the heavy use of water by plantations 
o f eucalyptus. In fact, plantation executives indicate that one requirement for establishing 
plantations is that sites need to have sufficient drainage -  but this is not surprising given the 
amount of wetlands in the low lying areas of Tabasco (Villa Salas, 2000). To date, most 
plantations have t)een established on pastureland, or scrubland that was previously lowland 
tropical forest. W hile they can be expected to reduce production of water in catchment areas, this 
change might actually be moving the ecosystem more towards a historical norm, because 
plantations might better replicate water use and runoff characteristics of the original tropical 
forests than the current agricultural fields and pastureland. However, eucalyptus plantations will 
probably consume more water than native tropical forests because of the high density of trees on 
plantations and their exb-emely rapid growth -  but a definitive answer to this question can only be 
answered by detailed water catchment studies
Perhaps most important in regards to the debate about water use of plantations, is the question of 
who has the power to modify the water cycle in any given area, and who or what w ill be impacted
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by these modifications. Even in an area of high precipitation, water resources are important, 
as one of the stated management aims of the nearby Pantanos De Centia Wetland U N. 
Biosphere Preserve is to protect and maintain adequate supplies and quality of freshwater 
entering the park. As stated above, changes in the quantity and quality o f water runoff can be 
expected wfren large blocks o f the plantation are harvested — leading to potential runoff and 
erosion problems. As the total area under plantation increases, so too w ill Impacts to the 
hydrological cycle. Also. Tabasco does experience a three-month dry season. Plantations can 
be expected to reduce net flows of local watercourses during such periods.
Another important point to consider it is that not all plantations planned for Mexico w ill occur in 
areas with high raintell. Plantations in the north of Mexico had to be abandoned t>ecause there 
were not enough water resources to support them. If large-scale monoculture tree plantations 
impact water cycles sufficiently to "justify obligatory environmental impact assessment" then who 
pays for these assessments, how w ill the information be disseminated, and how will this 
information be used to inform where plantations should or should not be established?
How Will Environmental Issues Affect the Local Environment?
After a review of the literature concerning the possible environmental impacts of intensive 
eucalyptus cultivation it seems that some o f the concerns about the eucalyptus tree in particular 
are unfounded. What do seem to be of primary importance are the management practices that 
are employed in growing eucalyptus in short rotations. In other words, it is not necessarily the 
unique characteristics o f the eucalyptus tree, but the practice and management of planting them 
in high-density plantations with short rotations that threatens the long-term sustainability o f the 
plantation. Though characteristics o f the tree do affect management decisions — like the fact that 
eucalyptus foliar material may decay at a reduced rate, what is paramount is how plantation 
operators choose to use this information to inform their management decisions. Also paramount
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is the core plantation model based upon fast growth and short rotations As stated above this 
model presents conflicts with efforts to; enhance biodiversity within the plantation; reduce erosion; 
protect nearby aquatic habitat and the general environment from fertilizer, h ^ ic k te  and pesticide 
exposure; nurture the soil decomposer community; and insure the sustainable use of soil 
nutriente.
It’s also true that some t^ses of tree plantations can in particular instances, act to enhance certain 
valued environmental criteria. For instance, it is true that some tree species with deep taproots 
can access mineral nutrients like phosphorus held within parent material below highly weathered 
and therefore nutrient deficient topsoil. By bringing these nutrients to the surtece and 
incorporating them into the nutrient cycle, trees can act to enhance topsoil nutrient resources over 
time. Of course, this phenomenon can be less beneficial where fast-growing plantation trees are 
also removing nutrients from the system. Trees can also add organic material to the soil through 
additions of their litter, and enhance soil communities on degraded sites, such as compacted and 
overgrazed pastureland. Furthermore, planted exotic species trees have been used to aid in 
reforestation efforts in countries like Costa Rica. In these instances, planted trees provide a 
microhabitat suitable for the natural recolonization of understory vegetation and successional 
canopy species — in affect jumpstarting reforestation. This is perhaps the same process as 
native understory vegetation self-seeding under industrial plantations in Tabasco. In regards to 
social forestry enterprises, planted trees are being incorporated into agroforestry programs in 
which crop plants are integrated under trees which are planted for a host o f potential uses.
These trees can be planted for soil stabilization and enhancement, fo r their wood resources, for 
their nitrogen additive properties (as in the case of legume trees), or for a combination of the 
above. The unfortunate reality, is that often plantation proponents speak of the positive benefits 
of plantations in broad t«m s, when in reality many of these benefits are associated with 
plantations other than those planted for industrial purposes. In other words, as stated atx>ve, the 
inherent production goafs and management characteristics of industrial plantations preclude 
these plantations from offering many of the environmental and social benefits listed here This
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should bring home the important point that it is the design and utilization of the modem 
industrial plantation model that dictates what environmental impacts and benefits are realized.
Therefore, it is imperative that land use planners, government actors, industry representatives, 
academics, environmentalists, and especially local inhabitants, all be clear about the purpose and 
design of any proposed plantations in order to fully analyze the social and environmental impacts 
of such projects.
The potential benefits and negative impacts from plantations are summarized below.
Benefit:
e Potential for organic matter addition to soil.
•  Nutrients in parent material drawn up by deep tap roots.
• Infiltration of native vegetation into the plantation.
« Possibility for enhanced biodiversity values in plantations when compared to degraded 
pastureland or agricultural fields -  though to what end? In other words, do conservationists find 
value in supporting a few additional generalist species, or should we aim more towards 
supporting species that are threatened or endangered, or supporting whole communities of 
species which have linkages to healthy ecosystems in which they depend?
Negative impacts:
•  Nutrient depletion of soil.
• Enhanced erosion during planting and harvesting cycles.
•  Possible altercation fo soil community and nutrient cycle.
•  Runoff o f fertilizers, and herbicides, and the dispersal of pesticides.
• Intensive use of water resources.
•  Chance that allelochemicals w ill persist in the soil for some period after several rotations of 
eucalyptus, meaning that the land may be unworkable for certain crops or require a fallow period 
before being utilized for other crops or grazing.
•  Possibility that eucalyptus w ill invade native ecosystems.
• Possibility that plantations w ill fragment areas of native vegetation.
•  Question of how workable the land w ill be after last rotation, given persistence o f eucalyptus 
stumps and sprouts.
• Questions of the long-term sustainability o f industrial plantations, and their potential 
degradatkm to nonproductive status.
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Part 4 Equity and Economic Concerns
Introduction to Equity and Economic Concerns
Along with the environmental concerns, plantations pose equity and economic issues that 
threaten to impact local peoples in negative ways. Several issues related to the equity and 
economic impacts of plantations are explored. First is the declaration that plantations should t>e 
placed on "marginal" or "degraded" lands without regard for the interests of those who occupy 
such lands. Second is the fact that plantations are often touted as providing employment 
t>enefits, tn it that employment patterns presented by plantations indicate that they likely won't 
offer meaningful employment to people on whose land plantations w ill be establisfied. A third 
concern is the fo<  ̂that other land uses fiave the potential to be more profitable than plantation 
rental contracts, but they may be difficult for the landholder to realize. And fourth, plantation 
companies and intemational government and business actors pursue a narrow vision of 
dev^opment based upon minimizing financial risk and maximizing financial gain, which 
advocates for the isolation o f ejidatarios from plantation projects on their land. Therefore, the 
establishment of plantations upon ejido lands in some instances represents a clash of cultures 
t>etween ejidatarios who are looking to enhance their livelihood strategies, and plantation 
companies who seek to involve ejidatarios in plantation operations only to the extent that 
plantation ^Derations w ill benefit
Plantations Located on ''Marginal” Lands
Plantation proponents often declare that plantations should t)e established on "marginal" or
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"degraded" lands. Again we should refer to the stetement by Whitmore (1999) that, "without a 
doubt, a massive program of intensively cultivated plantations, utilizing unforested, marginal 
lands, can supply a major part of the wood society needs." At first glance this line of reasoning 
makes perfect sense because of course we would not want to establish plantations in native 
forests or on productive agricultural land. The utilization of marginal or degraded lands fits well 
with the model often presented of plantations as a restorative use of otherwise marginal land 
under the laanner of afforestation or reforestetion.
While it would be wrong to automatically assume that plantations truly represent afforestation for 
the reasons cited above, it would also be wrong to assume that these "marginar lands are 
necessarily empty and devoid of human occupation or use. So the pitfall of this line of thinking 
arises when we try to apply it universally, without considering realities particular to a given region. 
We must remember that due to commercial necessity, rarely are plantations established on very 
impoverished or degraded soils because the objective is short cycles of rapid growth; hence they 
typically occupy areas already being used by local people (Carrere and Lohmann, 1996).
Industrial plantations have a track record of displacing local peoples in countries such as 
Thailand, the Philippines, and Brazil (Carrere and Lohmann, 1996). In Mexico at least half o f the 
current plantations have been established on ejido lands in the "very poor" rural zones in the 
states of Veracruz and Tabasco (Fernandez et al.. 2002) -  whose occupante are engaged in a 
daily effort to make the best use of their lands.
Nonetheless, with apparent disregard to the local inhabitente, the Mexican Association of Forest 
Planters state that there are 25 million acres (or approximately 10 million hectares) of “degraded 
forestland” available for pulpwood production in southeast Mexico (Ross, 1998). Likewise, the 
Natural Resources Ministry claims that there are five million hectares of land available for 
commercial plantations in the same region (NSTI, 1997). A report compiled by the Canadian 
govemment entitled. Assessing the Opportunity for Project Development on Mexico's Ejido Land, 
declares that "the present low-income use of this land for agriculture and livestock represents a
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considerable opportunity cost [or lost opportunity] to private firms and to the country as a whole 
(NSTI, 1997) ' Notice that this lost opportunity is not applied to the ejidatarios who depend on 
this land for toeir living. While it is true that many ejido lands in southeast Mexico are 
"underutilized, " and that some of the soils are not suited for intensive agricultural production, 
simply declaring ejido lands as "degraded." and "underutilized" fails to take Into account the 
potential social and economic impacte of large plantation projects on people inhabiting these 
areas and is perhaps emblematic of how govemment and business actors study and assess the 
potential o f industrial projects on a given region That is, they come up with an industrial project 
first; most often due to some form of financial comparative advantage, and only when they 
encounter resistance do they investigate the obstacles of establishing such projects on local 
lands. The Canadian report mentioned above is perhaps emblematic of this type of thinking, as it 
goes on to state that some firms interested in ejido lands "find a formerly unexpected necessity to 
understand ways to use or acquire ejido land," as if they are surprised to find that people occupy 
this land, and that those people want to receive the t>est possible compensation for its use (NSTI,
1997).
According to Carrere and Lohmann (1996), "most large-scale commercial forestry plantations in 
the South are promoted arto established in inhabited locations by govemment agencies, national 
and foreign businesses, multilateral banks, or other organizations [who are] external to the area." 
One commonality found by Mather (1993), in a review of 12 countries involved in plantation 
establishment is "the 'top down' nature of many afforestation policies, and the way in which they 
have been imposed on, rather than being devised with, local communities " Such "top down " 
planning is justified by government and industry representatives, because on a national level, it is 
often claimed that plantations w ill bring social and economic benefits, including employment, 
increases in exports, and support for national development (Carrere and Lohmann, 1996).
The truth is probably closer to the reality that large-scale plantation projects have a global track 
record of often failing to acknowledge, accommodate or adequately compensate current land
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users, let alone employ them (Sawyer, 1993). With this in mind some forestry analysts, given 
the negative social impacts of many plantation projects, believe that "with hindsight, it appears 
that large-scale plantation forestry may be most appropriate in industrial societies [of the North] 
for whom land resources are not scarce (Kanowski et al., 1992)." The probtem is that in the 
global commodity market for pulpwood, plantations in the industrialized nations, with their 
temperate climates, w ill continue to be less profitable as more plantations are established in 
areas with tropical growing conditions. With ttie  inevitable expansion of plantations in tropical 
countries due to comparative advantage factors, other forestry analysts believe that 
environmental, economic and social assessments should be carried out to ascertain whether a 
plantation is appropriate — and that "special attention needs to be given to consulting local people 
on what may constitute a radical change in land use for an area (Sawyer, 1993).”
In Mexico, the contest over if and where plantations should be established is akin to the debate 
over the place of campesino agriculture in the greater Mexican economy, and the increasing 
levels of poverty that these small-scale farmers experience, in other words, the contest over the 
development goals for the Mexican countryside is inherently a political one. While the Mexican 
govemment is busy trying to establish a large-scale industrial plantation sector in southeastern 
Mexico, the perception amongst many Mexicans is that die creation of forest plantations at the 
expense of social-sector agricultural and livestock production w ill not only displace local 
^rmworkers but also decrease the country's food economy (Whizar, 2000; NSTI, 1997). This is 
not merely an esoteric debate, as the National Institute of Nutrition estimates that 40 percent of 
the Mexican population suffers from some degree of malnutrition -  and for the 21 to 23 million 
Mexicans who, according to the U N, live in extreme poverty, 0ie nutritional gap is widening 
(Ross, 1998). The displacoment o f farmworkers is a looming threat if large-scale plantations 
come to dominate the landscape. In areas like Tatjasco state, there is already a history of social- 
sector producers being displaced from the highest quality lands either through market 
mechanisms or through physical force by "capitalist" farmers who came to "monopolize available 
inputs and investment resources (Scherr, 1985).” Also according to Scherr (1985), "The most
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critical displacement has been through accelerating substitution of pastureland for former 
campesino agricultural lands ' "The impact of this displacement has had effects not only on 
levels of agricultural production, particularly basic staples traditionally produced by campesinos, 
but also has substantially reduced the level of agricultural employment, in conjunction with 
mechanization on more highly capitalized agricultural holdings (Scherr, 1985)." By all accounts 
industrial tree plantations could well produce sim ilar results. Silvia Whizar (2000), believes that 
plantations are going to occupy land that is creating a lot of work for local people in Tabasco 
state. She also believes that there is already less farmwork available because of plantation 
establishment — as her organization has conducted interviews with campesinos that have been 
forced to look for work because a plantation company rented farmland on a local ejido. Not 
surprisingly, plantation executives who are eager to occupy a space in the global free market, 
view things from a very different perspective. According to Jesus Rivas, o f the Pulsar 
Corporation, this is a competitive business - there should be no lim its on the amount of land we 
can hold (Ross, 1998).'
It should be clear from the above discussion that the assumption of plantation establishment as a 
benign process simply because its proponents argue that plantations should be established on 
"marginar lands should be questioned. It would also be wrong to assume that ejidatarios are 
necessarily and universally against plantation establishment In fact, one observer interviewed 
indicated that the ejidatarios he works with were eager to see a plantation project started on land 
that they had rented to the Pulsar company, because they were hoping to gain employment 
opportunities from the project (Gonzalez, 2000). This raises the question of whether or not 
plantations w ill likely provide employment for ejidatarios on whose land plantations are 
established.
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Employment Estimates for Plantations
The establishment of industrial plantations is often cited as a means of creating employment and 
promoting development in rural areas (Sawyer, 1993). As stated by the World Commission on 
Forests and Sustainable Development, "plantation forestry should be actively promoted in the 
developing countries of the tropics as a major vehicle for economic development, given their 
comparative advantage in fast tree growth (Salim and Ullsten, 1999)." According to this 
argument, plantations should provide enhanced employment opportunities for locals, and can 
bring infrastructure improvements, such as new roads to rural areas. However, it must be 
understood that these claims are often being presented by plantation proponents, and under 
closer scrutiny these assertions can be challenged. Unfortunately, the practical reality is that in 
many areas local peoples have not benefited from the establishment of plantations. In speaking 
about the Philippines, Niskanen and Saastamoinen (1996), remark that, "the criticisms, and 
practical failures of many large-scale industrial plantations have effectively dismantled the 
paradigm, that plantations bring effective and automatic employment and cash incomes to the 
poor and disadvantaged people living in remote areas."
There are several reasons why claims of employment and development are problematic. First, 
the type and amount of employment opportunities made availatMe by plantations is low paying 
and mostly seasonal work. Second, while employment linkages such as wood processing 
facilities can txing additional employment opportunities, these linkages are not guaranteed to 
occur locally, and they create differing rates of employment depending upon the size of the 
enterprise and the type of industries they support. And third, for the small-scale farmer, other 
land uses simply may be more profitable and labor-intensive, thereby generating more revenue 
and creating more employment opportunities for the local community
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Type of employment usually available on plantations
Ttie jobs created by plantation establishment and operation can be lumped into two rough 
categories. The first consists of management and biological technicians whose jot>s are to 
handle the financial and technical aspects of running the plantation. The second group consists 
of unskilled seasonal casual latx>rers, who are required mostly in planting phase of the project, 
and to a lesser extent during the growing yeais of the plantation and during harvesting operations 
(Carrere and Lohmann, 1996). Employment opportunities for locals mostly fall into this latter 
category.
Most employment during plantation establishment
As stated, the most labor-intensive phase of plantatton operation is during establishment, when 
land is cleared and trees are planted During the first three years of the plantation, periodic labor 
is required in order to remove competitive vegetation by the application of herbicides and 
mechanical weeding (Villa Salas, 2000). After tha t management of the plantation consists mostly 
of monitoring for pest problems, with technicians brought in as problems result During pest 
outbreaks spraying crews may be required. In the final phase of the plantation, harvesting crews 
remove the trees. The Pulsar executive indicated that they have automated harvesting 
operations as much as possible with the use of special tractors that cut, debark, and stack logs 
for removal (Ruiz, 2000). Thus, the employment prospects for locals do not seem great during 
the management and harvesting o f plantations. To make matters worse, according to Mather 
(1993), due to the peaked nature of labor demand on large-scale plantations, especially those 
carried out by corporations, mobile squads of workers are often employed rather than the local 
residents. My interview with Pulsar spokesperson Jose Antonio Ruiz confirms this trend.
According to Ruiz for every worker/landowner that he employs he estimates that he has three 
subcontractors from outside the immediate area. Another issue is the fact that the plantation 
company typically only pays general workers the minimum wage, which at the time of this 
interview equals 32 pesos (3.85 U.S. dollaia) per eight hour day (Ruiz, 2000).
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As stated above, ttie  plantation of trees can t>e labor-intensive and the source of much of the 
employment offered on industrial plantations. Morrison and Bass (1992) report that in very 
marginal agricultural areas, plantation establishment can be more labor-intensive than agriculture 
-  requiring between 70 man-days per hectare (afforestation on grassland) to 400 man-days per 
hectare (steep terrain). Yet plantation management thereafter w ill only provide about 9 to 15 
man-days per hectare every year (the equivalent of one worker for every 17 to 29 hectares 
(Morrison and Bass, 1992). In Mexico, the Pulsar Corporation estimates that for normal 
(management) operations they w ill need 200 people working on 100,000 hectares (or only one 
worker per 500 hectares!), but they w ill need more contract workers during planWtion 
establishment (Ruiz, 2000).
In most instances plantations represent a net decrease In local employment, however, 
depending on initial land use patterns, employment could Increase
Another important issue in relation to plantations and employment is the fact that plantations often 
do not offer higher levels of employment than previous land uses. According to Carrere and 
Lohmann (1996):
Although hgures vary widely from place to place and source to source, 
on the whole diere appears to be agreement that industrial plantations 
canned emptoy as many people as ccmventional agriculture, particularly 
fymily agriculture. Cases in which large-scale plantations have 
generated more employment than was already locally available, as in 
Uruguay, can be counted on the fingers o f one hand.
While some areas have t)enefited from increased employment, especially where additional 
employment in transport and wood processing occurs (as in some areas of New Zealand and 
Australia), other areas, for example Portugal, South Africa, and Australia, demonstrate that the 
economic (benefits of plantations to local communities have iDeen disappointing (Mather, 1993; 
Sawyer, 1993).
In Portugal employment densities on plantations are lower than ttiose of previous land uses
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consisting o f olive groves and vineyards (Kardell et al. 1986). There ttie  creation of plantations 
resulted in a loss of employment and contributed to rural depopulation. In Natai/Kwazulu in South 
Africa, surveys have established that kirmers employ around one laborer for every 20 to 25 
hectares of land, whereas projected employment by a plantation company is one laborer for 35 
hectares (Sawyer, 1993).
Ashley (1998), reports equally disturbing figures from Brazil, and a proposed plantation in Hawaii. 
According to a study conducted by Bahia Sul Ceiulose, a Brazilian pulp giant, the company 
employees one plantation worker for every 45 hectares, while local diversified agriculture 
provides 18 jobs per hectare (Ashley. 1998). And in Hawaii, a proposed 10,000 hectare pulp 
plantation was forecast to produce 40 to 60 jobs, while the same amount of land used for 
diversified agriculture would create over 4,000 jobs (Ashley, 1998).
The situation in the state of Tabasco, Mexico is much less clear-cut, as land use statistics are not 
readily available. In this area, where there is a mix of agricultural and livestock production, it is 
unclear how many people are employed per hectare, and to what extent plantation development 
w ill change this We can recognize, however, the general trend that plantations are reported to 
offer less employment than other agriculturai enterprises -  especially when those enterprises are 
family oriented and therefore more labor-intensive.
Economic linkages can provide additional employment opportunities
It seems that plantations in themselves offer only marginal levels of employment, but some areas 
have benefited from increased employment through related industries such as transport and 
wood processing. Therefore, "the fundamental economic question is to what extent [plantation] 
projects are capable of maintaining, or creating permanent and sustainable development impacts 
... which depends largely on what kind of forward and backward linkages plantations are able to 
produce (Niskanen and Saastamoinen, 1996)."
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The backward linkages associated with plantations are few because the plantation industry is a 
"primary production" activity (Niskanen and Saastamoinen, 1996). Perhaps the most important 
backward linkage associated with plantations is seedling production, which is very labor- 
intensive. In the Philippines, nursery operations are reported to account for 41 percent o f the 
total laborer needed to establish a plantation (Ramirez et al. 1993, as cited in Niskanen and 
Saastamoinen, 1996). It can also be expected that seedling nurseries will be located within the 
immediate region, as seedlirrgs are fragile and cannot withstand long transport distances 
(Niskanen and Saasteimoinen, 1996). In places like Tabasco state, this will likely mean that 
employment opportunities w ill be generated at a central nursery or nurseries that are established 
to support local plantations.
F o r^rd  linkages may offer more promise, and have been shown to provide employment 
opportunities whereas plantations by themselves have not been very beneficial to community 
employment levels. Tonts and Black (2003), cite research from Australia which documents that,
"in those communities where high /eve/s (my emphasis) of processing occurs locally, there are 
likely to t>e significant economic and demographic laenefits" associated with plantation 
establishment (Tonts and Black, 2003). Mather (1993), verifies this scenario. His findings 
indicate that in areas that do not have processing industries, especially in regions tftat are 
dominated by industrial scale plantings on cleared agricultural land, "the trend tends to be one of 
economic and demographic stagnation and/or decline (Mather, 1993).”
Tonts and Black (2003), summarize the situation in Australia as follows;
On the one hand, the indushy ... can offer farmers a steady income 
stream through joint ventures or the cation o f selling ffie ir property. On 
the other hand, there are very real concerns at>out the demographic, 
economic and social impacts of the industry on rural communities. M/h/fe 
some towns starrd to t>enetit from downstream processirtg and other 
timl)er industries, many appear to be suffering economic contraction, 
population decline and decreasing levels o f social interactions as a result 
of timt)er plantations (Tonts and Black. 2003).
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W hile neither Tonts and Black (2003), nor Mather (1993), define what they mean by 
"processing industries;" It should be clear that not all processing Industries or forward linkages 
create equal levels of employment opportunities. The types of forward linkages associated with 
plantations w ill depend on: one, the purpose o f the plantation; and two, on the labor and capital 
Intensity of the related processing chains (Niskanen and Saastamoinen, 1996). In other words, a 
plantation grown for the purpose of producing saw wood for the production of furniture w ill have 
very different forward linkages than a plantatlcm for the purpose of producing pulpwood for the 
production of paper. Likewise, the labor requirements and capital Intensity of Infrastructure w ill be 
much different for a large pulp m ill than for a small-scale furniture making operation.
Ramirez et al. (1993, as cited in Niskanen and Saastamoinen, 1996), in an unpublished study 
produced for the Philippine govemment, provide data on the employment prospects from different 
forward linkages associated with plantations located In the PhlllMxnes. One way of comparing the 
employment opportunities presented by different forward linkages is to compare their employment 
ratios, or the number of jobs created for amount of money Invested In purchased materials and 
supplies. Table 1 illustrates that the employment ratio is highest for the manufacturer and repair 
of fumiture, and the lowest employment capacity is found for the manufacture of pulp, paper and 
paper products by large establishments (Ramirez et al. 1993, as cited in Niskanen and 
SaastanfK>lnen, 1996). While the employment ratio for fumiture manufacturing ranges from 5.2 to 
17.1 persons per U.S. $10,000 for large and small establishm ent respectively, the ratio is only 
0.6 persons per U.S. $10,(XK) for tfie  manufocture o f pulp and paper (Ramirez et al 1993, as 
cited in Niskanen arnJ Saastamoinen. 1996). In all the industries considered, smaller 
establishments provide two to ten times more employment than large establishm ent. 'To 
conclude, the backward and forward linkages as well as the employment opportunities for 
[p lanttions in the Philippines] are rather low, especially when wood Is used In large-scale pulp 
and paper production (Niskanen and Saastamoinen, 1996)."
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TABLE 1
EMPLOYMENT RATIOS IN PERSONS PER U S. $10,000 
IN THE PHILIPPINES, 1988
arge establishments 
employing more 
than 10 persons
Small establishments 
employing less 
than 10 persons
Manutecture of wood 
and wood products
2.2 11.2
manutecture and repair 5.2 17.1
of fumiture and fixtures
Manufacture of pulp, paper 
and paper products
0.6 6.2
source: Ramirez et al. (1993), as cited in Niskanen and Saastamoinen, (1996)
Currently, plantations in Mexico established by Pulsar and Planfosur are designed for the 
production of pulpwood. or as stated above, as sawlogs if the market for pulpwood is depressed 
at the time the trees come to maturity (\Alla Salas, 2000). There are plans for a chipping facility at 
a nearby port, but that is the extent of processing activities planned for the near future. According 
to Jose Antonio Ruiz, of the Pulsar company, they would like to eventually construct a pulp m ill if 
they can estat>lish at least 100,000 hectares of productive plantations. On the other hand it is 
highly unlikely that plantations w ill be established to support small-scale fumiture production 
facilities, as this would require an investment in the labor capital of local communities -  while the 
plantation industry is currently geared towards commodity production for die global market. One 
could argue that the plantations are not there for the purpose of creating forward linkages, but 
instead to serve linkages that already exist in other locations.
Given the structure of employment opportunities presented l)y the industrial tree plantation model, 
it is unlikely that the establishment and management of these plantations w ill provide any 
significant amount of employment opportunities for the bulk of ejidatarios on whose land these 
plantations are tieing established.
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Rental Contracts Versus More Profitable Forms of Land Use
Employment prospects arent the only economic Victor that we should be concerned with in 
regards to plantations -  ttie profitability o f competing land uses is also a key concern. As was 
stated above, plantation companies w ill naturally seek out the best possible land for their 
operations. The contest over the most desirsAile land for plantation establishment will inevitably 
encroach on agricultural land. However, other agricultural activities have the potential to be more 
profitable for the current landowner than are plantation rental contracts. In these areas wtiere 
plantation companies are trying to gain access to the land, this can create a dilemma for local 
inhabitants.
Studies in the Philippines, and Thailand, show that ttie  annual financial retum for plantations may 
be substantially lower than for agriculture, and therefore, plantation establishment can actually 
decrease the general weltore of local inhabitants (Niskanen and Saastamoinen, 1996). 
"Conversely, cash crops and subsistence torming are usually more profitable, and therefore are 
preferred by the small farmer involved in sedentary or slash-and-bum agriculture unless the land 
is badly degraded ... in fact, the profitability difterences create major dilemmas for plantation 
development (Niskanen and Saastamoinen, 1996)."
In Mexico, and even within Tabasco state, ejidos differ considerably in regards to their rates of 
agricultural production, in other words, while the more marginalized ejidatarios are relegated to 
producing basic grains and other foods for subsistence, still others have diversified into higher 
value cash crops. Clearly, the more marginalized ejidatarios w ill be less likely to resist plantation 
overtures, while better o ff producers w ill have more to lose by renting to the plantation company. 
What matters most to agrarian economist Luisa Pare is the potential of the land to produce a 
viable income for the ejidatario, regardless of their marginal stotus. In this regard, she argues
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that renting out productive land to tree planters is just bad business (Ross, 1998). While five 
hundred kilos of com per hectare returns $131 each year, and one hectare under tropical fru it can 
earn $500, according to Ross (1998) plantation rental fees are only $70 a hecfere per year if the 
ground has been prepared for tree planting, and $40 if not (in 1998 U.S. dollars). Pulsar 
spokesperson, Jose Antonio Ruiz says that his company is paying $75 per hectare per year, 
while an observer working with a remote ejido testifies that Pulsar is paying members of that ejido 
$50 per hecfere per year (Gonzalez, 2000). Planfosur reports they pay only $40 per hecfere per 
year.
The Pulsar Corporation aoquiros fend in two ways. First, the company rents desired land for one 
or two rotations. Then, if the land proves satisfactory for fast growing trees, the company may 
choose to try and form an association with the landholders, which the company hopes the owners 
w ill prefer because they feel an association w ill result in a more permanent agreement -  
guaranteeing longer-term access to the land. Through an association the landholders form a 
company, which then forms a contract with Pulsar to grow the plantations. The landholder then 
receives one share in the company per one hectare of land — what are referred to a s 'T ' shares 
In a scenario where they create a T share corporation with 20,000 hectares (the largest that they 
can be) this creates 20,000 shares — which according to Pulsar grant the landholders 
approximately 30 percent o f the value of the company. Ruiz estimates that by the end of the 
rotation cycle (seven years plus one year for harvest) people would receive $1750 U.S. per 
hecfere. Under this plan landholders would receive $75 per hectare per year as advance 
payment, and then at the end o f the rotaticm they would receive the remainder of 30 percent of 
the total estimated profit. If realized, under this scheme landholder profits would equal 
approximately $219 per hecfere per year through a eight-year rofetkm, which is more financially 
rewarding than com production, but less than half the amount reported for growing tropical fruit.
There are at least a few potential prctolems with forming these types of coventures. The first is 
that the profit margins of plantation pulpwood w ill fluctuate with the world market, and therefore a
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landholder may not realize the profits projected by the company. While Mexican law prevents 
the seizure of ejido land given the likelihood of bankruptcy by the company, nonetheless 
landholders share a certain amount of risk in forming a coventure, while conversely rental 
agreements result in payments that are a more guaranteed form of income — which may account 
for the popularity of rental contracts. Second, the logistical difficulties of forming an association 
amongst many landholders with small plots should be appreciated, and transnational companies 
may be resistant to the formation of coventures Isecause they dont want to surrender financial 
control, both topics which are discussed below (Wexler and Bray. 1996; NSTI, 1997).
Why are ejidatarios choosing rental contracts?
Given that plantations only provide marginal employment opportunities, and that altemative land 
uses are often more profitable than rental contracts or coventures, one must ask, why are 
ejidatarios choosing to rent land to the plantation companies? Jose Antonio Ruiz (2000), of the 
Pulsar corporation, tells it like this: "The owners only lose the opportunity to make better projects 
on the land than we propose -  but they don’t have other opportunities to get more money tor their 
land now." Author John Ross (1998), is a little  more pointed in his analysis of the situation. He 
ttelieves the answer lies partially in the fact that "desperation and rigged markets do not allow 
Mexico's peasant farmers much o f a choice between making a long-term investment in a food 
crop or accepting the tree planters' money up front. " Ross further interprets the situation as 
tollows:
Cut off from govemment credits and besieged by middlemen (’coyotes') who buy 
their crops at minimal price, the ejidos and the communities o f the southeast are 
so in hock to the <x>mmercial l)anks that they are in danger o f losing their 
equipment and even their land. Pulsar and Planfosur show up dangling seven- 
year rental contracts and cash upfront. The rental agreement allows the ejidos to 
apply upfront cash to outstanding bank loans (Ross, 1998).
As a result of such pressures, some ejidatarios have made deals with the plantation companies 
that they regret, while others are resisting the overtures of plantation companies. "The 
companeros at Nuevo Progreso [ejkto] say they lost out — they don't even have a cornstalk
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anymore," relates Mariano Valencia, the commissioner of the Puente de Rosario ejido, an 80 
acre patch surrounded on all sides by rows of eucalyptus trees (Ross, 1908). He goes on to state 
that;
This is a small farm here ~ we grow yucca, lemons, oranges, pineapples. We 
are only 14 families, but we work hard. Planfosur came here and tried to 
conwnce us to rent to ffmm for the eucalyptus frees but we're not giving up our 
land for seven years. Theyll take up our water and dry out the soil and will never 
grow anything on it again. 'Then what are we supposed to eat, ' I asked the man,
'paper?'
While Mariano Vatencla's fears about the plantations' effect upon local water resources may be 
exaggerated, his concems at>out the destiny of his small ejido farming enterprise are at least 
Informed by his community's ability to utilize their own land, and the fact that he Is In touch with 
the popular consensus atx>ut the supposed negative impacts of eucalyptus propagation. At the 
other end of the spectrum, less fortunate ejidatarios don't enjoy either of these "luxuries." On a 
remote ̂ Ido  located near the t)order t)etween Tabasco and Chiapas, with homemade tools the 
campesinos work hard to ^rm  only two hectares out o f the 20 hectares that each ^m ily holds.
This Is because they lack the necessary capital or access to bank credit to purchase tools, 
machinery, or chemical Inputs that would allow them to farm all o f their land. On their two 
hectares they grow enough food to feed their families and to sell some of their crop at the distant 
market (Gonzalez, 2000). Lacking the financial resources to farm all of their land, these 
campesinos have Instead chosen to rent the remaining 18 hectares to the plantation company 
While some have heard rumors that the eucalyptus might damage their land, worries about how 
they're going to feed their fam ilies today take precedence over future concems relating to land 
that they cant physically utilize anyways (Gonzalez, 2000) Their hope Is that the plantation 
company w ill offer them work when the trees are ready to harvest, and maybe even invest in 
building a school or health clinic for the community — hopes that a local observer finds unrealistic 
(Gonzalez, 2000).
Another Important factor worth considering is the reality that Increasingly ^Idatarios in Tabasco
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are choosing to migrate in search of more or rewarding employment opportunities (Whizar,
2000). Indeed this is a common occurrence in many rural areas of Mexico. Collier et al. (1994), 
indicate that campesinos often employ absentee landholder strategies when presented with more 
rewarding employment opportunities o ff the farm. It is likely that ejido landholders might utilize a 
sim ilar strategy pursuing rental contracts with plantation companies, which allow them to be 
absentee from their land in order to pursue employment elsewhere. In this regard, rental 
contracts, while being less rewarding than other land uses discussed above, may represent the 
best strategy for some ejido fomilies, especially when more profitable land uses are difficult for 
ejido families to realize.
in the broader analysis the Mexican govemment would argue that ejido agriculture has the 
opportunity fo  become more competitive by attracting capital and technology through coventures 
that have become possible as a result of the recent land reform law changes. Ejidos that are not 
able to remain competitive w ill in theory be absorbed by other land uses that represent a greater 
comparative advantage. In the eyes of govemment officials and industry leaders this 
reorientation of land uses represents the natural process of conversion to the highest 
comparative advantage under the increasingly globalized free market (Scherr, 1985). In Australia, 
where plantations are replacing agriculture and livestock production, plantations are said to be a 
"symptom of restructuring, rather than a direct cause of it," and that, "if forming systems in their 
existing form had been sustainable and profitable, farmers might not be diverting land into 
plantations (Tonts and Black 2003)." W hile the above statement does have a historical 
resonance with the situation in the Mexican countryside, we would be remiss to dismiss plantation 
establishment simply as a "symptom of restructuring," in Mexico. That is t>ecause the revision of 
article 27, which allows for the rental and privatization of ejido lands, and ttie  forestry law of 1997, 
which subsidizes plantation establishment, are key elements of a broader neoliberal program, 
which is acting fo aggressively drive the process of land conversion in the Mexican countryside.
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Cultures in Conflict
Despite the fàct that approximately half of the 50,000 hectares of industrial plantations have t>een 
esteiblished on ejido lands, the process of developing plantations on ejido lands has not been 
without its prot)lems. There are four important issues here. First is the logistical difficulty in 
establishing rental agreements with many small landholders in order to establish a significantly 
large plantation. Second, the internal structure o f some ejidos can make them difficult to work 
with. Third, as illustrated atx>ve, some ejidatarios may have broader goals than just receiving a 
rent check, and reast plantation establishment. Fourth, the desire expressed by intemational 
consultants to isolate plantation operations from ejidatarios is a telling indication of how 
intemational business interests may interact with ejido communities.
Plantation companies are interested in acquiring large swaths of land, thereby taking advantage 
of economies of scale In order to produce wood pulp that is competitive on the global market.
The problem is that while it is possible to assemble several smallholder lots into a 20,000 hectare 
plantation, the difficulty o f acquiring rental contracts or forming an association with up to 25 more 
or less geographically contiguous landholders should be appreciated (Wexler and Bray, 1996). 
According to Silvia Whizar (2000), both Planfosur and Pulsar have had a hard time establishing 
plantations t>ecause they have to deal with many landowners who own relatively small plots. In 
regard to this logistical reality, and perhaps in frustration over the prospect of negotiating with 
ejido authorities altogether, a paper industry analyst has complained that, the ejido system of 
land ownership has made commercial forest plantations impossible (Feagans, 1997. as cited in 
Bray and Merino>Pérez, 2002).’
Remarks from a Planfosur spokesperson m irror this level o f frustration When asked if it has 
been difficult to estat>lish rental agreements with ejidos, Planfosur representative Avelino Villa 
Salas responded emphatically that;
Yes, because they are ejidos. Signing a contmct wnth an ejido is very
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comf^icated because fyou7 must have participation o f the agrarian authorities, and 
okay we have the contract -  and three years later they change die 
ejido’s authorities. And you know what they say? They dont want to go 
along with that condact Not only with Planfosur to plant eucalyptus — it's 
for everything, t>ecause the ejidos, tiiey have no idea that a contract is 
with the ejido not with the person. That's the problem that we have. We 
are not renting ejidos any more, we did H —we are not doing that and we 
are not going to do that in the future (Villa Salas, 2000).
While it is unfair to generalize about the governing status of all ejidos, it is true that some have 
been mired by ineffective leadership or corrupt bureaucrats who pursue individual gains over 
community t>enefits -  which not only leads to inequities within the ejido community, but also the 
possibility o f substantial changes in governing direction with differing elected authorities. Even 
with the difficulties of working with ejido agrarian autfwrities, one has to ask if ejido communities 
might be more unified in their decision to work with plantation companies if the benefits of such 
relationships were more rewarding to ejido members in the first-place?
The difficulties in establishing contracts with ejidos likely goes much deeper than negotiation 
logistics with many small landholders or discordant ejido authorities, and in some cases involves 
a profound conflict over the definition of progress and quality of life issues. Even when an ejido 
has a substantial land base and a unified ejido authority, a plantation company may find that they 
cannot seal the deal because of differing objectives. For instance, the collapse of negotiations 
between an indigenous ejido with extensive land holdings in southern Veracruz, and a large U.S. 
timber company suggests that it w ill not always be easy for corporations to convince some ejidos 
to fomri partnership arrangements (Wexler and Bray, 1996). According to Silvia Whizar (2000), 
the indigenous ejidatarios in southern Veracruz did not want anything to do with toe plantation 
scheme because they knew how little the company paid plantation workers, and because they 
had fears that toe land would be left in worse condition after the trees were harvested and toe 
company gone. Meanwhile, in Tabasco, there have been complaints by peasants against
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contracts w itii plantation companies that were deemed ujn^ir (WRM, 1998).̂  In another 
Instance. Planfosur promised community Improvements on a local ejido. In frustration, when the 
improvements were not done, the ejido hired a lawyer through a campesino farmers union, and 
the contract was terminated (Whizar, 2000).
A corporate culture bent on minimizing risk and maximizing rewards
The potential difference in objectives t>etween ejidatarios and those interested in developing 
plantations on ejido lands are highlighted by the observations of the World Bank, an analyst hired 
by the Canadian govemment, and IWexico's environmental ministry.
The World Bank (2001), states that "The major obstacle for investors in commercial plantations 
on available tracks of land is the lack of secure rules of the game for initiating ventures between 
land owners and potential investors." Because many ejidos in the Southeast lack the power to 
make better use of their land, diere already exists an unequal relationship between ejidatarios 
and planW on executives. In this dynamic, ejidatarios can exercise their limited power only by 
negotiating more lucrative contracts or by resisting plantation esteiblishment altogether. This 
leads one to ask how "secure rules of the game " would remove obstacles for investors, and 
would these ground rules further curtail the ability of ejidatarios to negotiate in their own t>est 
interest? Another point worth considering is the ability of ejidatarios to leverage the termination of 
a contract or coventure agreement in cases where the plantation company does not meet 
financial obligations to the ejido, or where the ejido authority determines that plantation 
operations are adversely impacting the fertility of the land t)ecause of inappropriate or poor 
management of plantation operations. Would secure rules for the game, help or hinder in these 
situations? Perhaps most paramount is the fact that a secure framework for negotiating contracts 
with ejidos does not change tiie  basic reality that plantations do not offer much employment to
* On several occasions, Sylvia Whizar"s organization, Santo Tomâs Ecological Association, has 
asked laoth Planfosur and Pulsar for copies o f their rental contracts — but despite many promises.
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local landholders, nor do they provide a more financially rewarding prospect than other 
agricultural enterprises. Under the industrial plantation model, it is only through contracts that are 
more financially rewarding that ejidatarios w ill realize greater benefit from the estaWishment of 
plantations on their lands.
Even more troubling is the perspective taken by analysts in the above mentioned Canadian study 
entitled, "Assessing the Opportunity for Project Development on Mexico's Ejido Land." If this 
report is any indication of the biases of intemational investors, then the prospect of the ejidatarios 
attaining a greater share o f the profit from plantation endeavors, or overseeing the monitoring of 
environm ent! impacts upon their land, seems at t>est unlikely. The report lists several criteria 
that the authors deem necessary in order to obtain intemational financing and to acquire a secure 
environment when establishing projects on ejido lands. Perhaps the most indicative criteria is 
that, 'The autonomy of the prefect sponsor and operator must be preserved in the development 
and operation of the overall project, and in the supply of raw material located on ejido land (NSTI, 
1997).” In other words, in order to assure project sponsors and financial backers of a guaranteed 
supply of plantetion product, memt>ers of the ejido should be isolated from management and 
operational decisions regarding the plantation. The report goes on to state that; "Even the best 
structured joint-venture provides the ejido with a certain degree of influence in the management 
and day-to-day operation o f the firm  (NSTI, 1997)." Therefore in order to minimize ejkto influence 
in the project, the report recommends the rental of ejido land versus forming a coventure, 
because this allows the owners of the plantation to avoid involving ejido members in the 
administration of the company altogether (NSTI, 1997). This bias against involvement by 
ejidatarios is important because as stated above, coventure agreements potentially offer 
ejidatarios with the most financially rewarding scenario if plantations are to be established on their 
lands. Furthermore, the report goes on to state that;
to date they have not seen a contract from either company — leading to an atmosphere of 
distrust.
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There is a correlation between an ejido’s eüinic conhguration and its chances to 
succeed in a commercial venture. There are more chances for ejidos 
composed by a majority o f indigertous Mexicans to prefer to exptoit the 
forest for &yâally oriented purposes. For instance, em f^ym ent prevails 
over individual gain as an ob^cëve (NSTI, 1997).
The Ministry of Environment, Natural Resources and Fisheries (Secretaria de Medio Ambiente, 
Recursos Naturales. y Pesca), known by its acronym SEMARNAP, has even compiled a typology 
of the country's ejidos ranking them according to a financial risk management perspective. The 
typology ranks ejidos with indigenous communities, land conflicts, and poor intemal organization 
as the most financially risky to deal with (NSTI, 1997). The above quote and the typology by 
SEMARNAP — white possibly reflecting some truths (such as ejidos engaged in land conflicts 
may present a difficult environment in which to carry out a long-term contractual agreement) 
represents a troubling racial and modemist stereotyping that only reinforces the elitist 
devekH»nent paradigm that labels rural and especially indigenous people as "backward" and 
"anti-progress," simply ttecause they espouse a competing vision of what their own future should 
entail. Perhaps most profound is what the Canadian study and SEMARNAP typology says about 
the motivations of intemational business actors and the Mexican government’s efforts to support 
them. It makes clear that industrial tree plantations are created for the narrow purpose of 
maximizing profit for investors while minimizing risk within the confines of national and 
intemational financing regimes, and that many ejido communities in their present form often 
conflict with these objectives.
To some extent this conflict is to be expected since underneath the differing objectives of 
plantation companies and ejidatarios is a dash between the fundamental constructs of land 
"ownership" as detined by the ejido and plantation models — where ejidos were in their original 
conception primarily a sodal division of the land resources, and plantations are an 
industrial/corporate division of land resources. The social division of the land under the ejido 
model most likely informs how ejidatarios view their land, and therefore prospects for its 
development In other words, ejidatarios might indeed favor development that provides revrarding
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employment, versus projects that marginalize ejidatarios from the land -  leaving them to 
migrate in search of work in other locations.^ In contrast, plantation proponents pursue a land 
tenure system where financial comparative advantage and industrial scale production efficiencies 
are emphasized in the pursuit o f maximizing profit (inherent in this pursuit is the reduction of 
production and therefore employment costs). Therefore there exists a fundamental conflict 
t)etween the two constructs of land tenureship. The ejido system o f land tenure works (although 
imperfectly) where subsistence and land-based livelihood creation are the goals, and the 
l̂ antation works where corporate financial gain is the goal These different orderings of the 
landscape inform how ejidatarios and plantation executives view the land and its productive 
potential and therefore how plantation proponents formulate development projects and approach 
negotiations with ejido members, in other words, plantation executives view the land through the 
prism of national and international financing regimes, and comparative advantage factors under 
industrial scale production m od^s. Therefore, accommodating the objectives and concerns of 
ejidatarios Is only a priority for them as it relates to their ability to acquire access to ttie  land, and 
to secure an environment that sustains profit maximization.
This insight undoubtedly does not come as a shock to environmental and campesino advocates 
in Tabasco state, as per their testimony. But it is important to make the intentions of plantation 
proponent clear, and the economic and environmental realities of the plantation model explicit. 
The problem arises when plantation advocates in academia, government, and industry circles 
lump supposed benefits, such as increased employment, into their rhetoric about the positive 
attributes of plantations, or vi/hen one party is able to supersede the goals and objectives of 
anottier by exploiting fundamental inequities between the parties.
* A caveat to this scenario is the s itia tion  in which some ejidatarios might enjoy the prospect of 
t)eing an absentee landholder, in which the plantation company makes productive use of the land 
while providing a rental income, virhich then frees the ejkJatario to pursue more lucrative work on 
construction projects etc. A scenario which occurred during the oil boom in Tabasco state, which 
created a lot of work opportunities during the 1980s (Collier, Mountjoy. and Nigh. 1994).
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Part 5 Conclusions
Discussion
As this paper has shown, many of the rationales used by plantation proponents to promote the 
establishment of large-scale industrial tree plantations are problematic from both an international 
and regional perspective. Furthermore, a review of the negative environmental, equity and 
economic impacts associated with the industrial tree plantation model indicate that plantations will 
not result in the recuperation of forest cover; that planfotions in Mexico are being planned from 
above and dont fully take into account the impacts upon local landholders; and that plantations 
w ill not provide the majority of these landholders with any real employment opportunities. 
Nonetheless, the policies of the Mexican government are acting to promote the industrialization of 
agriculture and the establishment of industrial plantations at the expense of social-sector forming 
and forestry enterprises.
Trend towards plantations
It is important to remember that the industrial plantation model represents a hypermodem 'order* 
in which nearly every aspect of the plantation is brought under human control (Carrere and 
Lohmann, 1996). Therefore, the fost-growing plantation represents an artificial environment that 
can only t>e maintained through regular human intervention. Under this model the maximization 
of production is the primary goal, and therefore any potential additional attributes such as the 
enhancement of biodiversity or the provision of rural employment opportunities are only provided 
for to the extent that they contribute to the maximization of production (they contribute to the 
primary goal). Countries in the South have come to capitalize upon the comparative advantage 
of plantations grown in climates that are conducive to fast growth rates, and in areas with cheap
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land and labor rates. Towards the aim of establishing large areas of plantations heavy 
subsidies have been introduced to promote the establishment of industrial plantations. While it 
can be expected that these Southern plantations w ill increasingly become the most competitive in 
the highly cyclical market pulp sector (Payne, 1999), it is unlikely that these plantations w ill spur 
growth in other industries spreading economic development as some have proposed. In Mexico, 
which theoretically has the potential to t)ecome a substantial pulpwood exporter, the economic 
benefits associated with primary production activities that plantations present w ill not accrue 
broadly to the region that supplies the primary resources. Instead, brenefits w ill accrue to a select 
group of plantation investors and to industrialized regions in other countries that use plantation 
resources as an input into existing industrial processes (Freunbenburg and Gramling, 1994).
The death of the ejido
In Mexico, the establishment of plantations in areas with adequate growing conditions necessarily 
involves the utilization of social sector ejido lands The Mexican government has made it clear 
through neoliberal retorrhs that it is interested in restructuring the relationship with the country's 
ejidos, and that the best path towards development is the privatization of the ejido in order to 
introduce corporate farming into the social-sector. The revision of article 27 has led one ejido 
observer to conclude that the reforms signal the death of the ejido, and mark the end of the 
campesino's relationship with the land (Gonzalez, 2000). Meanwhile, the Mexican government 
has declared underproductive social sector farmers as redundant and sees the reforms as a 
necessary step in order to boost productivity on inefficient rain fed ejido farms. Even for those 
ejidos that contain land resources desirable to corporate agriculture, and therefore are able to 
attract outside investment, partnerships with corporate agricultural interests may not provide 
ejidatarios with gainful employment and rewarding financial benefits.
The 1992 and 1997 forestry laws
In addition to reforms aimed at the ejido sector, recent forestry legislation has been instrumental 
in the effort to establish a commercial plantation sector. Because the new legislation was heavily
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influenced by the lobbying activities of the transnational company International Paper, it 
reflects the interests and financial needs of the commercial forestry industry. Paramount 
amongst these interests is the legalization of large landholdings, the establishment of direct 
subsidies and fiscal incentives, the development of port and transportation networks, and a 
clarification of the ground rules for jo in t ventures between private enterprise and ejidos (Bray and 
MerinO'Pérez, 2002). The lobbying objectives of International Paper, and the enactment of most 
of those objectives by the Mexican government, is clear evidence of where government and 
industry priorities lie. Through an analysis of these priorities we can begin to understand how the 
industry w ill interact with ejido landholders. Perhaps most important is the objective to clarify 
ground rules for jo int ventures between plantation companies and ejidos. In this regard, 
corporations like International Paper are seeking to define the terms of engagement between 
themselves and ejidos that are favorable to corporate interests -  namely the orderly and 
predictable acquisition of ejido lands for plantation estaWishment
Environmental Impacts
In regards to biodiversity, plantations lie somewhere along the spectrum between pastureland 
and intact native forest This is because trees planted on pastureland, can increase the structural 
complexity of the site, and thereby change or improve hatxtat for w ildlife and soil organisms — 
though not for grassland species (Sawyer, 1993). However, bird species that usually take 
advantage of this new structure and exotic food source are most likely to be common generalists 
(Sawyer, 1993), and moreover might not t>e residents in the plantation, but merely occasional 
visitors (Bamett and Juniper, 1992). Birds make good indicators of the general complexity of toe 
biological community as a whole, and therefore it is likely that the situation for birds w ill reflect 
that of other animal groups (Bamett and Juniper, 1992; Larson and Bock, 1984; Short and 
Williamson, 1984). Management decisions can improve biodiversity values on toe plantation to 
some degree — fw  instance, by incorporating areas of native vegetation into the plantation, and 
allowing for an understory to develop. Nevertheless, industrial plantations are not in their
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fundamental design oriented towards enhancement of biodiversity values, nor vrill 
management options be employed that conflict with production goals
The question then, is whether we should compare biodiver^ty on tire plantation to the 
pastureland that it has replaced, or to the original mosaic of native vegetation? Comparisons with 
native forest probably give us a better benchmark with which to judge the biodiversity potential of 
tree plantations trecause plantotions are said to "recuperate the forest cover," and both contain 
trees as their primary vegetational structure. In addition, simply declaring that a plantation has 
increased the biodiversity potential in comparison to grazed pastureland does not really tell us 
much. What is prot>ably more important is the question of whether or not the new habitat created 
in the plantation finds value amongst those concerned with biodiversity protection? In other 
words, what types of food chains and therefore communities of species are supported in this new 
environment? Is this a sink or source habitat? And, do plantation ecosystems have any positive 
linkages witir surrounding habitats like offering a food source or refuge for native species? 
Reference to the literature indicates that plantations have a limited potential to both support a 
broad array of native species and to provide positive linkages with native habitats. One thing is 
clear, plantations represent a new type of habitat that needs to be fully evaluated in terms of its 
biodiversity potential, and how that potential in te ract with the surrounding environment in 
regards to native species enhancement.
Plantations production and rates of deforestation
The argument that production from plantations can reduce pressure on natural forests is often 
repeated in the literature. This argument is very attractive when coupled with the supposition that 
society can meet our wood needs on a relatively small total land area that is occupied by fost- 
growing and very productive plantations. Nevertheless, as can be seen in the case of Mexico, 
plantation production fails to address the core issues that are fueling the current deforestation 
crisis. Furthermore, plantations may have an adverse affect on rates of deforestation, by 
lessening the perceived value of standing forests. W hile plantations w ill continue to play an
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important role in the production of wood for industry, it is important to realize that they don't 
address the social and political issues that drive the deforestation crisis in Mexico today
The spread of agrochemicals into the rmvlronment
The use of agricultural chemicals on plantations in Tabasco is an issue of concern for local 
environmentalists A review of the literature and the testimony of plantation executives indicate 
that agrochemicals play important roles in enhancing the productivity of plantations and 
controlling pest outbreaks when they occur. Also, it can be said that the plantation model as it is 
constructed today necessitates the use of these chemicals. For instance, weed suppression is 
required during the early stages of seedling establishment, as secondary vegetation can reduce 
levels of seedling survivatxiity and growth substantially. Herbicides are reported to t>e the 
preferred method of secondary vegetation suppression, which raises the concern that herbicide 
application over wide areas has the potential to pollute local waterways. Likewise, fertilizer 
application has been shown to be economically rewarding and therefore a common practice on 
industrial plantations. Also, it should be expected that fertilizer use would be the first tool 
employed by plantation managers to address nutrient deficiencies on plantations sites. In 
regards to pesticides and fungicides, a well-known plantation expert states "one of the most 
serious dangers to a plantation is the possibility o f destruction owing to a massive build-up of a 
pest or disease (Evans, 1999)." Again, inherent in design of the plantation is vulnerability to such 
outbreaks. Obviously, plantation operators w ill seek to manage their stands to avoid pest 
outbreaks, but there w ill always be a competition between objectives, with the maximization of 
production through the use of a small number of clones or hybrids on the one hand, and efforts to 
diversify plantation species to guard against pest outbreaks on the other. When pest or disease 
issues do surfoce, it has been reported that the spraying of agricultural chemicals can be an 
awkward process resulting in the potential contamination of wide areas. What this report lacks is 
information on what specific agrochemicals are employed on the plantations, and what their 
known environmental impacts are. This information is crucial for a thorough understanding of the 
environmental impacts of plantations.
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Erosion
The Control of erosion in any agricultural enterprise is especially important, because according to 
the FAO, losing the topmost layers of soil means that, "the most nutrient rich and best structured 
soil is removed {Poore and Fries, 1985)." The control o f erosion under eucalyptus plantations 
should be expected to be an ongoing problem because of the inherent characteristics of the short 
rotation plantation. As stated above, plantations necessarily start with young trees that provide 
little shelter from erosive rains, and end with the wholesale removal of trees at harvest. 
Furthermore, trees themselves may be less important for control of erosion than the presence of 
an adequate amount of undeietory vegetation and an intact litter layer The observed incidence 
of runoff erosion under a stand of six-year-old eucalyptus trees is a troubling indicator, as a 
plantation should exhibit the most resistance to erosive forces during the latter stages of a 
rotation. This increased incidence of erosion under eucalyptus plantations should be a cause of 
concern for ejido landholders, as the loss of topsoil is considered "irreversible" by the FAO (Poore 
arxi Fries. 1985). The above has importent implications for plantation managers and landovwiers 
as erosion threatens the long-term productivity of the land. In order to gauge the true impact of 
erosion on a site, soil losses should be quantified and plantation managers should be required to 
do everything in their power to halt erosion. Unfortunately, the inherent characteristics of the 
short rotation plantation dictate that erosion w ill continue to t>e a problem where these plantations 
are e^b lished.
The water cycle
Industrial plantations have been criticized in many countries because of their high water 
consumption, and a review of the literature makes it clear that plantations vwll necessarily alter the 
water cycle in areas where they are planted The nature and extent o f this altercation w ill depend 
upon the density and types of trees (fast or slow-growing) utilized in plantations, and the size of 
these plantations in the watershed. Perhaps most important in regards to the debate about water 
use of plantations is the question of who has tee power to modify the water cycle in any given
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area, and who or what w ill be Impacted by these modifications? W ater is such an important 
natural resource that obligatory environmental impact assessments should be carried out for any 
large plantation project. Beyond the need for a thorough understanding of a plantation's impact 
upon the local hydrological cycle, is the necessity for a thorough disbursement of such 
information to local community members, land managers, and anyone deemed to be affocted by 
resulting changes.
The k>ng4erm sustainability of plantation operations
Though there is some debate over the long-term productivity of industrial tree plantations, again it 
is the inherent characteristics of the plantation design that create a scenario where sustainable 
production is difficult to achieve. Characteristics such as: the use o f nutrient hungry fast-growing 
tree species; the likelihood of impaired nutrient recycling; and the reality o f short rotation 
harvesting coupled with associated site distoibances, all combine to increase the export of 
nutrients from the site.
While no agricultural system has ever been demonstrated to be truly 100 percent sustainable, 
simply because of the fact of exporting nutrients from the system in the form of crops or woody 
txomass, the notion of sustainability still represents a good benchmark with which to measure the 
long-term productivity of a site. The stability ratio — a measure of the amount of nutrients 
removed in tree biomass compared to those found in the total nutrient reservoir of a site is one 
indicator of the sustainability o f a plantation operation. Though plentiful data does not e)dst at this 
time, we should realize that the divergence of stability ratios reported from different plantations 
indicates that sustainable production is far from a guaranteed outcome, and that in the immediate 
term emphasis upon appropriate silvicultural practices that minimize nutrient losses are extremely 
important (Sawyer, 1993).
The sustainability of plantations is not merely an esoteric debate, but has important implications 
for the long-term use of the land for agricultural endeavors that provide an income for ejido
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landholders. As stated above, past experience in Mexico has demonstrated that private 
Investors are not always willing to prioritize conservation activities that protect soil resources, 
because they are "generally unwilling to sustain long-term commitments as market, production 
and technological conditions change (Barkin, 1994}." The market-based focus of outside 
Investors therefore has profound Implications for how the land is managed, and should be 
tempered by the notion of the Inherent respcxislblllty o f the land user towards the long-term 
productivity of the site. It may be that promoting a connection between plantation managers and 
ejido landholders can best foster such an Inherent responsibility. This In turn necessitates a 
greater Involvement by ejido members In the oversight of plantation operations, which further 
necessitates the education of ejido members about the potential negative Impacts of plantations 
and related management decisions. Unfortunately, plantation companies and Intematlonal 
consultants have demonstrated a willingness to engage ejido landholders only to the extent that It 
benefits their operations directly.
Plantations located on "marginal” lands
Plantation proponents often declare that plantations should be established on "marginal" or 
"degraded" lands. We must remember that due to commercial necessity, plantations are rarely 
established on truly Impoverished or degraded soils because the objective Is short cycles of rapid 
growth; therefore they typically occupy areas already being used by local people (Carrere and 
Lohmann, 1996). It Is the "low-income" use of ejido lands In southeastern Mexico that 
purportedly enables business and government actors to declare these areas ripe for plantation 
establl^m ent in spite of the goals and objectives of the local Inhabitants.
In Mexico, the contest over If and where plantations should be established is akin to the debate 
over the place of campesino agriculture In the greater Mexican economy. In facL the perc^tion  
amongst many Mexicans Is that the creation of forest plantations at the expense of social-sector 
agricultural and livestock production w ill not only displace local formworkers, but also decrease 
the country's food economy (Whizar, 2000; NSTI, 1997). In light o f such competing objectives.
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many international analysts t>elleve that environmental, economic and social assessments 
should t)e carried out to ascertain whether plantation establishment is appropriate for a given 
region -  and that "special attention needs to be given to consulting local people on what may 
constitute a radical change In land use for an area (Sawyer, 1993)." This argument is all the 
more important in light o f historical land use changes in southeastern Mexico in which 
pastureland was substituted for former campesino agricultural lands The impact o f this 
displacement had effects on levels of agricultural production, and substantially reduced toe level 
of agricultural employment. In regards to plantations, where they displace ejido derived livelihood 
strategies they represent a profound land use change. The impacts of this change upon local 
landholders and community members should be evaluated through sociological impact studies. 
Special emphasis should be placed upon understanding toe impacts that these changes w ill have 
upon women and children, as these groups historically tend to be underrepresented.
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Employment estimates for plantations
Despite the fact that plantations represent a radical change in land use that promises to displace 
local agriculture, one of tee most widely perpetuated myths about plantations is that they are a 
means of creating employment and promoting development in rural areas (Sawyer, 1993). 
However, as with other assertions by (Mentation proponents, this argument should be viewed with 
caution. As noted above, the t>est prospect for (Mentation employment is during the establishment 
phase when the most lalx>r-intensive work is required. The tendency by plantation companies to 
hire mobile squads o f workers rather than local residents testifies to the temporally and spatially 
scattered nature of this work. The trend of hiring contract workers also speaks to the reality that 
plantation companies remain isolated from a core group of their lat)or force, and teat they pay 
these general latrorers the minimum wage with no trenefits. Perhaps tee most important 
employment indicator is the general trend teat plantations are reported to offer less employment 
than other agricultural enterprises ~  especially when those enterprises are small-scale, non­
mechanized and therefore more lattor-intensrve.
If plantations themselves don't offer much employment, "tee fundamental economic question is to 
what extent [plantation] projects are capable of maintaining, or creating permanent and 
sustainable development impacts ... which depends largely on what kind of ton#rard and backward 
linkages plantations are at>le to produce (Niskanen and Saastamoinen, 1996)7" Unfortunately 
processing industries connected to plantations of pulpwood tend to be highly mechanized and 
capital intensive. Ttrerefore, we can expect that they require a lot o f capital to establish and offer 
low levels of employment per capita invested Furthermore, in the case of Mexico, it can tie 
argued teat current and proposed plantations are in the immediate term not planned for the 
purpose of creating forward linkages, but instead to serve linkages that are ready exist in other 
locations.
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This leads to the conclusion that given the structure of employment opportunities presented 
by the industrial tree plantation model, it is unlikely that the establishment and management of 
these plantations w ill provide any significant amount of employment opportunities for the bulk of 
ejidatarios on whose land these plantations are t)eing established.
Rental contracts vs. more profitable forms of land use
If renting out productive land to tree planters Is just bad business, as argued by agrarian 
econwnist Luisa Pare, then why are ^idatarios choosing to accept rental contracts with plantation 
companies? This question would most likely generate a diversity of answers from different 
ejidatarios in the region depending upon their own unique circumstances. We can. however, 
recognize the general trend that the ejidatarios in southeastern Mexico do not have access to 
capital in order to enhance production; have been marginalized by the Mexican government's 
agricultural policies that discriminate against small-scale rain fed agriculture; and that the social 
sector in general has become less competitive in the toce of subsidized agroindustrial imports 
under NAFTA. This has left many ejidos in the position of accepting rental contracts for lack of 
the ability to t>etter utilize their land resources. In the observation of government officials and 
industry leaders, the reorientation of land uses represents the natural process of conversion to 
the highest comparative advantage under the increasingly globalized free market (Scherr, 1985). 
Our analysis should go deeper, and recognize that the Mexican government is aiming to 
desocialize the Mexican countryside, in order to infuse corporate culture into Mexican agriculture 
to compete in an increasingly globalized free market. This desocialization involves a profound 
shift in the social ordering of the landscape under the ejido model, with a more 
corporate/industrial ordering of the landscape under the plantation model. It is important to 
recognize, as stoted above, that the Mexican government is aggressively driving this process 
through the enactment of revisions to article 27, and passage of the forestry law of 1997.
Cultures In conflict
Even though the Mexican government is actively promoting the establishment of plantations
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through recent legislation and subsidies, hurdles still exist to plantation development 
Problems include the logistical difficulty of working with many landholders with small holdings, 
and the ̂ t  that plantation companies and ejidateirios often pursue different objectives.
According to ttie  recent^ published Strategic Forestry Plan for Mexico 2025, The uncertainty of 
social consequences, associated with large scale plantations, has produced a cautious attitude 
on the part of rural communities (WRM, 2001 ).' From the vantage point of industry officials and 
international analysts, ejidos represent a difficult social framework with which to negotiate, and 
present a risky financial environment for Investors. With this in mind, analysts would like to see 
the regularization of ground rules for establishing rental agreemento and coventures with ejido 
authorities. Some would go even further and propose the isolation of ejido memt>ers from 
plantation operations altogether, in order to minimize financial risks. Unfortunately, fois approach 
forther exacerbates the already inequitable relationship between plantation companies and ejido 
landholders. It would seem that plantation proponents vmnt predictable and guaranteed access 
to ejido lands without the complication of involving ejkfo members in projects taking place on their 
land. This notion is both arrogant and narrow-minded. It is no wonder that some ejidatarios have 
rejected plantation wm pany overtures on the grounds that employment prospects are not 
sufficient, and that the environmental implications of plantations are at best uncertain. The 
fundamental divergence in objectives of plantation proponents and ejkfo landholders is 
highlighted by the difference between core constructs of land "ownership" as defined by the ejido 
aixl plantation models — where ejidos were in their original conception primarily a social division 
of the land resource, and plantations are an industrial/corporate division of land resource.
The bigger picture
Industrial tree plantations w ill continue to play an important role in the production of timber 
products for industry, and therefore society. However, the notion that plantations represent the 
best method of wood fiber production should be challenged. Currently analysts and industry 
proponents favor the plantation model because it is seen as the most productive way of meeting
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society's voracious appetite for wood and paper products, and plantations are thought to t*e 
the most efRcient system of production in relation to strict market considerations.
The notion that industrial tree plantation establishment should be championed because they 
represent the best way to meet our voracious appetite for wood products should be rejected. By 
favoring the plantation model afc>ove all else, we negate other approaches that include; a 
reduction in the amount of paper products used by consumers, the utilization of non woodfiber 
sources for paper production, and the design of more robust sources of woodfiber production 
which can provide a broader array of environmental and social t)enefits.
In relation to the m arket part of the inherent bias towards hyper productive plantations is 
generated through government and industry subservience to international market forces. 
According to Carrere and Lohmann (1996), timt>er products are already "chronically unprofitatrfe 
in strict market tenms," as tree growth usually does not expand at a rate comparable to current 
levels of inflation (in other words, trees do not grow fast enough to generate positive market 
retums in today's economic environment). In the case of Mexico, the government is choosing to 
subsidize the tree plantation industry at the expense of programs to support ejido agriculture and 
forestry projects. In doing so, the government is surrendering to a system that favors corporate 
industrial commodity fX'oduction, and is therefore behr^den to international market forces. This 
capitulation dictates what production systems w ill be emphasized, resulting in a "race to the 
bottom. " in which production costs are reduced as much as possible, and environmental impacts 
are increasingly externalized In contrast, timber resources that are derived from more robust 
systems that provide for an array of sodal and environmental benefits should find value in our 
society outside of strict market considerations. Given that in our current political atmosphere the 
market predominates, perhaps a better solution is through a negotiation with the marketplace that 
altows us the space to develop more environmentally and socially robust production systems.
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The (wderlng of events is critical in the broader analysis
Much of the focus of this paper has been occupied with refuting the claims of analysts and 
proponents with a pro-plantetion agenda This is t)ecause we currently have plantation 
advocates pursuing a narrow model of production, and only after the fact attributing 
environmental and economic t)eneftts to these systems. The ordering of events is critical here in 
the broader analysis. The roots of the plantation model are derived from a modernist corporate 
industrial construction of the land as a natural resource, which can t)e exploited for maximum 
financial gain, in the hands of macro planners, like those in the Mexican government, the starting 
point is the technological and comparative advantage that industrial plantations represent. The 
plantation model is only adapted later to social, environmental and place-based realities as 
needed -  like the supposition that plantations can recuperate forest cover, provide employment 
opportunities, reduce pressure on native forests, and be placed on marginal lands as part of a 
restorative process. While modem industrial plantations can partly accomplish some of the 
above, the ordering of the arguments by plantation proponents is crucial. The primary questions 
were not; What are tie  needs and aspirations o f social sector termers? What are the best ways 
to foster the creation of meaningful livelihoods for rural people? How can we mix the 
enhancement of biodiversity values with the creation of viable livelihoods strategies on ejido 
lands? What are the underlying forces leading to the conversion of natural forest to pastureland, 
and how can we increase the value of standing forests? While these questions too are informed 
by a set of values and judgments — they represent a different starting point. If these or other 
place-tiased questions are presented to a broad constituency, with incorporated feedback 
mechanisms, we likely w ill come up with a different approach — one hopefully informed by local 
social sector realities and conœms.
Local empowerment
Instead of being engaged in an empowering process of dialogue and support with govemment 
officials, social sector producers firx l that they are caught in an inequitable relationship with 
plantation companies who vtent to utilize their land. In order to counter the rhetoric surrounding
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industrial plantations, ttie  social sector needs to be empowered to expose the reality of 
plantation impacts. Much of the above discussion indicates that ejidatarios w ill benefit from a 
thorough understanding of the implications of plantation establishment and management upon 
their lands. Because only lim ited information is supplied by plantation companies, ejidaterios 
must turn to NQOs, campesino unions, and shared experience in order to ascertain the potential 
benefits and pitfalls o f plantations. Only through a more honest and complete understanding of 
the true implications of plantation development can societies better plan for, implement, or reject 
plantation projecte. Of course, such discourse necessitates the equitable involvement of often 
disenfranchised local intereste. Even when ejidatarios and other social sector producers are 
targeted by govemment efforts to create a dialogue over forestry issues, social sector producers 
are often at a disadvantage because they may not have access to print and electronic media.
Also, as this paper has shown, ftiere are many built in biases against these producers, which is 
further informed by a historical pattern of discrimination by the Mexican govemment
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Recommendations
The need for environmental assessments
The potential environmental impacts of industrial tree plantations necessitate tiia t environmental 
assessments and land use planning should t>e a part of plantation establishment and operations. 
Environmental impact assessments (ElAs) should t>e carried out in order to estimate potential 
impacts from plantations, and as a way to inform interested parties about the realities of 
plantation operations — in order that they might make more informed choices at>out if and where a 
plantation should t)e established. Furthermore, an ongoing monitoring program should be 
instituted so that plantation operations may be continually evaluated, and this information should 
be used in a process in which plantation operations are perkxtically recertified. In addition, t)efore 
plantations are established, land use planning should t>e carried out in regards to plantation water 
usage so that the water needs of different actors within a watershed can t>e taken into account 
and water resources can be equitably divided.
Not all plantations should require an operating perm it — only plantations of significant size, that 
are part of a larger grouping, or that meet certain thresholds in regards to the use of 
agrochemicals should be included in this process. Small farm-based plantations should be 
exempt from the permitting process, as long as the amount of agrochemicals used are below set 
thresholds.
How can these be put Into place?
The environmental ministry should require environmental impact assessments as part of the 
preconditions for an operating permit, and the issuance of establishment subsidies. These 
assessments can be folded into existing programs as timber harvest plans are already required 
for plantation operation. ElAs should include an Inventory of agrochemicals (fertilizers,
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herbicides, pesticides and fungicides) estimated to be used on the plantation, as well as what 
mitigation measures w ill be incorporated in order to control erosion, and what harvesting and 
management techniques w ill t»e employed in order to guard against the erosion and to protect soil 
fertility.
Under a periodic repermitting process the plantation company would need to conduct yearly 
audits of environmental benchmarks including parameters such as: estimated water use by 
plantation; amount of agrochemicals used (fertilizers, herbicides, pesticides, fungicides, etc.); and 
an estimate of the erosion rates on plantation. Permits to operate the plantation should be 
renewed on a periodic basis, and be dependent upon adequate yearly audits of plantation 
operations.
Who would conduct/fund environmental assessments?
The environmental ministry should oversee the issuing of operational permits based upon original 
environmental impact assessments and yearly auditing. The plantation companies would t>e 
responsible for the bulk of conducting original environmental assessments and reporting audits of 
environmental benchmarlcs. ElAs would require extra work at the onset o f the project, but 
ongoing monitoring is well within the realm of plantation operations, as the accounting for total 
agrochemicals used on a plantation block, and the monitoring of erosion rates should be 
practices already employed by plantation companies.
The need for social and economic assessments
Due to the fact that plantations placed upon ejido lands will likely displace other land uses, and 
therefore have social and economic impacts upon people engaged in those land uses, social and 
economic assessments should be carried out to gain a better understanding of how plantations 
will change the situation. Ideally these assessments should be carried out by an organization or 
organizations that are independent from the govemment and industry in order to gain a less 
biased appraisal o f the situation. The research fo r these studies could be conducted by regional
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campuses of the University o f Mexico in areas where plantations are proposed. Such 
research should include input about tiie  goals and concerns of local ejidatarios. Also, study 
conclusions should be made available to ejidatarios, ejido unions, producer organizations, and 
interested parties through written summaries and community presentations that are designed to 
be accessible to local ejidatarios. Funding for such studies should come from the national 
govemment, and potentially be drawn out o f funds allocated for the subsidy of plantation 
establishment.
The govemment must change its development strategy for the countryside
As this paper has demonstrated, the Mexican govemment has enacted a set o f neoliberal reforms 
designed to modernize the social sector in order to increase agricultural efficiency and promote 
more commercialized export production. Given this agenda, a recognition by the Mexican 
govemment of the contribution and value of campesino agriculture is perhaps a long shot. To 
address the underdevelopment of social sector agriculture the Mexican govemment has pushed 
for ineffident grain producers to become efficient through technification,' by diversifying into 
alternative crops, or to leave agriculture altogether (Marsh and Runsten, 1998). Through the 
reforms the Mexican govemment helped negotiate the conditions which act to "push" smallholder 
farmers out of production of basic grains, but has not worked diligently to fcxmulate adequate 
"puir factors that help ejido farmers diversify into the production of alternative crops (Marsh and 
Runsten. 1998), and tfierefore has taken a hands-off approach to the fate of the country's many 
smallholder social sector producers.
While the internationalization o f agriculture, and therefore the realities of cheap imported grains is 
not a trend that can be easily reversed by government policy, nevertheless "the challenge facing 
Mexico and other Jess-industrialized nations is to chart out food policies that recognize the 
irreversibility of economic integration but at the same time guarantee a certain level of autonomy 
for the govemment," in regards to setting its own agricultural policies (namely subsidies to basic
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grain production to protect smallholder social sector agriculture) (Barry, 1995; 237). Even 
advocates o f free trade recognize the role of the state to soften the impacts of the free market 
(Barry, 1995). Govemment autonomy in the face of the global marketplace means more than 
providing state-sponsored handouts to ease the transition to a free market. Instead it should 
include the protection of basic grain production where warranted, and the establishment of 
decentralized regional specific efforts to foster the establishment of diversified production that is 
competitive in the marketplace. However, to seriously address the under development of the 
social sector w ill require strong political determination by the govemment and the serious 
restructuring of the state's agricultural and trade policies — a prospect that seems very unlikely in 
the short and medium terms (Barry. 1995). Nevertheless, agrarian policies that work with 
smallholder farmers to enhance their productivity and livelihood strategies w ill benefit social 
sector formers and the nation as a whole
A vibrant smallholder farm sector
Even though Mexican agricultural policies are founded on the premise that it does not make good 
economic sense to support the production of grains that are available at lower prices from other 
countries, "there is a strcmg current of resistance from many agricultural specialists who feel that 
boosting the national production of basic grains, particularly com, is essential for cultural, political, 
social, and economic reasons (Barry, 1995; 243)." In fact, "a prosperous smallholder mixed 
subsistence/commercial forming sector can provide significant contributions fo rural welfore, 
employment, urban congestion, and rural stability (Scherr, 1985) " Furthermore analysts working 
for the intematlonal Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) conclude 
that a development model based on stimulating campesino agriculture and consumption would 
be the best economic option for Mexico,' because of important t>ackward and forward economic 
linkages that would be created, and because a dynamic small farm sed:or could act as a motor of 
economic growth for the entire society (Barry. 1995; 226).
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With this in mind, Barry's (1995) campesino deveiopment model is based upon four major 
tenants. First, is the certainty of the internationalization of basic grain production and the 
interface with the giot>al market, and therefore the reality o f cheap imported grains is a matter of 
foot. Second, the direct subsidy of targeted basic grains, such as com, should be realized in 
order to protect rain fed forms from the full force of the global markefotace, to encourage self- 
sufficiency in basic grain production, and to promote positive social and economic benefits to the 
countryside and the nation. Third, social sector farmers with adequate resources should seek to 
diversify production into crops that maintain an advantage in the domestic and international 
marketplace. Diversification w ill require at the minimum technical assistance, appropriate credit 
programs, and logistical support from both govemment and nongovemmental organizations. 
Fourth, development objectives must actively l)e supported by campesino community and 
producer organizations, and t>e sensitive to the realities of different regions and demographic 
groups (e^Tecially women and indigenous populations).
Basic grain productioir
According to Barkin (2000), the protection and subsidy of basic grain production is a controversial 
objective with two contradictory factors informing the debate. On the one hand few societies can 
afford the luxury of producing t>asic commodities which can t>e produced more efficiently 
elsewhere. However, Barkin qualifies this with the caution that this is only b’ue if the people and 
resources dedicated to the production o f these traded goods can find productive employment 
elsewhere. For ejidatarios in Tal>asco state, increasingly this productive employment means the 
migration to distant locations (Whizar, 2000). On the other hand, Barkin asserts there are few 
exceptions to the ot>servation that "greater local production of such commodities contributes to 
higher nutritional standards and t)etter health indices." Dewey (1981), in her study of the 
nutritional consequences o f the transformation from subsistence to commercial agriculture in 
Tat)asco state agrees with this, and found that ejido families that maintained a degree of self- 
sufficiency in food production also maintained a related increase in nutritional quality.
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Unfortunately, direct subsidies to com farmers, or higti price guarantees for com are policies 
that would be expensive to maintain, and as stated above would require the "extraordinary" 
political w ill o f the Mexican govemment to enact (Barry, 1995). Under free trade, self-sufficiency 
policies (like subsidized com production for the domestic market) are "eftectively excluded from 
the range of development options (Barry, 1995; 245)."
Perhaps diversification is a better strategy for ejido termers?
While basic grain production makes sense for those farmers who occupy small plots of land or 
who are more marginalized, for those ejidatarios with sufficient land resources diversification is 
probably a better long-term strategy. Diversification into fruit and vegetable production is one 
option for ̂ ido  farmers that is reported in the literature. Perhaps another option for ejidos 
tergeted by plantation companies is the establishment of small-scale term plantations of valuable 
tropical hardwoods. This may present a better development strategy for ejidos than surrendering 
their land to the plantation companies.
Bmall-scale landholder derived tree terming projects potentially incorporate t>oth the comparative 
advantage factors enjoyed by Industrial plantations but also incorporate employment/livelihood 
strategies, as well as the potential to be more environmentally robust than industrial plantations. 
Silvia Whizar, co-founder of the Santo Tomàs Ecological Association of Villahermosa thinks the 
cultivation of native tropical hardwoods is a better option for ejido landholders than eucalyptus 
plantations for a few reasons. First, species like red cedar (Cedrela odorata) and Mexican 
mahogany (Swietenia macrophyUa) may be good choices because these trees already find value 
in the marketplace, and could be promoted to consumers who are willing to pay more for timber 
that is produced in a sustainable manner. Second, locals already have experience with these 
trees, and because they are native species tfrey are adapted to the surrounding environment and 
would therefore need less breeding and selection to promote healthy growth rates. From an 
environmental standpoint, the longer rotations that native trees require might help to enhance 
understory vegetation and improve biodiversity values, especially if they were planted in a diverse
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mosaic incorporating blocks of native vegetation. Such production schemes would likely t>e 
more latx>r-intensive, and less suited to mechanized planting and harvesting regimes — with an 
increase in labor requirements with corresponding increases in the incorporation of environmental 
values into the design of the "plantation " Market niches that support these more environmentally 
and socially robust production systems need to be developed, just as they have been for organic 
fair trade coffee, FSC certified lumt>er, certified organic foods, and wild versus ferm raised 
salmon.
In order to diversify ejidatarios w ill need to find adequate technical assistance, obtain credit, and 
be provided with logistical support According to De Janvry et al. (1996), the emergence of a 
competitive smallholder ejido economy resulting from successful modernization of traditional 
crops and diversification toward high-value crops are dependent upon four important 
determinants: greater access to credit, greater access to technical assistance, greater access to 
irrigation, and higher levels o f education (De Janvry et al., 1996).
Technical assistance
Currently there is a serious lack o f technical assistance available to social sector farmers (Marsh 
and Runsten, 1998). The Mexican government no longer provides extension services, which 
have essentially t)een privatized into technical assistance agencies run primarily by agronomists 
formally employed by the govemment (Marsh and Runsten, 1998). While large producers hire 
agricultural experts to advise them, small producers generally lack of funds to hire skilled 
agronomists who are already in short supply (Marsh and Runsten, 1998). This leaves 
smallholder farmers in the position of having to form producer organizations in order to hire 
agronomists located mostly in the northem agricultural regions of the country. Another important 
factor is that technical assistance should l>e appropriate to an individual or group's methods of 
production. For ejido ferming operations where family lat>or is available, organic agriculture and 
integrated pest management (IPM) are lalaor-intensive systems that can reduce costs and
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improve the market potential o f their products, while at the same time minimizing the financial 
risk of adopting more capital intensive farming methods (Marsh and Runsten, 1998).
For some social sector producers, another method of obtaining technical assistance is through 
processor or agribusiness partners who are interested in obtaining a quality marketable product. 
Two positive examples are the success of the Del Cabo cooperative of small producers of organic 
vegetables in cooperation with organic fôrmers from California, and small coffee growers 
producing organic coffee (Marsh and Runsten, 1998; Barkin, 2000). Of course, the appropriate 
technology and marketing strategy required to take advantage of Wiese niche markets requires 
tfie  formation o f’strategic alliances' between producers and partners in which partners impart 
technological knowledge on a consistent basis (Marsh and Runsten, 1998). This in turn w ill likely 
require tiia t ejidatarios are organized into a producer group or ejido union to take advantage of 
the benefits o f such allianoes.
Perfiaps a third method of obtaining appropriate technology is for ejido producers to seek the 
advice and mentoring of other ejido communities and producer organizations. In regards to farm 
plantation operations, ejidos with community forestiy enterprises are potentially a good example 
for technical assistance and marketing strategies. These ejidos might also provide valuable 
examples of the pitfolls and benefits o f running producer organizations.
Decentralized financing that is regional specific
Undercapitalization is a chronic pnAlem for most ejidatarios, and the lack of sufficient credit 
presents a major barrier to tfie  transition from maize to more intensive crops (Marsh and Runsten, 
1998, Myhre, 1996). The higher the establishment costs involved in growing crops like fruits and 
vegetables makes the acquisition of credit essential, yet government changes in credit services 
has resulted in a lessening of sources o f credit for smallholder termers (Marsh and Runsten,
1998; Myhre, 1996). As a result, for those campesinos with access to land, one of the prominent 
agrarian questions is in regards to access to credit (Myhre, 1996). The problem is the already
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inadequate and traditional source of social sector financing is from the national l>ank 
(BANRURAL), vWiich has reduced the amount of loans t>eing issued to smallholder farmers. The 
Bank has also introduced regulations designed to guard against default, which disempower the 
individual lender and create and unequal power relationship t>etween the institution and the 
borrower (Myhre, 1996).
Several authors indicate that a rural financing system that is more decentralized, and therefore 
more attuned to the specific realities of individual borrowers would be a superior method of 
providing credit (Barkin, 2000; Barry, 1995; De Janvry et al.. 1996; Marsh and Runsten, 1998; 
Myhre, 1996). W ith this in mind credit unions and savings and loan cooperatives are better 
positioned than national banks to provide appropriate loans because they're located closer to 
borrowers and savers, and have a better knowledge of community conditions (Myhre, 1996). 
Unfortunately, the rtational bank has resisted working with credit unions (by providing timely loans 
to the credit union which then can be processed into individual loans for members) (Myhre, 1996). 
Nevertheless, the amount o f credit unions servicing social sector tormers is increasing, and these 
institutions can play a vital role in invigorating social sector agriculture.
Role of the state In providing infrastructure, education and a regulatory oversight
Even though the govemment has drastically reduced its participation in the social sector, "it 
remains a fundamentol institution for several functions that cannot be fully delivered by the private 
sector," such as education and infrastructure (De Janvry et al., 1996). The building of roads 
necessary for rural communities to access social services and markets for their products is an 
essential mission for any government. Perhaps more important is the role of education in building 
the social capital o f social sector communities so that they may be t>etter empowered to guide 
their own future /Mso, the govemment has a regulatory role, particularly in regards to efficient 
market performance, labor rights, and the environment (De Janvry et al., 1996).
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Prerequisites for government and NGOs working with social sector farmers
One constant that is repeated in the literature atxHJt working with the social sector is the 
importance of NGOs and government organizations to build decentralized networks that can be 
more responsive to differing regional conditions (Barry, 1995; Barkin, 2000; De Janvry et al.,
1996; Marsh and Runsten, 1998; Myhre, 1996). Rather than building a "one size fits all" 
bureaucratic and operational structure, which is not responsive to varying regional conditions, 
organizations need a decentralized flexibility when it comes to formulating and enacting 
development initiatives. Furthermore, these decentralized subunits should build upon specific 
regional realities to build development strategies that are even more targeted, and hopefully more 
appropriate for a given locality. This in turn necessitates the active involvement of ejido members 
to help formulate development objectives, implement projects, evaluate their effectiveness and 
propose alternatives.
Ejido Empowerment
Peitiaps the most important tecet in regards to building a productive and prosperous ejido term 
economy is the empowerment of individual ejidatarios and ejido unions in order to secure needed 
assistance, negotiate with the marketplace, build a more democratic rural political structure, and 
to commandeer an active role in the formation of the nations of agrarian policy. Obviously, this is 
no small undertaking! While a thorough analysis of ejido empowerment is well beyond the scope 
of this paper, neverttieless some key points are worth considering.
According to De Janvry et al. (1996), formal organizations in which ^idatarios participate 
individually are "very weak," with only around 7 percent of ejidatarios belonging to such 
organizations. On the other hand, 36 percent of ejidatarios are involved in formal organizations in 
which they are memt>ers through the ejido (De Janvry et al., 1996). This is important because ' In 
a context o f liberalization and descaling of the role of the state, the ejido thus emerges as an 
institution that could play a fundamental role in mediating ejidatarios' access to the market and
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the public sector, both as a service cooperative and a representative of organized interests 
(De Janvry et al., 1996; 85). " Barry (1995), agrees with this assessment and includes the further 
insight that campesino farmers w ill need to incorporate traditional strengths that have been worn 
down by the advancement of neoliberal economic policies in the Mexican countryside. According 
to Barry (1995), foremost amongst these traditional strengths is the recognition of the importance 
of working through community and producer organizations, as individual social sector farmers will 
likely not be able to succeed in the marketplace without the suM)ort of a cooperative production 
or marketing oiganizaticm (Barry, 1995).
However, ejido communities w ill likely differ considerably in their capacity and desire to organize 
into unions or producer organizations. Also, we should not romanticize the notion of ejido 
organizations as a noble extension of the collective efforts of a harmonious community. The 
organization of ejidatarios into ejido unions, producer groups, and regional and national networks 
represents all o f the same challenges that would occur in any undertaking which necessitates the 
organization o f individuals and groups around a common agenda. Nevertheless, ejido unions and 
producer groups are emerging as important organizational forces.
Since the 1980s, it is the social sector producer organizations that have "shown the greatest 
capacity for mobilizatton and negotiation (Luisa Pare, 1990) ' Increasingly these isolated 
producer organizations have joined together in regional and national networks, with the most 
important being the National Union of Autonomous Regional Peasant Organizations (UNORCA) 
created in 1985 (Luisa Pare. 1990). After the revisions to article 27 that ended further land reform 
these organizations shifted their focus away from supporting increased land distribution and 
property rights and moved towards advocating for higher crop supports, available credit and 
social sector participation in agricultural policy-making (Luisa Pare, 1990; Myhre, 1996).
Through these efforts Mexican peasants are attempting to democratize the rural development 
process by creating more representative and autonomous initiatives (Fox and Gordillo, 1989).
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This means that producer organizations should not be tied to political parties or local political 
bosses as they have been in the past, but instead be more representative of their members' 
goals. This democratization of the rural development process w ill not t>e an easy task. Such an 
undertaking, according to Pare (1990), "requires greater political participation, genuine elections 
both within social organizations and at all levels of government, respect for human rights, and 
govemment responsiveness to widespread opposition to its macro-economic policies." It may tie 
that by ending the paternalistic relationship with the social sector, the Mexican govemment has 
created a space in which autonomous campesino unions can t>e created and operate outside of 
the historical political structure of local political bosses who traditionally had a strong influence on 
how ejido organizations interacted with the govemment. This opening in the democratic process 
should give hope to the emerging social sector organizations, as according to Pare (1990) "the 
recent politicization of peasant demands indicates that one cannot speak of rural democratization 
as a process independent of the democratization of society at large "
Leverage points
We have seen that the Mexican govemment has chosen a path to rural development that favors 
the importation of cheap grains, the commercialization of agriculture, and the historical and 
current discrimination against social sector farmers. But social sector farmers are not inclined to 
abandon their land to commercial agricultural interests so easily. If the social sector is to survive 
and even prosper, leverage points need to be exploited in order to push and pull Mexican 
agrarian policy in the direction of broader social benefits for the social sector.
One leverage point, which has already been discussed, is the fact that a prosperous smallholder 
farming sector can provide real gains to the economy and nation as a wtiole. As social sector 
success stories are realized, hopefully they w ill provide a positive model for the nation to follow. 
Another leverage point is the reluctance of many of ejidatarios to sell their land or surrender it 
through sale and rental contracts to corporate interests. This means that the pace of neoliberal 
change in the Mexican countryside w ill be fairly slow. Those with adequate resources to survive
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vmII hold on, while the most marginalized w ill probably be more adversely affected by recent 
policy changes
Perhaps the biggest leverage point for social sector farmers w ill be the failure of neoliberal 
policies to provide broad spread economic benefits to the majority of the social sector. This w ill 
likely result in the continuing saga of underemployment, poverty, and outmigration that are 
commonplace in the Mexican countryside today. However, while the biggest leverage point for 
change may be the failure of neoliberal policies, the most important leverage point for social 
sector producers is the ongoing efforts by autonomous campesino unions to become more 
involved in the formation of regional and national agrarian policy This is because, while the 
foilure of neoliberal policies presents a scenario where change is needed, if left to the powers that 
be, the resultant policy vacuum will most likely only be filled by yet more neoliberal policies.
If social sector farmers are able to build a vibrant smallholder economy, rather than go to work as 
migrant seasonal laborers on large commercial farms or plantations, then they need the 
opportunity to be active players when it comes to formulating the countries new agrarian policies.
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